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Abstract
Work presented here has been centered around the growth of epitaxial
graphene via the thermal decomposition of 4H silicon carbide wafers.
Improvements to ultra high vacuum growth procedures used within
the research group have been made via the optimization of annealing
times and temperatures. The optimization involved the use of surface
science techniques such as low energy electron diffraction, atomic force
microscopy, low energy electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy
amongst others to monitor changes in surface reconstructions, lateral
grain sizes of graphene domains and graphene coverage on the surface
as the growth parameters were varied.
Improvements observed via the surface science techniques such as in-
creasing the lateral domain grain sizes from 10s nm to 100s nm and
increasing the graphene film coverage were linked to the betterment
of the electronic properties of the graphene films (electronic measure-
ments carried out by Graham Creeth), this linking lead to published
work. The mechanical properties of these films were also measured
via the use of Raman spectroscopy to probe the formation of strains
within the graphene and compare growth carried out on the silicon
carbide (0001¯) face to literature work carried out on the (0001) face
to show evidence of graphene-substrate decoupling within the films
grown here, this work also lead to a publication.
Alternate growth procedures have also been investigated. This in-
volved carrying out annealing processes in inert argon gas atmo-
spheres. Atomically terraced substrates were produced via annealing
in argon gas atmospheres at temperatures of ∼1500◦C. These terraced
substrates where then subsequently graphitised by increasing the an-
nealing temperature to ∼1600◦C allowing for a single stage substrate
preparation and graphitisation process. A result not published else-
where.
A Nanoprobe system has been used to manipulate the graphene films
grown under argon atmosphere and make 4-probe electrical transport
measurements allowing sheet resistance measurements to be made.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Since it was first isolated experimentally in 2004 (1) there has been a huge surge
in research activity into graphene, with over a thousand graphene related pub-
lications each year.(2) Graphene is a truly two-dimensional material, it consists
of a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice. It has been
shown to have remarkable mechanical and electrical properties, including high
tensile strength,(3) room temperature quantum Hall effect (4) and high carrier
mobilities. (5) Graphene also promises room temperature ballistic transport (6)
and the low spin-orbit (7) interactions in graphene should allow for long spin
diffusion lengths. These properties make graphene a strong candidate for future
electronic and spintronic device applications (8), with work already carried out to
show graphene based transistors,(9) flexible electronics (10) and even full wafer
scale graphene integrated circuits.(11)
To fully integrate graphene into electronic device applications a way of pro-
ducing wafer-scale good quality graphene is required. The original scotch-tape (1)
or micro-mechanical cleavage method of producing graphene leads to the produc-
tion of graphene flakes that are scattered on a substrate and is not really scalable
for industrial fabrication purposes. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth
of graphene onto metal substrates (10; 12; 13) shows promise in producing large
scale graphene sheets, however for device fabrication these sheets require transfer-
ring on an insulating substrate. Recent research has shown improvement in these
1
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transfer techniques (10; 14; 15; 16) with particular promise for the fabrication of
flexible graphene electronic devices.
Work here has concentrated on the production of so called epitaxial graphene
via the thermal decomposition of silicon carbide, a process which has long been
touted for producing graphene for electronic applications.(17) This process in-
volves heating a silicon carbide wafer to high temperatures in either a vacuum
(17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25) or in an inert gas atmosphere.(24; 25; 26; 27)
At these temperatures the silicon within the silicon carbide, evaporates away
preferentially to the carbon. This leaves behind a carbon rich surface which at
these high temperatures is mobile enough to reconstruct and form sp2 bonded
graphene.
Detailed reviews of the key results in graphene technology and epitaxial graphene
will be presented in chapter 2 of this thesis with particular emphasis on the dif-
ferent methods for graphene production, the key advances in epitaxial graphene
production and the properties of graphene that make it desirable for electronic
applications.
1.1.1 Aims and Details of this Work
The aim of this project has been to understand and improve the growth of epi-
taxial graphene on silicon carbide, with a view to providing a consistent method
for producing high quality, large scale graphene films that can be integrated into
electronic devices.(28) The growth of epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide is con-
trolled by a number of key parameters, these are the growth temperature, the
duration of the growth anneal and the pressure at which the process is carried
out. Also important to the final quality of the grown graphene films is the quality
of the initial silicon carbide substrate used. Typically as purchased silicon carbide
wafers are marred by scratches due to a mechanical polishing step during pro-
duction, this can lead uneven graphene growth on the surfaces. Different sample
preparation techniques such as chemical etching,(27) hydrogen annealing (26; 29)
and extra polishing stages (30) can be used to remove these polishing scratches
to produce flat, atomically stepped silicon carbide substrates.
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Initial growth processes were carried out in ultra high vacuum (UHV) at a
base pressure of ∼10−10 mbar. Silicon carbide is a polar wafer and consists of a
silicon terminated and a carbon terminated face, the graphene growth on each
of these faces being different.(18; 19; 21; 24) It has been shown that the growth
of graphene on the carbon terminated face produces material that has better
electrical properties than that of the silicon terminated face.(31) For this reason,
samples grown in UHV during this work mainly concentrated on the carbon ter-
minated face. Samples were then produced at varying growth temperatures and
times and analyzed via a number of various surface science techniques such as Ra-
man microscopy, low energy electron diffraction, atomic force microscopy and low
energy electron microscopy. These techniques allow for material properties such
as lateral grain size, graphene coverage on the substrate and graphene thickness
to be determined. Trends in how growth conditions effect these properties can
then be seen and the growth procedure changed to further improve the graphene
quality. This led to key improvements in graphene film quality, most notably with
increased graphene coverage on the substrate surfaces leading to the formation of
complete graphene films and with the increasing of the lateral grain size present
within the graphene films from 10s nm to 100s nm.
Strains are observed to build up during the growth of epitaxial graphene.
These have been explained elsewhere for graphene grown on the silicon termi-
nated face of silicon carbide to be due to the difference in thermal expansion
coefficients between the graphene and silicon carbide.(32) Here (33), these strains
were measured for samples with varying annealing times at a growth tempera-
ture of 1400◦ grown on the carbon terminated face. The strain values obtained
were less than those seen on the silicon terminated face, indicating that there is
a strain relief mechanism due to the extra decoupling between graphene layers
and the substrate on the carbon terminated face.
Whilst carrying out this project, it became apparent from work carried out
elsewhere (24; 25; 26; 27) that varying the pressure at which the graphene growth
is carried out is important. Here, initially this was done by introducing a confined
geometry above the silicon carbide during growth (34) in UHV, thus increasing
the partial pressure of silicon carbide above the surface. Latterly this was done
by annealing in an argon gas atmosphere in a tube furnace system.
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During argon annealing runs carried out within the tube furnace system at a
temperature of 1500◦C showed the silicon carbide substrates previously marred
by polishing scratches form atomic terraces thus removing the damage caused
by the scratches. This type of terrace is usually achieved via the use of a hy-
drogen etching treatment which involves high temperature annealing of silicon
carbide wafers in a flammable hydrogen rich atmosphere, a process which leads to
safety issues.(26; 29) The formation of terraces via annealing in just an inert gas
atmosphere alleviates the need for high temperature annealing in a flammable
atmosphere and allows for the potential of a single stage annealing process to
both prepare the silicon carbide substrates and subsequently graphitise these
substrates.
The graphitisation of these atomically terraced substrates was achieved by
raising the annealing temperature to 1600◦C and work was then carried out to
vary both the growth times and temperatures and analyze samples with a view to
improving the graphene film quality. Initial graphene films were seen to be ‘island-
like’ and sparsely populated on the surface as well as containing rips and folds.
Varying growth times and temperatures led to the final sample grown during this
process to be annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C demonstrating 100µms areas of
uniform graphene growth. It has been seen that the furnace temperature is too
low to growth graphene on the carbon terminated face as observed elsewhere (35),
so graphene samples from the furnace have been grown on the silicon terminated
face.
Graphene films grown via annealing in argon atmosphere have been locally
contacted and manipulated using a Nanoprobe STM system. The graphene films
have been cut into shapes using the STM tips then contacted to allow 4-probe
electrical measurements to be taken on these cut shapes to allow sheet resistances
within the graphene films to be found. The measurement geometries cut into the
graphene films can be cut in such away as to align in a parallel or perpendicular
direction to the underlying silicon carbide substrate terraces. This allows for
anisotropies in resistance observed elsewhere, (36; 37) thought to be due to the
presence of substrate steps, to be investigated.(38)
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Chapter 2
Graphene Theory and Literature
Review
2.1 Graphene
2.1.1 General Properties and Band Theory of Graphene
Graphene is a truly two-dimensional material. It consists of single sheet of carbon
atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, a kind of carbon nano-mesh that is often
likened to chicken wire in structure. Graphene can be folded, stacked and rolled to
form other carbon allotropes such as buckyballs, graphite and carbon nanotubes
respectively. Although only experimentally isolated for the first time in 2004 (1),
graphene has been used as a model theoretical system for many decades (39) in
order to explain the properties of the materials mentioned above. Since the first,
Nobel prize winning experiments on isolated graphene flakes (1), there has been a
huge surge in research in this field with over a thousand papers a year now being
produced on graphene and ten thousand overall.(2)
Graphene has been dubbed a new ‘wonder material’ with possible uses in a
wide-range of applications such as transistor technology, (9) spintronic applica-
tions (8), gas-sensing technology (40) and transparent flexible electronics.(10)
Key to all of these uses are the properties possessed by graphene. To begin
with, as graphene is a two-dimensional material, it is in effect ‘all surface’ this
makes it very sensitive to adsorbates that form on the surface. This along with
5
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the strong affect adsorbates have on the electronic properties of graphene make
it useful as a gas sensor. Measured high carrier mobilities ( 200,000 cm2/ V s)
and ballistic transport (µm device scale) in graphene films(5) have lead graphene
to be touted as a potential more than Moore material for future post-CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) transistor technology.
As carbon is a relatively light element, with atomic number 6, the spin orbit-
coupling in graphene is small (7), when compared to heavier elements such as
silicon which has atomic number 14. This makes graphene interesting for use
in spintronic devices, where the electron spin is used to transfer information as
opposed to the charge.(41) Despite being only one layer thick, the in-plane bonds
within graphene systems are strong, this leads to a graphene film having a high
Young’s modulus value of 1.0 terapascals .(3) This allows for standard top-down
patterning of graphene films into device structures to be possible, along with the
broadband high transmittance of graphene makes graphene a viable material for
use in flexible transparent electronic applications.(42)
As previously mentioned, the electronic band structure of graphene has been
understood for many years.(39) The chicken wire structure of graphene is pro-
duced by sp2 bonded carbon atoms. This means that each carbon atom forms
covalent bonds (σ bonds) to three others, thus leaving each carbon atom one
electron to contribute for conduction (pi bonds). The honeycomb structure has
two atoms per unit cell, as each electron in the unit cell is inequivalent, the band
structure of graphene consists of two bands. Each of these bands has a cosine
dependence of the electron energy with respect to the wave vector k. The band
structure of graphene is drawn in Figure 2.1 following the tight-binding model
proposed by Wallace.(39)
The two bands touch at six points on the edge of the first Brillouin zone,
this makes graphene a zero band-gap semiconductor. At these six points, named
the Dirac points, the band structure appears to be conical, meaning that the
dispersion relation is linear as
E = ~ · vF · k (2.1)
This is the Dirac-Weyl equation, where k is the momentum of the carrier and Vf
is the Fermi velocity. This linear dispersion relation is unlike the usual parabolic
6
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Figure 2.1: Band structure of graphene produced following the tight-binding
model shown in (39). Area around the Dirac point is enlarged to show the conical
form of the band structure.
dispersion relationship observed for charge carriers in semiconductors.(43) The
linear nature of the dispersion relation found in graphene (Figure 2.1) around
the Dirac points leads to the electrons and holes having a zero effective mass.
Though classically the effective mass is given by
1
m∗
∝ d
2E
dK2
suggesting an infinite effective mass it is the successful description of the carriers
behavior by equation 2.1 that allows them to be described as massless in the
region close to the Dirac points.
As mentioned earlier, the band structure of graphene consists of two degener-
ate subbands. As a result, charge carriers exhibit a psuedospin which is linked to
the particular sublattice that they belong to. This pseudospin can be observed
in the half-integer quantum Hall behaviour of graphene sheets (see section 2.1.3).
As an electron traverses a closed path in the graphene lattice, the valley degen-
eracy that gives pseudospin leads to the electron picking up a phase change of pi,
known as a Berry’s phase (6; 7; 31; 44), this then alters the conventional quantum
Hall effect in graphene systems.(4; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49)
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This is the idealised scenario for an isolated graphene sheet for picturing the
graphene band structure. In practice this band structure is modified depending on
the experimental conditions, such as the presence of a substrate or other graphene
layers. In the case of mulitlayer graphene, the band structure is modified in a
way that is dependent on the stacking present between the graphene layers. In
AB stacked, known as Bernal stacked, graphene (as commonly found in highly
ordered pyrolytic graphite) is stacked with the corner of the hexagon on the second
sheet placed above the central gap on the first. For Bernal stacked graphene the
intervalley degeneracy is lifted due to interlayer coupling. Practically, this means
that less ordered stacking, such as stacking with rotational disorder as seen in
epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide (0001¯) does not lift the intervalley
scattering and leads to multilayer systems maintaining the preferential electronic
properties of single layer graphene.(50)
The substrate on which the graphene sits can have an effect on the graphene
band structure. Strains induced by graphene substrate interactions can affect
the band structure, with strain proposed as a possible route for opening up a
band gap within graphene films for transistor applications (see section 2.4.3).
The substrate can also inadvertently dope the graphene. In an isolated graphene
sheet, the charge carrier concentration tends towards zero as the Fermi level sits at
the Dirac points, this can be shifted in the presence of substrate doping.(6; 7; 31)
2.1.2 Shubnikov-de-Haas (SdH) Oscillations in Graphene
Magnetoconductance measurements are regularly used to probe the electronic
properties of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems in general. In general
this involves applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the graphene film (or
other 2DEG) plane. In the presence of this magnetic field ( ~B) the electrons on
graphene undergo a Lorentz force (~F ),
~F = e~v × ~B = m~v ~ωc (2.2)
where e is the charge of the electron, ~v is the electron velocity, ~ωc is the cy-
clotron frequency and m is the electron mass. The electrons behave as simple
harmonic oscillators (43) and the electrons now follow circular paths. This leads
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to quantisation of electrons in the conduction plane. The electron energy spec-
trum is now quantised and consists of Landau levels. These energy levels are
separated by equidistant gaps proportional to the cyclotron frequency (Equation
2.3a). The energy levels of this system are then given by Equation 2.3b where L
is the Landau level number.
~ωc =
e ~B
m
(2.3a)
EL = (L+ 1/2)~ωc (2.3b)
As the magnetic field is varied the Landau levels pass periodically through the
Fermi energy. This causes an oscillation in the population of electrons at the
Fermi energy, this then causes quantum oscillations in the thermodynamic and
transport properties of a metal (43), these oscillations are known as Shubnikov-
de-Hass (SdH) oscillations.
These oscillations are more pronounced in conductors that have charge carri-
ers with long mean free paths as their is less blurring of the energy levels from
scattering events. Graphene is one such material and as such, SdH oscillations
have been observed in graphene.(17; 31; 51; 52) As mentioned earlier the elec-
trons in graphene can be treated as massless Dirac fermions. This causes the
Landau level spacings in graphene to not be equidistant, this manifests itself in
the periodicity of the SdH oscillations observed in graphene.(7; 53)
2.1.3 Quantum Hall Effect in Graphene
The quantum Hall effect (QHE) has lead to the award of two Nobel prizes, the
first to Klaus von Klitzing (54) for the original experimental discovery of the
QHE and then jointly to Tsui and Stormer (55) for the experimental discovery of
the fractional quantum Hall effect and Laughlin (56) for providing the theoretical
model to explain these findings.
Again, to observe the QHE a magnetic field must be applied perpendicular
to the 2DEG conduction plane. As described earlier, this causes Landau level
quantization to occur. In an ideal system, the Landau levels would be Dirac
delta functions, however the presence of disorder within practical systems causes
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broadening of the Landau levels. This gives areas of localized and extended
states within each Landau level, with the localised regions near the edge of the
levels.(57) This leads to plateaux being observed in the Hall conductance σxy
when the Fermi level lies within one of these regions of localised states due to the
absence of available states. If a gate voltage is applied to allow sweeping of the
Fermi level, these plateaux occur in a regular sequence given by σxy = (4e
2/h)N
where N is any integer.
As mentioned earlier, the presence of a Berry’s phase in graphene leads to
a different QHE in graphene (as shown in Figure 2.2), the QHE is referred to
as the half-integer quantum Hall effect, the first Landau level is populated by
both electrons and holes and conductance plateaux occur at σxy = ±(2e2/h)
for the first level with each subsequent spacing occurring with at a regularity
of σxy = (4e
2/h)(N + 1/2), this effect is not seen in bilayer graphene and the
traditional integer quantum Hall effect is recovered. The QHE was observed in
graphene produced via micro-mechanical cleavage(51; 52) including room temper-
ature QHE (4) before it was observed in epitaxial graphene(47; 58; 59). This was
due to production issues in epitaxial graphene such as control of sample thickness
on the SiC(0001¯) face and doping effects on the SiC(0001) face.
2.1.4 Quantum Confinement in Graphene
A key aim for research directed at integrating graphene into semiconductor de-
vices for conventional transistor applications is the requirement for an energy
band-gap to be introduced into the naturally gapless graphene.(9) One such
method that has shown success is the confinement of graphene into nanoribbons
(GNRs). The graphene is cut into thin strips (less than 100s nm), this intro-
duces quantum confinement conditions into the graphene band structure, much
like those observed in carbon nanotubes.(60) It has been shown that the size of
the band-gap induced depends inversely on the width of the GNRs.(61; 62) As
the size of the band-gap is dependent on the width of the GNR, accurate control
of the width along the length of a GNR device is important for performance.(62)
Also important is the determination and understanding of the edge type present
as the mechanisms for band-gap formation are different between armchair and
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Figure 2.2: Quantum Hall effect observed in monolayer graphene and bilayer
graphene [inset]. The magnetic field is held constant whilst the carrier concen-
tration is varied via a gate voltage. The Hall conductance σxy (red lines) and the
longitudinal conductance σxx (green lines) are then measured. (51)
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zig-zag edges. Armchair edges produce gaps via confinement effects and because
the hopping integral increases as slight atomic bond-length increases occur.(62)
Band-gaps occur in zig-zag edges due to a staggered sublattice potential from
magnetic ordering.(62)
There have been various methods suggested and tested for the production
of GNRs. The nanocutting of graphene films via the use of transition metal
nanoparticles has been shown (63; 64; 65) to produce very clean edges.(66) Chem-
ical etching procedures have also been used to produce GNRs, again high quality
edges are possible by this method.(62) Standard lithographic methods were used
to pattern the first graphene nanoribbons experimentally.(61) Templated growth
of epitaxial graphene has also been used to produce graphene nanoribbons and
pattern transistors onto the surface, this shows promise for large scale production
and electronic contacting of GNRs.(67). Chemical bottom-up methods for the
fabrication of graphene nanoribbons have also been suggested (68) as has the
catalytic etching or ‘unzipping’ of carbon nanotubes.(69)
2.2 Epitaxial Graphene
2.2.1 Introduction to Epitaxial Graphene
Around the same time (17) of the discovery of isolated graphene flakes via the
micro-mechanical cleavage method work was being carried out to make electronic
devices out of ‘ultra thin graphite’ via the high temperature annealing of silicon
carbide wafers. The idea was to use the silicon carbide wafer to produce large
areas of few layer graphitic material, preferably on the wafer-scale to allow the
material to be used for large scale production of electronic components. Sili-
con carbide is preferential to be used as a substrate, it can be produced to be
semi-insulating which allows for standard direct top-down lithographic pattern-
ing techniques to be used to form electronic devices of graphene, without the
need to transfer the grown graphene onto a different substrate, a process that
can often damage the graphene films. Silicon carbide has been used for many
years in high power electronics applications (70), so procedures for producing top
quality, large scale wafers (up to 3 inches (71)) are known, as are the procedures
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for polishing and flattening these surfaces,(29; 30) useful for producing the best
quality graphene.
The silicon carbide polytype used in this work is 4H, this means that the
layers are ABCA stacked with the H denoting the hexagonal symmetry in the
lattice structure.(72) Silicon carbide is also polar in nature and the (0001) and
(0001¯) planes are terminated with silicon and carbon atoms respectively, this has
important effects on the quality and nature of graphene produced on each of these
faces
In this section, the main production methods for epitaxial graphene will be
discussed and the benefits and limitations of each addressed.
2.2.2 Ultra High Vacuum Growth of Epitaxial Graphene
Carbon growth on silicon carbide wafers via annealing at high temperatures has
a long history.(18) Although graphene was seen as a contaminant that appeared
during the investigation of high temperature surface reconstructions, (18) the
idea to use this carbon layer for electronic applications came in 2004.(17) The
growth process of epitaxial graphene involves heating silicon carbide wafers to
high temperatures, typically around 1100◦C, at these high temperatures the sur-
face of silicon carbide begins to break apart as it becomes unstable. Chemical
bonds begin to break, leaving free atoms that are mobile enough to leave the
surface. Silicon atoms evaporate away preferentially to the carbon atoms, thus
leaving behind a carbon rich surface. Once three layers worth of silicon have
evaporated from the surface, the carbon atom density on the surface (73; 74) is
high enough such that the mobile atoms can rearrange and reconstruct to form
an sp2 bonded graphene layer.(17; 19; 21; 27; 75; 76; 77; 78; 79)
As the silicon desorption occurs preferentially at certain nucleation sites, the
nature of the graphene formed depends on the specific nucleation site. For ex-
ample, on stepped graphene surfaces, it is energetically favorable for the silicon
atoms at the step edge to leave the surface (73; 80), here the graphene growth
proceeds outwards from the step edge and growing ‘carpet-like’ over other steps.
If on the other hand the silicon evaporates from a screw dislocation, then the
graphitisation occurs outwards from the dislocation, with the graphene forming
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along the walls of the depression up to the level of the substrate.(35) Substrate
scratches, originating from the polishing processes can also act as nucleation
points for growth (81), thicker graphene layers with smaller grains can be seen
around these features. As discussed in greater detail in a later section (section
3.4.4) these kind of growth processes can make it difficult to measure graphene
thicknesses with scanning probe techniques as it is not always obvious which
layer is the silicon carbide substrate when attempting to measure relative height
changes.
As substrate defects are so important in terms of nucleating the growth of
graphene, various pre-growth treatments of the surface are used to limit such
things as substrate scratches and dislocations. This can include extra polishing
of the surfaces to provide near scratch-free substrates, such as the wafers used in
this work that were polished by Novasic, a company that specialises in wafering
and wafer polishing.(30) During the growth of epitaxial graphene in ultra high
vacuum (UHV) a flux of silicon has been used to form surface reconstructions
that are preferential for graphene growth.(82) Annealing silicon carbide wafers
at high temperatures in hydrogen gas rich atmospheres is also used, this yields
a well ordered and atomically stepped substrate that leads to subsequent, better
graphene growth.(29)
The original process for epitaxial graphene growth involved the high temper-
ature annealing process to be carried out in ultra high vacuum.(17; 77) As the
silicon carbide is heated, various surface reconstructions take place on each of the
polar faces (19; 78; 83) until finally a carbon rich surface is achieved. These sur-
face reconstructions will be addressed in further detail in a later section (section
3.5.3). The diffraction patterns observed from each of these carbon rich surfaces
varies significantly from one polar face to the other, indicating differences in the
graphene growth processes between the two faces.
Initial work on epitaxial graphene films carried out during this work concen-
trated on growth on the silicon terminated (0001) face. In general the graphene
growth process on the silicon-terminated face has a slower silicon evaporation
rate than that of growth on the carbon-terminated face (23; 24; 26; 34; 77). The
first carbon rich layer is also strongly bound to the silicon carbide substrate via
its pi electrons, forming a so-called ‘buffer layer’.(21; 23; 24; 34; 50; 77; 84) The
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subsequent graphene grows in good order to this buffer layer, with each layer
Bernal stacked to the last. This can be seen in the low energy electron diffraction
images from graphene growth on this face.(19; 21; 78; 83) Graphene formation on
the silicon-terminated face is widely accepted to be a self-limiting process,(34; 77)
meaning that growing single or few layer graphene is a simpler process.
The silicon evaporation rate on the carbon-terminated face is quicker and
does not have a buffer layer between the first carbon-rich layer and the silicon
carbide substrate. This leads to less of an interaction between the silicon carbide
substrate and the graphene layer(s), subsequent graphene layer growth has a
rotational disorder (34; 50; 77) which can also be seen as dashed rings in the low
energy electron diffraction (19; 21; 78). In general, the morphology of graphene
grown on the silicon-terminated face, consists of domains (grains) of graphene
with larger lateral size than those on the carbon-terminated face, with a much
narrower variation of layer thicknesses seen on the silicon-terminated face (24).
Although large scale production of single layer graphene is more difficult on the
carbon-terminated face (34; 77), the decoupling present between the graphene
layers allows multilayer graphene to maintain the electronic properties of single
layer graphene.(50) This leads to higher electrical conductivities (up to 30,000
cm2V−1s−1) on the carbon-terminated face, compared to the silicon face (up to
2,000 cm2V−1s−1).(34; 77)
The growth process has many interlinked factors that contribute to the overall
quality of the resulting graphene films. The absence of the need for of an external
carbon source removes some variables usually associated with this kind of growth
process, there is no need to consider source flow rates and flux for example.
The factors that do control the growth are the annealing temperature, annealing
duration and the pressure at which the process is carried out. If an external
gas is used to control the pressure of the growth process it is important that
an inert gas is used which will not react with the graphene. These factors are
linked, which can mean that optimizing one parameter can adversely effect one
of the others. On a simplistic level, the growth process is dependent on two key
factors, the net evaporation rate of silicon from the surface, and then the lateral
progression of graphene domains on the surface once they have formed. External
fluxes of both silicon (82) and carbon sources (85) have been used to control
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the net silicon evaporation rates, though they are not essential and it has been
shown that increasing the pressure can control this, some of these methods will
be discussed in the following sections (2.2.3 and 2.2.4) and their effect on growth
conditions discussed.
2.2.3 Confined Geometry Growth of Epitaxial Graphene
A mentioned in the previous section 2.2.2, the growth of epitaxial graphene de-
pends on a number of interlinked parameters. Controlling these parameters is
key to producing high quality epitaxial graphene. Epitaxial graphene grown in
ultra high vacuum can be somewhat defected, (24) owing to the high silicon evap-
oration rates from the surface and the relatively low temperatures often used for
the growth process. The low growth temperature (∼1200◦C) is close to the tem-
perature at which a number of surface reconstructions take place on the silicon
carbide surface, thus the substrate is not at equilibrium when graphene growth
takes place. This leads to the defected graphene observed via UHV growth. In-
creasing the growth temperature allows for some coalescence of grain boundaries
to occur (28) and leads to improved graphene growth but the evaporation rates
remain high, making controlled layer growth difficult.
One method suggested to improve the control of the silicon evaporation rate
is to carry out the annealing process whilst confining the space around the silicon
carbide wafer.(34; 86) The silicon carbide is placed within a graphite enclosure
that contains a small leak.(34) Annealing can then be carried out in either UHV or
insert gas atmospheres and good quality graphene layers produced in a controlled
manner on both the (0001) and (0001¯) faces. The silicon evaporation rate can be
tuned with changing the size of the ‘leak’ in the system and by introducing an
inert gas into the enclosed volume. Growth of graphene in this manner has been
shown to produce high quality graphene as can be seen in a number of papers
which demonstrate such things as the quantum Hall effect (47) and high electron
mobilities .(87) Work here has used this principle to help control growth in both
UHV and argon gas atmospheres.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the effect of argon gas in the growth process. The
now finite possibility of silicon atoms being backscattered and returning to the
substrate surface is shown.
2.2.4 Inert Gas Atmosphere Growth of Epitaxial Graphene
Another method suggested for increasing the quality of epitaxial graphene growth
is to carry out the procedure in an inert argon gas atmosphere.(26; 27) In a process
similar to that used to increase the lifetime of lightbulbs, the argon gas present
gives a silicon atom escaping the silicon carbide substrate a finite chance of being
scattered back onto the sample surface as shown in Figure 2.3. This slows down
the rate of silicon evaporation, leading to an increase in onset temperature of
graphene growth. The graphene growth now begins at a temperature above the
surface reconstructions of silicon carbide, this stabler and equilibrated surface
leads to better graphene growth. It can be seen that this method leads to layer-
by-layer growth on the (0001) face that contains very large graphene domain sizes
(10s µm) when compared to growth in UHV (100s nm) (25; 26; 27) with improved
electron mobilities.(26) This method leads to somewhat uneven growth on the
(0001¯) face with even evidence for the formation of an interface layer between the
graphene and the substrate when the silicon gas pressure is raised.(24; 35) Work
here has been carried out on the growth of epitaxial graphene via this method.
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2.2.5 Epitaxial Graphene as a Resistance Standard
The quantum Hall effect (QHE) allows resistance to be described in terms of the
fundamental constants of the electron charge e and planks constant h as the Hall
resistance in two-dimensional systems is quantised in fractions of RK = h/e
2 =
25, 812.807557(18)Ω. RK is the resistance quantum, as such the QHE is used as
the international standard for measuring resistance. Fairly recent developments
have led to the measurement of the QHE on epitaxial graphene grown on both
SiC(0001¯) (47) and SiC(0001). (58; 59) The results obtained by Tzalenchuk et
al (59) of the QHE in large area epitaxial graphene grown on SiC(0001) show
the Hall quantisation to be accurately measured to a few parts per billion at a
temperature of 300 mK.
Several devices were also measured at a temperature of 4.2 K to an accuracy
of some tens in the 109 which shows the robustness of the QHE in graphene grown
epitaxially on SiC(0001). The accuracy of this measurement is an improvement
of four orders of magnitude over the best previous results obtained on microme-
chanically exfoliated graphene flakes and are comparable to those obtained in
established semiconductor resistance standards.(59)
The main transport measurements from this work are shown in Figure 2.4
insets a) and b). Data from inset a) is taken from a small Hall bar with dimensions
(11 µm × 2 µm) and b) from a larger Hall bar with dimensions (160 µm × 35
µm) respectively, both of which exhibit the quantum Hall effect. Figure 2.5 inset
a) shows the mean deviation of the R0xy value from a large Hall bar away from the
RK/2 value as function of bias current through the sample. The accurate values
of Rxy were taken at a point where Rxx is virtually zero and the accuracy of
the Hall resistance measurement is determined by the use of a cryogenic current
comparator bridge.
It can be seen that the most accurate value for R0xy was taken at 11.6 µA
and was taken over an 11 hour period. Inset b) of Figure 2.5 shows the Allan
deviation of R0xy away from RK/2 as a function of the measurement time τ .
The 1 \ τ 1/2 dependence of this deviation is a signature that the noise present
is white noise.(88) There are suggestions for improving the accuracy of these
findings still further. These include increasing the breakdown current by using
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Figure 2.4: QHE in epitaxial graphene. a, Transverse (Rxy) and longitudinal
(Rxx) resistance of the 11.6 µm × 2 µm device measured at T = 4.2 K with 1 µA
current. R
(0)
xy and R
(1)
xy represent Hall resistance plateaus at filling factors ν = 2
and ν = 6 respectively. The carrier density ns = 6.5 × 1011 cm−2 was obtained
from SdHOs. b, Transverse (Rxy) and longitudinal (Rxx) resistance of the 160 µm
× 35 µm device measured at T = 4.2 K with 1 µA current. The carrier density
ns was obtained from SdHOs. c, Measurements of the longitudinal resistance Rxx
performed in a four-point configuration (filled red circles), which excludes contact
resistances, and in a three-point configuration (open blue circles), which, as well
as Rxx, includes the contact resistance Rc and the resistance of the leads from
room-temperature electronics down to the sample Rl = 2.5 Ω On the plateau,
Rxx is very nearly zero and Rc is ∼ 1.5 Ω for all measured contacts. These
measurements were performed while sweeping the magnetic field; hence there is
a relatively large spread. d, Determination of the breakdown current Imax of
non-dissipative transport from measurement of the current-voltage characteristic
in the longitudinal direction at 14 T: Imax ≈13 µA at 300 mK and Imax ≈ 5 µA
at 4.2 K. The residual longitudinal resistance was confirmed as Rxx < 0.2 mΩ at
300 mK measured with Isd = 12 µA, and Rxx < 2.4 mΩ at 4.2 K measured with
Isd = 2.5 µA.(59)
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Figure 2.5: Determination of Hall resistance quantisation accuracy. a, Mean
relative deviation of R
(0)
xy from RK/2 at different bias currents (ppb, parts per
billion). The value at the smallest current was measured at 4.2 K (open blue
squares), and all other values at 300 mK (filled red squares). The most accurate
measurement with an 11.6 µA source-drain current at 14 T and 300 mK was
performed over ∼11 hours. The value of Rxx/RK determined in the same condi-
tions is also shown (black star) together with the measurement uncertainty. b,
Allan deviation of R
(0)
xy from RK/2 versus measurement time τ . The square root
dependence indicates purely white noise.(59)
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the flexibility of device design offered by large area epitaxial graphene on silicon
carbide wafers, optimization of contact geometry and the use of multiple parallel
Hall bar devices.(59)
2.3 Other Graphene Production Methods
2.3.1 Micro-mechanical Cleavage Method
Perhaps one reason for the initial success and attention to graphene as a material,
was the novel and relatively simple way in producing it. Graphene was originally
isolated in a process often referred to as the ‘scotch-tape method’.(1) This method
involves the use of adhesive tape to cleave layers off good quality graphite crystals.
When the cleaving process is repeated enough times, the debris produced on the
tape is then pressed down onto a silicon wafer topped with either a 100 or 300
nm silicon oxide layer. These two layer thicknesses of oxide layer allow monolayer
graphene to be distinguishable from other thicknesses of multi layer graphene or
bulk graphite via differences in light absorption caused by additional graphene
layers.
The method produces isolated graphene flakes, typically 10s to 100s µm in
size that are irregularly scattered across the substrate. These can then be lo-
cated and contacted electronically and have been used to probe very interesting
physical properties such as the quantum Hall effect.(4; 51; 52) This method of
graphene production is relatively cheap and provides a basis for probing funda-
mental properties of graphene films. However it suffers from a lack of scalability
as each flake has its own unique shape and position on a substrate, thus hindering
the use of mass production techniques to pattern graphene based devices.
2.3.2 Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) Growth
Graphene growth on metal substrates has been observed to produce large areas
of graphene. Initially graphene was observed from the annealing of ruthenium
in UHV with the source of carbon coming from carbon introduced into the bulk
metal.(89) Other methods have seen chemical vapour deposition (CVD) used to
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Figure 2.6: A schematic of the roll-to-roll method for transferring graphene films
from a copper substrate to a PET film.(10)
form graphene layers on rigid nickel substrates.(13) However, in order to study the
electrical properties of graphene formed in this way it must be transferred onto an
insulating substrate before it can be electrically contacted. The transfer process
often damaged the graphene film and led to limited scalability in terms of film size.
A breakthrough was made by Li et al (90) by successfully growing graphene films
on thin, flexible, copper foil substrates. This graphene could then be transferred
onto silicon or glass substrates with a method similar to that developed by Reina
et al.(16) This method successfully transfered graphene flakes produced by the
micro-mechanical cleavage method from one oxidised silicon substrate to a second
via the use of a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer which is subsequently
dissolved using acetone.
This idea was then progressed by Bae et al (10) by using a 30-inch copper
foil substrate. The foil is rolled into a tube and inserted into a CVD chamber
for growth. Then a roll-to-roll method (10) as depicted in Figure 2.6 is used
to transfer the graphene substrate and onto a target substrate. This roll-to-roll
method has three main steps (1) successful adhesion of polymer supports to the
graphene on the copper foil; (2) etching away of the copper layers; and (3) the
release of graphene layers and their transfer onto target substrates. This has led
to the successful transfer of very large areas of graphene onto PET substrates for
subsequent use in touch screen devices, as shown in Figure 2.7. The transferred
graphene was shown to be of high quality and defect free via the use of Raman
microscopy and was shown to exhibit the half-integer QHE, an indication of the
quality of the electrical properties.
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Figure 2.7: A schematic of the production of a touchscreen device made from
graphene .(10)
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2.3.3 Other Graphene Production Methods
There have been many production methods for graphene suggested and the follow-
ing section in no way provides an exhaustive list. A promising area for graphene
usage is in the area of graphene composite materials. Graphene can be used
in a similar way to carbon nanotubes and carbon fibers to strengthen plastics
and also allow for conductive plastic materials.(91; 92) Graphene can be made
into solutions via a dispersion technique (often graphene oxide is dissolved in
solution)(91; 92) these can then be used to make these composite materials. Also
the dispersions can be used in a number of other ways, such as to integrate with
other two-dimensional materials to make up layered structures with engineered
qualities via the choice of materials.(93; 94)
Alternative methods for graphene production involve the unzipping of carbon
nanotubes via transition metal nanoparticles to form graphene nanoribbons,(69)
and even via the use of carbon based waste materials in a CVD-like process.(95)
2.4 Strain effects in graphene
2.4.1 Causes of strain in Graphene
As a truly two-dimensional material, applied strains can have a large effect on
the properties of graphene films. This can include the modification of the elec-
tronic properties of the material, such as the introduction of an energy band-gap
(96) and the physical properties of the material, with the introduction of ripples
and wrinkles into the graphene.(97) It is therefore important to understand the
causes of strains in graphene films, such that strains can be reduced or increased,
dependent on the objective.
During the production of graphene flakes by micro mechanical cleavage of
graphite, folds and wrinkles can be induced in the graphene films during the
transfer process, these cause strains to develop and have been shown to effect the
properties of the films.(98) Flake graphene has also been used in experiments to
probe the strain response of graphene by creating devices to purposefully strain
the graphene in a controlled manner whilst monitoring changes in properties such
as Raman peak positioning.(99; 100; 101)
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Graphene films are very sensitive to interactions with the substrate, with
shifts in wavenumber seen for graphene flakes deposited on different substrates,
and even the observation of Raman G-band splitting, an indicator of strain, seen
for graphene on glass substrates.(102)
In epitaxial graphene films, the cooling process from the high growth temper-
atures can induce strains within the graphene films. As the film cools, it expands
(103) whilst the underlying silicon carbide contracts,(104) thus leading to the
formation of a compressive strain.(32; 33) In epitaxial graphene films scanning
probe techniques show the formation of wrinkle-like structures. The nature of
these features has lead to some debate, with the origin possibly being due to
the formation of nanotube-like structures (105) or strain induced wrinkles.(106)
N’Diaye et al (97) looked at strains in graphene films grown via CVD on platinum
(111) and iridium (111) substrates to observe the in-situ formation of wrinkles
and lend support to the strain-induced wrinkle model for the features observed
with scanning probe techniques in other epitaxial graphene materials.
2.4.2 Measurement of Strains in Graphene
There are a number of techniques that have been used to measure the effects of
strains in graphene films. One technique that has proven very useful for this is Ra-
man microscopy, the details of which can be found in chapter 5. There have been
a number of experiments carried out on the external straining of flake graphene
materials using flexible substrates whilst monitoring the Raman response of the
flakes.(99; 100; 101) This has allowed for the experimental measurement of the
Gru¨neisen parameter in graphene for the main Raman bands.(100; 101)
The use of Raman information along with scanning probe microscopy tech-
niques is very useful in understanding how topological features in the graphene
films correspond to shifts in Raman peak positions, and ultimately strains. This
is particularly important in understanding the strain mechanisms in epitaxial
graphene films and how features in the underlying silicon carbide substrate can
effect the graphene growth.(32; 33) Scanning probe techniques can also be used
to image the size of wrinkles and folds that form within graphene films, with
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scanning tunneling microscopy very useful in showing that the graphene films
remain continuous over these wrinkle structures.(106)
Electron diffraction (micro-low energy electron diffraction) and electron mi-
croscopy (LEEM) techniques have also been shown to be useful in monitoring
strains within graphene films and can allow for in-situ measurements of strain re-
laxation and wrinkle formation to be observed.(97) Strain effects have also been
linked to electrical measurements with Hall bar devices patterned within regions
of uniform strain, having higher mobilities than those patterned within regions
having a large amount of strain variation.(107)
2.4.3 Band-Gap Engineering with Strains
For the use of graphene in post-CMOS transistor technology, an energy band-gap
is necessary to allow the transistor to be fully switched-off and thus conserve
power.(9) Strains have been touted as a way of producing such a band-gap in
graphene films.(96) If a uniaxial strain is applied to a graphene film, the graphene
lattice becomes distorted. This leads to the breaking of sub-lattice symmetries
within the graphene sheet as shown in Figure 2.8, this symmetry breaking can
be shown to introduce a band-gap.(96)
As Figure 2.9 shows, this band-gap can in theory be up to 300 meV for a 1%
strain in the graphene films. The use of strains to induce band-gaps in graphene
films can be shown to be beneficial to other forms of band-gap engineering in
graphene. Firstly, the size of the band-gap is somewhat tuneable allowing for size
control within a device prepared say on a piezo-electric substrate and much more
control than band-gaps induced by substrate interactions in epitaxial graphene
samples. The band-gap opening via this method is also more efficient than meth-
ods such as molecular absorption and the electric field tuning of bilayer graphene
samples.(96)
2.4.4 Pseudo-Magnetic Fields Produced by Strains
As well as band-gap engineering, non-uniform strains in graphene systems can
also lead to other, very interesting effects. One such effect is the creation of
so-called ‘pseudo-magnetic fields’ with effective magnetic field strengths in the
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Figure 2.8: a) Schematic representation of the effect of uniaxial tensile stress on a
graphene supercell. The dashed (solid) lattices indicate the unstrained (strained)
graphene. Calculated band structure of unstrained (b) and 1% tensile strained (c)
graphene. A band gap is clearly seen on the band structure of strained graphene.
Arrows in b) and c) indicate the strain direction.(96)
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Figure 2.9: Band gap of strained graphene with the increase of uniaxial tensile
strain on graphene. The magnitude of the gap is determined by the gap opening
of the density of states. The insets show the calculated density of states (DOS) of
unstrained and 1% tensile strained graphene. The dashed line and red solid dot
indicate the calculated band gap of graphene under the highest strain (0.78%) in
our experiment.(96)
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.10: a) STM topography of a graphene nanobubble. b) Simulated effec-
tive magnetic field strength of a graphene nanobubble.(108)
order of 100s Tesla. The application of a non uniform strain on a graphene film
leads to breaking of sub-lattice symmetries,(108) this leads to a modification of
the electron-hopping potential between atoms, this leads to an effective vector
potential. This gauge field then acts on the charge carriers in the system, much
in the same way as a magnetic field would, causing them to go into cyclotron
motion and thus inducing Landau levels within the system.(108; 109)
This effect has been realised experimentally via the growth of graphene ‘nano-
bubbles’ on Pt(111) substrates. The typical shape of a graphene nanobubble is
shown in Figure 2.10(a), the strain is brought about due to the difference in
thermal expansion coefficients between the Pt(111) substrate and the graphene
during the cooling process after growth.(108) The compression occurs in a trigonal
manner due to the nature of the graphene-substrate interaction, this kind of
symmetry is seen to be preferential for creating large pseudo-magnetic fields and
leads to fields as shown in Figure 2.10(b). These nanobubbles were then probed
with scanning tunneling spectroscopy to reveal the Landau level formation and
to measure the size of the effective magnetic fields created. The fields produced
are in the 100s Tesla range as shown in Figure 2.10(b). This technique could be
used to probe the effects of extremely high magnetic fields at room temperature
in the fraction of the cost of producing a facility to do this with conventional
magnets.(108)
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2.5.1 Graphene Based Transistors
The favorable electronic properties of graphene have resulted in it being a material
being strongly considered for post-CMOS transistor technology advancements.
It is therefore important to see where the current research stands on developing
graphene for this purpose and what challenges remain in this field. A review paper
by Schwierz (9) highlights the progress made in developing graphene materials
for post-CMOS use and the key problems that still need to be addressed.
A major problem in the integration of graphene into logic-gate transistor
devices is the absence of a band-gap in graphene, this leads to large power con-
sumptions as the transistor can never be fully switched off. As mentioned earlier
there are a number of methods being investigated for the creation of a band-gap
in graphene, such as confinement into graphene nanoribbons,(60; 61; 62) the use
of uniaxial strains (96) and the use of bilayer graphene systems.(20) All of these
processes for creating band-gaps also lead to modification of the other graphene
electronic properties which is detrimental to the materials use in devices, for ex-
ample the cutting of graphene into nanoribbons leads to a decrease in electron
mobilities.(9)
The lack of a band-gap is less important in the production of RF transistors
and the high saturation velocities and carrier mobilities make graphene well suited
for this purpose. RF transistors made from graphene with intrinsic cut-off fre-
quencies in the 100 GHz range have been produced out of epitaxial graphene
on silicon carbide,(110) CVD grown graphene (90) and mechanically cleaved
graphene flakes.(111; 112) Still there are issues with graphene in RF transistor
applications, such as the lack of satisfactory saturation, which impacts adversely
on the cut-off frequencies in devices.(9)
It also important in the development of graphene transistor technology is the
ability to create full integrated circuits out of graphene. There are some key is-
sues with graphene compared to other semi conducting materials that need to be
addressed in the formation of graphene-based integrated circuits such as the differ-
ent ohmic contact formation mechanisms, the difficulties in contacting graphene
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(poor adhesion) to metals and oxides and the issues surrounding graphene’s sus-
ceptibility to being damaged during plasma processing.(11) Despite this, recent
advancements have seen integrated circuits produced from graphene.(11) Also
demonstrated is the ability to selectively grown epitaxial graphene along step
edges in order to produce large arrays of transistors.(113)
It is important to note that although there are still real problems to be ad-
dressed and resolved before graphene can become widely used in the transistor
technology industry, the progress made to date in such a short time has been
great shows promise to suggesting that the existing problems can be overcome
to achieve graphene based transistor devices.(9) A recent development has seen
the production of graphene transistors on a diamond-like substrate.(114) The
CVD process used to produce the graphene on the diamond like substrates in
this work could be beneficial for the final integration of graphene into industrial
scale transistor production.(114; 115)
2.5.2 Graphene Based Transparent Flexible Electronics
The high electrical conductivities and optical transparencies offered by graphene
make it an ideal candidate for use in transparent conducting electrodes.(42) The
production of large area graphene on flexible substrates via either dispersal from
solution (91; 92) or by roll-to-roll (10) methods from CVD grown graphene has
allowed graphene to be used in the production of prototype flexible electronic
devices.
This has included the use of graphene in photo-voltaic solar cell devices,(116)
light emitting diodes,(117) and touchscreen devices.(10) Graphene offers advan-
tages over the current standard indium tin oxide transparent conductor devices.
Most notably is the ability to use graphene on substrates other than glass, this
allows the devices to be flexible and less susceptible to damage and allows for
wider integration possibilities for devices. Another important factor is the ris-
ing cost and falling availability of indium, making graphene a cheaper and more
readily available material to use.
A recent review paper provides a very good summary of graphene-based flexi-
ble electronic applications, along with the photonic and optoelectronic properties
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Figure 2.11: Graphene-based optoelectronic devices. a− c Schematics of inor-
ganic (a), organic (b) and dye-sensitized (c) solar cells. d, e Schematics of an
organic LED (d) and a photo detector (e). The cylinder in d represents an
applied voltage. Image taken from (42).
Figure 2.12: Graphene touch screen and smart window devices. a, schematic of a
capacitive touch screen. b, Resistive graphene-based touch screen. c Schematic
of a PDLC smart window using a GTCF. d, With no voltage, the liquid-crystal
molecules are not aligned, making the window opaque. e, Graphene/nanotube
based smart window in either an off (left) or on (right) state. Image taken from
(42).
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of graphene.(42) Figures 2.11 and 2.12 are adapted from this review paper and
shows the possible structure of a number of graphene-based devices including
already made graphene-based touch screens (10) and smart window prototypes.
Key properties of graphene leave it strongly placed for wide-scale use in this
area of device manufacture, with graphene promising low-cost and highly flexible
transparent electrodes for the use in a number of different devices.
2.5.3 Graphene Based Spintronic Devices
Graphene has shown promise in the field of spintronic applications. In spintron-
ics, the spin of the electron is used to carry information as well as the charge,
leading to advanced approaches to memory storage and processing. The ability
to inject spins into a semiconducting channel and transform the spin informa-
tion into a significant output signal is a key issue in spintronics. The under-
standing of these concepts are also key in developing spin transistors.(118) The
low spin-orbit and hyperfine interactions in graphene make it an ideal candidate
for spintronic devices, with large spin coherence lengths predicted for graphene
materials.(6; 7) The high electron velocities are also favorable in graphene-based
spin transistors and leads to smaller dwell times when compared to other semi-
conductor materials.(119) This allows for spin transport with significant output
signals comparable to other semiconducting materials in graphene and carbon
nanotube spin transistors even when the spin injection efficiency is comparably
lower.(119; 120)
Spin transport measurements have been carried out in graphene.(121; 122;
123; 124; 125; 126; 127) The largest non-local magneto resistance measurement
in any material was reported for single layer graphene flakes, where previous
issues involving spin injection efficiency (122) were rectified and a tunnel barrier
between the graphene film and the ferromagnetic electrodes achieved.
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Experimental Methods Used
3.1 Graphene Growth in Ultra High Vacuum
(UHV)
The history and theory of the growth of epitaxial graphene is discussed in detail in
section 2.2, where the main factors that control the growth of epitaxial graphene
are introduced and discussed. This section will concentrate on the experimental
conditions used within this work for the production of epitaxial graphene under
ultra high vacuum conditions.
3.1.1 Details of the Processes Carried out in this Work
In this work, the graphene growth carried out in ultra high vacuum was conducted
in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) machine. This machine has a base pressure
of typically 10−10 mbar at the growth temperatures used. The heating is carried
out using a carbon filament heater, which is used to radiatively heat the sample
to a maximum possible temperature of 1550◦C, this temperature is measured
via a thermocouple connected to the sample manipulator, this thermocouple had
previously been calibrated using optical pyrometry. For annealing purposes the
silicon carbide wafers, that are typically 3-inch diameter, semi-insulating wafers
from Cree and are for the most part diced into 5 mm × 10 mm chips (some
chips are larger/smaller than this, all fit within the 10 mm × 10 mm size range),
these chips are then mounted into a molybdenum plate sample holder as shown
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in Figure 3.1(a) for annealing. During the annealing process, both the carbon-
terminated and silicon-terminated faces will undergo graphitisation.
In-situ low energy electron diffraction can then be used to determine whether
graphitisation has taken place and the sample is either removed for further exam-
ination or annealed again for further growth. As shown in Figure 3.1(a) the edges
of the silicon carbide chip are in contact with the molybdenum sample holder,
whereas the central regions are open to the ultra high vacuum. Therefore it was
been observed (33) that a temperature gradient exists over a typical 5 mm × 10
mm sample such that more graphene growth occurs at the hotter edge regions
than at the cooler central regions.
As discussed earlier in section 2.2.3, it has been shown that by confining the
space above the silicon carbide during the annealing process (34) the rate of silicon
desorption from the surface is slowed down, resulting in the production of better
quality graphene. In our system, the face of silicon carbide pointing towards the
heating element is somewhat confined already as shown in Figure 3.1(b), and a
difference is observed between graphene films grown pointing towards the heater
and away from the heater. Further confinement was introduced via the use of
a sapphire cap placed above the sample during annealing as shown in Figure
3.1(c).(28; 33) So it is therefore important to decide which sample face is the
target face before carrying out the annealing process.
3.2 High Temperature Tube Furnace
It has been shown that high temperature annealing processes, conducted in either
inert gas atmospheres or in active gas mixtures, can be used to improve the quality
of epitaxially grown graphene. This can include improving the quality of the
silicon carbide surface prior to graphene growth via processes such as hydrogen
etching,(29; 128; 129) or the graphene growth process itself can be carried out
in inert gas conditions with beneficial results.(25; 26; 27) Post-graphene growth
processes, such as preferential track etching with metallic nanoparticles have also
been carried out in furnace systems under active (hydrogen) gas atmospheres.(63;
65) With these findings in mind, it was decided that in order to progress in
improving the quality of our graphene films and to investigate possible band-gap
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 3.1: a) Schematic of the MBE (UHV) molybdenum sample holder. b)
Schematic of the confinement under the carbon filament heater. c) Schematic of
the confinement under the sapphire cap.
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engineering via graphene nanoribbon production, a high temperature furnace
system with gas flowing capabilities would be required.
3.2.1 System Design
The furnace system would have to be designed in such a way to allow all the
processes mentioned above to be carried out. Some key points taken into consid-
eration were:
* Top temperature of at least 1600◦C (high enough to allow sample graphiti-
sation and hydrogen etching)
* The ability to flow hydrogen gas through the system (to allow hydrogen
etching procedures to be carried out)
* A dedicated argon gas line for the system (to allow graphene growth under
inert gases)
* Ability to measure the gas flow (for control purposes)
* Ability to measure the pressure (for safety and control purposes)
With these taken into consideration along with various health and safety pro-
tocols the plan shown in Figure 3.2 was drawn up and constructed. The design of
the gas lines was carried out by myself and the installation of these lines carried
out by workshop technicians withing the department. The tube furnace itself is a
MTIXTL-GSL-1700X-80 furnace.(130) The furnace has a top operating temper-
ature of 1700◦C and the tube is made out of high purity alumina (99.8 percent
purity).(130) Alumina of this grade is very stable within the operating temper-
atures of the furnace system, however in order to stop the tube shattering, the
maximum ramp rate in temperature allowed with the furnace is 5 ◦C/minute.
It has been seen that slow ramp rates, especially during the cooling process can
be beneficial (131) to hydrogen etching silicon carbide, though most graphene
growth processes carried out in inert atmospheres elsewhere have fast ramping
rates both up to and down from the chosen growth temperature.(26)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the furnace set-up.
The system is fitted with a mechanical rotary pump to allow flush and pump
purging of the tube prior to annealing runs. Annealing in vacuum conditions is
not possible as it leads to warping and bending of the tube, which can ultimately
lead to a tube fracture/failure. It has been found that a flush and pump with
10 repeats is sufficient to limit contamination during annealing procedures. The
gas used during the flush and pump is always grade N6.0 argon as provided by
BOC gases. It was found that using lesser grades of argon lead to oxidation of
the silicon carbide wafers during annealing above temperatures of ∼1200◦C.
To further protect the samples from oxidation and contamination during an-
nealing, a graphite sample holder was designed as shown in Figure 3.3(a) and
3.3(b). The carbon sample holder allows the sample to be annealed within a gas
flow whilst maintaining a confined space around the sample, a technique which
has been used elsewhere to grow high quality epitaxial graphene.(34) The holder
is cut into the dimensions shown in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) from a block of high
quality graphite from Olmec Advanced Materials LTD with a maximum impu-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: a) Schematic of the furnace graphite sample holder (front on view).
b) Schematic of the furnace graphite sample holder (side on view).
rity level of 200 ppm. Previous to using the carbon sample holders, open alumina
ceramic boats were used. Switching to the carbon sample holders resulted in a
great improvement in sample quality. With a switch between obtaining highly
contaminated (notably oxidation) samples to samples showing expected and de-
sired morphologies.
3.2.2 Furnace processes
3.2.2.1 Argon annealing
It has been shown (25; 26; 27) that annealing silicon carbide in inert gas at-
mospheres as opposed to ultra high vacuum can lead to improvements in the
quality of the graphene produced. The principle is similar to the use of inert
gases to extend the lifetime of lightbulb filaments. With the gas present, the
silicon evaporating away from the surface of the silicon carbide has a finite pos-
sibility of being scattered back towards the surface as shown in Figure 2.3. This
effectively slows down the rate of silicon desorption from the surface and hence
raises the temperature at which graphene formation begins. Silicon carbide un-
dergoes a number of surface reconstructions at temperatures between 800◦C and
1200◦C,(18) in ultra high vacuum the onset of graphene growth typically occurs
around 1100◦C meaning that growth occurs at the same time as surface recon-
structions, this leads to poorer graphene growth.(26) The presence of argon gas
raises the graphene growth onset temperature to around 1500◦C, thus decoupling
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the graphene growth process from the surface reconstructions of silicon carbide,
hence leading to better quality graphene growth.
When carrying out argon annealing processes the system is again flushed and
pumped ten times with argon gas to avoid sample oxidation and contamination.
A flow of argon is then maintained throughout the annealing procedure, with
a flow rate of typically 1.5 slm (standard liters per minute). This ensures that
all the gas within the tube is replaced roughly every 3 minutes. It was found
that sample oxidation and contamination could be further reduced by the use
of a carbon sample holder as shown in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). The samples
are placed into the sample holder then the holder placed into the center of the
furnace. The samples are then heated to a pre-programmed schedule, typical
annealing temperatures are between 1000◦C and 1700◦C with final annealing
times between 5 and 60 minutes. To avoid shattering the ceramic tube, a slow
heating and cooling rate of 5◦C per minute is maintained. During cooling, when
the temperature falls to around 700◦C the flow of argon is stopped and the sample
is left to cool in a slight over-pressure of argon gas. Once cooled, the samples can
then be removed for analysis.
As described earlier within the furnace design section 3.2.1 the furnace sys-
tem is capable of high temperature anneals under hydrogen rich atmospheres.
However, due to results discussed within Chapter 6, where beneficial substrate
preparation was obtained via annealing processes carried out under argon gas,
work on annealing in hydrogen gas has yet to be carried out.
3.3 Raman Microscopy
3.3.1 Basic Raman Theory
Raman microscopy has been shown to be a very powerful tool in the analysis
of carbon based materials including carbon nanotubes,(60; 132) bulk graphite
materials, (133; 134) and graphene.(60; 101; 135; 136) Raman microscopy is used
to probe excitations present within a chosen sample, these excitations can include
vibrational, rotational and electronic excitations if these excitations result in a
change of polarizability of the electron cloud.
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During the procedure a laser is shone on a sample, this incident light can then
interact with excitations present within the sample. These interactions cause
a shift in energy level of the incident photons, this shift either up or down in
energy level then gives information about the nature of the excitations in the
sample. This information is gained by analyzing the wavenumber shifts between
the incident photon energy and those of the inelastically scattered photons.
The scattering of a photon to a higher energy state is called Stokes scattering
and scattering into a lower energy state is anti-Stokes scattering, the energy level
diagrams for these processes can be seen in Figure 3.4. As anti-Stokes scattering
requires the vibrational states to be out of the low energy states, anti-Stokes scat-
tering is much less likely to occur than Stokes scattering. The population levels
of the vibrational states can be calculated using a Boltzmann distribution,(137)
this means that the relative intensities between Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in
Raman spectra will be dependent on the temperature and the differences in in-
tensity between the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering can be used to measure the
temperature of a system.(137)
Although the Stokes scattering is more intense and generally more widely
used in Raman spectroscopy than the anti-Stokes scattering, there are occasions
when measuring the anti-Stokes side of the Raman spectrum is beneficial. For
example if the sample under observation fluoresces at a frequency that affects
the Stokes spectrum, then the anti-Stokes spectrum can be used to avoid this
interference.(137) Both Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering is much less intense
than the elastic process of Rayleigh scattering. For this reason a key component
of any Raman system is the filtering out of the Rayleigh scattered light.
The inelastic scattering processes occur when the vibrational mode excited re-
sults in a change in molecular polarizability,(137) this causes an energy transfer
to occur between the incident photon and the molecular vibration, and therefore
an inelastic scattering process. This is the ‘basic selection rule’ for Raman scat-
tering processes and it suggests on a simplistic level that symmetric vibrations
will produce the most intense Raman bands as in general they alter the molecular
polarizability.(137)
Another important feature of Raman spectroscopy which also plays a key
role in the understanding of graphene Raman spectra is the process of resonance
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the energy level changes involved in Stokes and anti-
Stokes scattering. The dashed line indicates the virtual state. Adapted from
(137).
Raman scattering.(135; 136) Resonant Raman scattering occurs when the laser
frequency used is the same energy as an electronic transition, scattering enhance-
ments in the range of 106 are possible. The resonance scattering process is shown
in Figure 3.5.
To obtain resonance Raman scattering, a laser beam is chosen which has an
energy close to that of an electronic transition. Ideally this would be carried
out using a tuneable laser and the laser frequency would be purposefully chosen
to correspond to the energy difference between the ground vibrational state and
the first or second vibronic state of the excitation state (shown in Figure 3.5).
It is fortunate that the maximum resonance scattering is not required for some
enhancement to be observed, and practically it is simpler to use a laser line
already available in the laboratory to carry out the experiments, as long as this
laser frequency is close to the resonance frequency then some enhancement will
be seen.
A simplified schematic of a typical Raman spectrometer setup can be seen
in Figure 3.6. A monochromatic light source, typically a laser light anywhere in
the range of near infra-red light to ultra violet light, is focused onto a sample
via a series of mirrors and microscope lenses. This light then is scattered, both
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the energy level changes involved resonance Raman
scattering. ν0 is the frequency of the laser light. Adapted from (137).
inelastically and elastically by the sample. This scattered light (green arrows in
Figure 3.6) is then sent via a series of mirrors, to a 2 way mirror where it is then
split away from the incident laser beam. The scattered light is then filtered via
the use of notch and edge filters, to remove the Rayleigh scattered light. The
inelastically scattered light is then split into its constituent wavelengths using
a diffraction grating and a charge coupled detector (CCD) is used to measure
the wavenumber shifts and intensity of the scattered light, this information then
forms the Raman spectrum of the sample.
3.3.2 The Raman Spectrum of Graphene
In graphene there are three key Raman bands as shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure
3.8. These are the D band, the G band and the 2D band. The G band is linked
to the stretching of C-C chains (101) as shown in Figure 3.9(a), the D band is
associated with the breathing mode vibration of a benzene ring as shown in Figure
3.9(b) with the 2D band being the 2nd overture of this vibration.(101) The D
band is not present in pristine graphene, the mechanism requires the presence of
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of a Raman system setup. Adapted from (137).
a defect in order for energy and momentum to be successfully conserved during
the process. The D band is a double resonant Raman process and consists of 4
steps. (i) A laser induced generation of an electron-hole pair, (ii) Electron-phonon
scattering with an exchanged momentum q ∼ K, (iii) Electron scattering from a
defect. The recoil from this interaction absorbs the momentum of the electron-
hole pair, (iv) Electron-hole recombination. So without the presence of a defect,
step (iii) would be absent and energy and momentum would not be conserved,
and the D band would be absent. The 2D band is present in the absence of defects
as the process involves two phonons with opposite momentum so momentum is
always conserved, even in the absence of defects.(135; 136)
3.3.3 Using Raman Microscopy to Measure Grain Size in
Graphene
The dependence of the D band on the presence of defects allows this band to
provide a measure of the quality of graphene present. Tuinstra and Koenig (134)
showed in graphite samples that the D band was absent in defect free graphite,
and that the ratio in intensity of the D band peak compared to the G band peak
was inversely proportional to the lateral grain size of the graphite crystals (Lα)
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Figure 3.7: Raman data from: a sample annealed at 1450◦C for 20 minutes in ultra
high vacuum (Graphene on SiC), an unannealed SiC wafer (SiC Background) and
the subtraction of the previous two sets of data (Graphene Data Subtraction).
The shaded areas correspond to the positions of the main graphene Raman bands:
D band (Green), G Band (Red) and 2D Band (Blue).
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Figure 3.8: Raman data from: a sample annealed at 1450◦C for 20 minutes in
ultra high vacuum. All data is ‘Graphene Data Subtraction’ datae. The shaded
areas correspond to the positions of the main graphene Raman bands: D band
(Green), G Band (Red) and 2D Band (Blue).
(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: a) Schematic of the vibrational mode corresponding to the Raman
G band in graphene. b) Schematic of the vibrational mode corresponding to the
Raman D band in graphene. Adapted from (101).
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within the graphite films.(134)
This corresponds to the amount of edge or boundary present within the films,
this makes Raman very useful in measuring the grain sizes present within epitaxial
graphene samples on silicon carbide (138; 139), the grain size is given by,
Lα(nm) = (2.4× 10−10)λ4i (ID/IG)−1 (3.1)
where λi is the wavelength of the incident laser light, ID and IG are the integrated
intensities of the D and G bands respectively.(138; 139) The larger the lateral
grain size, the better quality of graphene is present, as such Raman can be used
as a check of sample quality in epitaxial graphene films.
It is also important to note that as shown in Figure 3.7 that the second order
silicon carbide peaks mask the underlying graphene G and D bands, meaning
that a subtraction of a blank silicon carbide reference spectrum is required to
obtain the graphene data, and this can often affect the graphene peak data.
3.3.4 Using Raman Microscopy to Measure Strains Within
Graphene Sheets
The theory of how Raman microscopy can be used to measure strain values will
be described in great detail within Chapter 5. As a quick summary, a compressive
strain acting in-plane on a graphene film will cause phonon hardening of the in-
plane 2D breathing mode, this means that the vibration requires more energy to
occur, thus causing the position of this Raman band to shift to higher wavenum-
bers. Typical Raman spectra taken during this work are shown in Figures 3.7
and 3.8, the silicon carbide substrate spectrum overlaps and somewhat dwarfs
the graphene spectrum in the wavenumber range containing the graphene G and
D bands, however the Raman 2D band in graphene is relatively unaffected by the
silicon carbide substrate spectrum. For this reason, the position of the 2D band
was used during this work.
3.3.5 Raman G Band Splitting
During the taking of Raman spectra from epitaxial graphene samples grown under
argon gas atmospheres (section 7.2.1.2) a splitting of the G band is observed. An
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.10: a) Data from epitaxial graphene grown on SiC(0001) in ultra high
vacuum showing no G peak split.(b) Data from epitaxial graphene grown on
SiC(0001) in an argon atmosphere showing evidence of G peak splitting.
example of G peak splitting can be seen in Figure 3.10 which shows G peak
data from epitaxial graphene grown under different growth conditions. These
samples show differing G peak spectra. For the sample grown in ultra high
vacuum (Figure 3.10(a)) there is no evidence of G peak splitting, as expected
for a pristine graphene sample and the data is fitted with a single Lorentzian
function. However for the sample grown under an argon atmosphere (Figure
3.10(b)) the G peak is split into two distinct components and now needs to be
fitted by a double Lorentzian function.
As mentioned earlier, the C-C stretching mode is responsible for the G peak
(Γ - E2g phonon). The E2g consists of 2 modes, the transverse optical mode (TO)
and the longitudinal optical (LO) mode. In pristine graphene these modes have
the same vibrational frequency (132) thus resulting in a single peak. As will be
discussed in great detail during section 7.2.1.2, external effects such as strains,
(99; 100) confinement (132) and curvature (132) have been observed elsewhere to
contribute to the TO and LO phonons having differing frequencies and therefore
causing a split in the G band.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: a) Schematic diagram showing how the silicon carbide signal is
attenuated by graphene overlayers, adapted from (140). b) Example plot of the
attenuation of silicon carbide signal from a sample with graphene over layers
against the intensity of the silicon carbide reference spectrum in order to extract
a thickness value.
3.3.6 Using Raman Microscopy to Measure Thickness of
Graphene Films
When producing epitaxial graphene films it is important to know the thickness
of graphene present. Raman microscopy has been shown to be able to provide
estimates on these thickness values that are comparable to those obtained by
other techniques.(140) One method, utilizes the Beer-Lambert law to compare the
intensity of an un-attenuated silicon carbide reference spectrum (Iref) to that of
an attenuated silicon carbide signal from a sample with graphene on top (Isample)
as shown in Figure 3.11(a). The incident laser intensity (I0) is attenuated by a
factor of e−2αt as it passes through the graphene film of thickness, t. α is the
absorption coefficient (α ∼ 0.02) for graphene and the factor of 2 comes from the
beam passing through the graphene film twice.
Experimentally, a reference silicon carbide spectrum is taken from the same
wafer that graphene growth has taken place on (ideally this could be the same
chip as the growth, after plasma etching to remove the graphene), an annealed
sample, that has undergone graphitisation is then analysed. A subtraction of the
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sample spectrum from the reference spectrum is then made (Iref − Isample). It can
then be shown that
Isample
Iref
= exp(−2αt) (3.2a)
Iref − Isample
Iref
= −2αt (3.2b)
Equation 3.2b shows that plotting Iref − Isample against Iref should produce a
straight line graph as shown in Figure 3.11(b) and a value for the thickness (t)
can be obtained from the gradient of this line. The data for this plot is typically
taken around a peak feature in the silicon carbide spectrum to increase the atten-
uation affect.(140) As the laser light penetrates deeper than say, electrons used
in Auger spectroscopy, and elastic electrons emitted during x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy, the use of Raman microscopy for thickness estimates is particularly
useful for thick graphene samples (10+ layers).(140)
There are other methods for estimating graphene thicknesses with Raman.
These include tracking the number of peaks used to fit the Raman 2D peak (135)
and tracking the width of the 2D peak fit. Both these methods are somewhat
dependent on the substrate present and are not directly applicable to all epitaxial
graphene samples, so work here on thickness estimates with Raman microscopy
has concentrated on the attenuation method described here.
3.3.7 Details of the Raman Systems Used in This Work
In this work, the Raman microscopy has been carried out on two main systems.
The majority of Raman data has been taken using a Renishaw microspectrometer
with the sample excited using a 633 nm HeNe laser. The laser power was typically
4 mW with a spot size of ∼4 µm, which was focused with a 50× lens. The spectral
resolution in this system can be estimated to be ∼6 cm−1 based on the full width
at half maximum of a silicon 520 cm−1 peak. For probing sample uniformity,
this system is equipped with a coarse XY stage, which allows different areas of
a typical 5×10 mm sample to be examined. The second system is an Horiba
microspectrometer. This system is equipped with both a 633 nm red laser as well
as a 532 nm green laser. This system has a smaller spot size of ∼1 µm owing to
a confocal microscope with 50× microscope. For probing sample uniformity, this
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system also possesses a manual XY stage for taking course measurements across
samples. The system can also take Raman map data with a maximum scan size
of 40 µm × 40 µm, allowing for Raman data comparisons to be made with other
microscopy techniques, such as atomic force microscopy and low energy electron
microscopy that have similar scan ranges.
Scan times and ranges varied on the aim of the particular experiment and on
the specific conditions at the time. Samples if deemed too ‘dirty’ or contami-
nated can be cleaned with acetone and isoproponol prior to scanning. Regular
calibrations of the systems are carried out using inbuilt procedures and reference
samples, such as silicon, to ensure that experimental runs remain consistent.
3.4 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
3.4.1 AM-AFM Experimental Setup and Feedback Con-
trol
In amplitude modulated atomic force microscopy (AM-AFM), a sharp probe (ide-
ally one atom radius) is oscillated above, but very close to, a sample surface. This
probe, often referred to as a tip, is situated at the end of a microcantilever. This
microcantilever is mechanically excited at a fixed frequency, at or close to the
first flexural resonant frequency. As the tip is close to the sample, there are tip-
surface interaction forces, these forces cause the amplitude of the oscillation to
be reduced from its free value. The observables from an AM-AFM experiment
are the amplitude of the microcantilever oscillation and the phase difference (lag)
between the microcantilever external excitation and the actual tip motion.
The main components of an AFM system are shown in Figure 3.12. In gen-
eral there are five main components to any general AFM system. They are the
cantilever-tip system, a detection system, a tip-sample motion system, the feed-
back controller and finally the image processing and display system. The first
three of these components are usually housed in a single unit, usually named the
microscope base.(141)
As the name suggests, the modulation of the free amplitude of the microcan-
tilever is used as a feedback parameter in order to map out the topography of
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of the basic components of an amplitude modulation
atomic force microscope. Adapted from (141).
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the surface. In AM-AFM there are two different imaging regimes, the attractive
and repulsive regimes. The attractive (repulsive) regime is defined as when the
force between tip and sample surface negative (positive). Assuming the chemical
composition of the tip-sample interface remains constant, the force exerted by
the tip on the sample depends on several key factors. These include the free
amplitude of the cantilever oscillation, the radius of the tip, the chosen value for
the amplitude to run the feedback and the imaging regime.
The feedback controller in AM-AFM maintains the free amplitude at a fixed
value whilst the tip is either held at a fixed position on the sample surface or is
scanned across the sample.The circuitry used in an AM-AFM feedback controller
can be seen in Figure 3.13. A lock-in detector returns a signal related to the
detection amplitude and phase of the input at the chosen excitation frequency
or its harmonics. The process for maintaining a constant amplitude involves
comparing the instantaneous values of the amplitude Ai to a reference, or set-
point amplitude value (Asp). The aim of the feedback loop is to keep the error
signal Asp - Ai as small as possible. This is done by feeding the error signal through
the proportional-integral-differential system. The output from this sends a signal
to the z-piezo scanner, this causes the z-piezo to either approach or withdraw the
tip in order to minimise the difference between Asp and Ai. The maximum scan
speed for an AFM system is set by its feedback loop, frequency loops in the MHz
range are now available.(142)
The bending of the tip-cantilever system caused by the tip-surface forces is
most-commonly detected with the use of an optical beam deflection method.(141)
In this method, a laser light is shone onto the back of the tip-cantilever system, the
reflection of this beam is then monitored by a position sensitive photodetector
consisting of several photodiodes, this process is shown in Figure 3.12. The
photo-currents produced by the detectors are fed into a differential amplifier, this
generates an output signal in volts. Normal and lateral forces can be detected by
the use of four-segmented photodiodes.(141)
In order to perform an AM-AFM scan, both the cantilever-tip system and tip-
sample system need to be in motion. To excite the cantilever oscillation a dither
piezo is used, that is glued at the clamped end of the cantilever. For tip-sample
motion, the most common method is to use a tube scanner. This is a hollow,
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of the basic components used in the feedback circuitry
used in amplitude modulated atomic force microscope. Adapted from (141).
segmented tube that allows motion in the x,y and z planes. It can be situated
either above or underneath the sample surface. Piezoelectric actuators provide
high accuracy in positioning with subangstrom precision. Piezoelectric actuators
do have drawbacks. The relationship between applied voltage and displacement
is not linear. Problems such as creep, aging, hysteresis and thermal drift also
affect the accuracy of the piezoelectrics. Software based corrections and regular
calibrations help to improve the accuaracy of the piezoelectrics.(141)
3.4.2 Topological and Phase imaging
To understand the dynamics of the tip-surface interaction, there are a number
of models, a good review of these models can be found in a book by Garcia
(141). Here I will concentrate on the model which describes the tip-cantilever
system as a driven simple harmonic oscillator and the tip-surface interactions
as perturbations on this harmonic oscillator behavior. This is by no means an
exhaustive explanation of the tip-cantilever and tip-surface interactions and more
in-depth explanations can be found here (141; 143).
The solutions of the equation of a driven simple harmonic oscillator provide
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many explanations and concepts needed to describe the processes involved in
dynamic AFM.(141; 143) The motion of a driven simple harmonic oscillator is
described by
mz¨ = −kz − mω0
Q
z˙ + F0 cosωt, (3.3)
where F0 and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the driving force respectively;
m,Q,ω0, and k are, respectively, the effective mass, quality factor, angular natural
frequency (undamped), and the force constant of the free cantilever.
At low driving frequencies with respect to the free resonant frequency, the
response is then controlled by the stiffness of the spring. The oscillator moves
in step with the driving force, with an amplitude close to F0/k. At high driving
frequencies that are very large with respect to ω0, the term kz is small compared
to z¨, here the response is controlled by inertia. In this case, a relatively small
oscillation amplitude should be expected with a phase shift of 180◦ between the
acceleration of the harmonic oscillator and the displacement.
If damping is introduced to the driven simple harmonic oscillator, there are 3
distinct regimes. (141; 143) The most relevant of these regimes to understanding
and modeling dynamic AFM is the underdamped regime. Here 1
2
Q < 1, and the
solution in the underdamped regime has a transient term and a steady motion
and is described by
z = B exp(−α
2
t) cos(ωrt− β) + A cos(ωt− φ), (3.4)
where α = ω0/Q.
Initially, both the transient and steady motion are prominent; however the
transient term is reduced by a factor of 1/e after a time 2Q/ω0. The steady
motion is a sinusoidal function (harmonic) that oscillates with the excitation
frequency ω and has a phase lag with respect to the driving force. The transient
term oscillates with a frequency ωr, this should be considered the new resonant
frequency. The damping (α) modifies the resonant frequency of the harmonic
oscillator.
The damping of the oscillator introduces a phase lag (φ), the behavior of
which with differing drive frequencies and cantilever Q factors is shown in Figure
3.14(b). The behavior of the amplitude of the damped oscillator with varying
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: a) Dependence of the amplitude as a function of excitation frequency
for a forced harmonic oscillator with damping. Adapted from (141). b) Depen-
dence of the phase shift as a function of excitation frequency for a forced harmonic
oscillator with damping, taken from (143). Curves for different Q factors shown.
drive frequency and cantilever Q factor is shown in Figure 3.14(a). During imag-
ing surface with AM-AFM it is common to acquire three types of image, these are
related to the phase, amplitude and height of the cantilever as it is scanned across
the surface. In this work, height (topography) and phase images are used. In or-
der to produce height (topography) images, the height of the cantilever from the
surface is tracked whilst the amplitude remains fixed. Phase images are produced
by plotting the phase shift of the oscillation whilst tracking the surface topogra-
phy at a fixed amplitude. The phase shift image is acquired simultaneously to
the height (topography) image.
The amplitude of the cantilever depends on the sample topography and sample
composition.(141) However the phase shift signal depends on the energy trans-
ferred from the tip to the sample surface and also on the strength of the in-
teractions. In heterogeneous samples, it has been shown (141) that the phase
shifts observed depend on energy dissipation in those regions. Phase imaging
can therefore provide a good way of distinguishing areas of differing composition,
that may not be always resolvable in height images.(73) It has been suggested
that the phase contrast between the silicon carbide substrate and graphene layers
comes from differing adsorbate levels on the two materials.(73) This can be very
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15: a) AM-AFM height image of a graphene sheet on a terraced
SiC(0001) substrate b) AM-phase height image of a graphene sheet on a terraced
SiC(0001) substrate. Large contrast can be observed between the graphene sheet
(light) and silicon carbide substrate (dark) in the phase image due to differences
in the tip-sample interactions on the two surfaces.
useful when imaging epitaxial graphene samples as the growth mechanism makes
absolute height measurements of step heights between the graphene and silicon
carbide substrate difficult to measure, making graphene identification difficult,
whereas using AFM phase imaging can help distinguish graphene rich areas from
bare silicon carbide substrate.(73)
An example of a topographic AFM image of a graphene sheet on a terraced
silicon carbide (0001) surface can be seen in Figure 3.15(a). The terraces on the
silicon carbide terraces can be seen, and there is a difference in height between the
silicon carbide and the graphene sheet, and folds and ripples can be seen in the
graphene film (left of image). Figure 3.15(b) shows the phase image of the same
region. Now the regions of graphene and silicon carbide show a large contrast
with the graphene area on the left looking much brighter (higher phase) than the
silicon carbide region on the left.
3.4.3 Limitations of AM-AFM
In order to determine the usefulness of a technique for the process it is being used
for, its limitations must be understood. In AFM there are a number of different
limiting factors that control the overall quality and reliability of the AFM data.
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The resolution of an AFM is closely linked to the noise present in the system.
For example the overall resolution of an AFM is governed by the noise in the
cantilever deflection. Key limitations to understand for results presented in this
work are the vertical resolution and the lateral resolution of the system. These
are important as they can limit the ability to measure quantities such as lateral
grain size and step heights in epitaxial graphene samples.
3.4.3.1 Spatial Resolution
There are a number of factors that contribute to the overall resolution and ac-
curacy of AFM topographic images. A topographic image is mathmatically ex-
pressed as a function of height variation h(x, y) on the spatial coordinates x and
y. So for a good AFM image, the microscope must be able to distinguish be-
tween both lateral and vertical resolutions. The effects that can contribute to
and limit this resolution such as the electrical and mechanical noise within the
system, the apex size of the tip, the tip-surface forces decay length and the surface
compliance. AFM imaging is also non-linear, this means that unlike lens-based
microscopes, the image of a surface is not the sum of the individual images of the
features on the surface. This non-linear nature of the imaging affects the spatial
resolution.
The vertical resolution of an AFM image can be thought of as the minimum
step height that can be measured on the surface. The vertical resolution (δhn) is
limited by the noise in the imaging signal (δA) (amplitude). The vertical noise
can therefore be defined as the ratio between the noise in the amplitude signal
and the gradient of the amplitude with respect to the average tip-surface distance
(dA/dzc),
δhn =
δA
|dA/dzc| , (3.5)
dA/dz varies with differing surface stiffness. For a hard (stiff) surface dA/dz
is nearly 1 and the vertical noise is given by the amplitude noise δA (or the
deflection noise δzc). For soft samples dA/dz is in the range 0.2 − 0.5, as such
δhn lies between 2δA and 5δA. The deflection noise has two major components.
These are the thermal noise (δzth) of the cantilever and the overall detector noise
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Figure 3.16: Schematic of the distortion caused by the finite tip size when imag-
ing a sharp feature. The observed (apparent) image is the inverted tip surface.
Adapted from (141)
(δzdet) in the system. As these two sources of noise are statistically independent,
they can be added as,
δA ≈ δz =
√
δz2th + δz
2
det. (3.6)
The optical detector noise is the limiting factor in the overall detector noise
(δzdet), if the system is successfully shielded from electromagnetic and acoustic
noise then this is the major source of noise. The thermal noise is commonly much
smaller than the detector noise.
The total thermal noise can be shown to be,
δzth(total) =
√
kBT
k
. (3.7)
Where k is the cantilever spring constant. It is important to note that the thermal
noise depends on the both the cantilever geometry and the surrounding environ-
ment. For example, using cantilevers with a high resonant frequency and a large
force constant will lead to decreased noise.
Schematic diagrams to describe the lateral resolution in AFM is shown in
Figure 3.16 and 3.17, a definition for the lateral resolution taking into account
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of the AFM imaging process by a tip of finite radius R over
two sharp spike features. The minimum resolvable lateral separation between the
spikes depends on the height difference between the features (∆h). This height
difference and the tip radius R define the dimple depth (∆z). ∆z must be greater
than the noise to be resolvable. Adapted from (141) and (144)
the finite tip size has been proposed by Bustamante and Keller (144). Here, both
the tip and the surface are assumed to be undeformable objects (Figure 3.16). The
lateral resolution l is then defined to be the minimum lateral separation at which
a dimple depth of ∆z that occurs due to the intersection of the individual images
of two sample features is larger than the noise (Figure 3.17). This definition
therefore states that the lateral seperation l between two sharp features that are
imaged by a parabolic tip, with an end radius (tip apex) R depends on both the
height difference between the two adjacent features δh, and the vertical resolution
δhr such that,
l =
√
2R(
√
δhr
√
δhr + δh). (3.8)
Equation 3.8 illustrates the nonlinear nature of the image formation in AFM.
The lateral resolution is shown to be a function of the height difference between
adjacent features, therefore, this must be determined separately for each feature
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in the image. This definition of lateral resolution can be considered to be the
AFM analogue of the Rayleigh criterion for resolution in optical microscopy. It is
important to note that atomic scale imaging requires very sharp tip apexes (sub
1 nm). The height difference must also be below 0.5 nm for atomic and molecular
imaging.
Another factor determining the ultimate lateral resolution of a system is the
number of pixels used in the data recording process. If the number of pixels used
is taken to be Np, then it follows that for a scan of lateral size ∆x the lateral
resolution in the image can be no better than ∆ x / Np. So for a 5 µm scan
with 512 pixels (a typical scan parameter used here) the best lateral resolution
observable is ∼10 nm.
3.4.3.2 Image Distortion and Surface Reconstruction
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show how AFM images of non flat surfaces are highly
influenced by the finite tip apex size. Distortions induced by the tip are important
whenever the surface has features with aspect ratios that are comparable to or
sharper than those of the tip apex size.(141) This problem in AFM is known
as dilation. When confronted with these issues, most AFM users will either
ensure their AFM tip is sharper than the known feature size, or will give all
measured width values in terms of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the measured width value. Alternatively there are a number of mathematical
algorithms for reconstructing true images from data, once the tip geometry is
known, a comprehensive list of these algorithms can be found in the reference
(141).
Figure 3.18 illustrates the dilation process in AFM. the convolution occurs
because the tips apparent and true imaging points are different. The image is
formed by the trace of the tip end. The images process assumes that the physical
end of the tip is always the closest point to the surface. This is not true when the
surface has features that are sharper than the tip apex. Also, when the curvature
of a sample feature is greater than the tip curvature, there will be regions where
the tip contacts the surface in two positions simultaneously. This is shown in
Figure 3.18 and has been shown that these double contact points lead to the
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Figure 3.18: Schematic of AFM imaging a step. An image is formed by the trace
of the tip end. In some cases, the actualy point of contact may be different from
the tip end. In other cases there are two contact points. (141)
existence of unreconstructable regions. It follows that an ideal AFM tip has an
apex and sidewalls that are sharper and steeper, respectively, than those of the
sample surface.(141)
3.4.3.3 Image Artifacts
Another limiting factor in AFM imaging accuracy that is applicable to this work
is the presence of artifacts within the images. Image artifacts can come from a
number of sources, image dilation as described above is one such source of image
artifacts. A second source of artifacts is that fact that the AFM tip can pick up
debris or be damaged in such a way that the single AFM probe contains several
nanotips (as shown in Figure 3.19(b)), this causes single features on a sample
surface to be imaged multiple times as shown in Figure 3.19(a).
It is important to note that the above factors affecting image quality are not
an exhaustive list of all possible limiting factors the AFM imaging, merely a list of
those factors deemed most important and of most relevance to the AFM imaging
used in this work. Further understanding of AFM limitations can be found here
(141).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.19: a) Phase image of an epitaxial graphene sample grown on SiC show-
ing single features (grains) imaged multiple times b) A schematic of the type of
tip distortion responsible for this image artifact. Adapted from (141).
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3.4.4 AFM in Epitaxial Graphene
There are a number of key features in the production of epitaxial graphene on
silicon carbide that can be imaged and understood via the use of AFM. One figure
of merit for epitaxial graphene growth is the lateral grain size (134; 136; 145) of
the graphene crystalline regions that form on the surface, AFM can be used
to distinguish this grain size between samples grown under differing conditions.
The nature of the substrate prior to graphene growth is very important to the
growth process, AFM can be used to measure the topography of silicon carbide
wafers before growth and at different points in the growth procedures to check
for features such as polishing scratches, atomic steps in the silicon carbide, step
bunching on silicon carbide substrates and defects in the silicon carbide such
as screw dislocations which can all subsequently affect the quality of graphene
produced.
As described above, absolute height measurements between graphene layers
and the silicon carbide substrate in order to get a value of graphene thickness and
overall graphene coverage on the substrate is difficult as the growth mechanism
for epitaxial graphene complicates this measurement. However measurements
such as root mean square (RMS) roughness of topographic AFM images can be
used as a rough guide to see how uniform (smooth) a sample is and as described
above, phase imaging can provide an indication of the sample composition.(73)
3.4.5 AFM Systems Used in This Work
Two different AFM systems have been used during this work. The first is a Veeco
Multimode and the second a Veeco Nanoman system respectively. Both systems
can be used to scan ranges up to a maximum scan size of around 100 µm × 100
µm. Typical scan parameters used were scan speeds of 1.5 Hz, free amplitude of
1.2 V and amplitude set points of 0.8 V although this could vary from sample
to sample. In most situations, the cantilever is driven either at or close to the
resonance frequency. Prior to imaging the samples, if deemed ‘dirty’, would be
cleaned with acetone and isopropanol and dried using nitrogen gas.
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3.5 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)
3.5.1 Basics of Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)
The molecular beam epitaxy machine used for the ultra high vacuum growth of
epitaxial graphene is equipped with a low energy electron diffraction (LEED)
system. LEED as a technique has be shown to be very useful in the analysis
of epitaxial graphene.(17; 18; 19; 21; 78; 146) A schematic layout of a typical
LEED system is shown in Figure 3.20, an electron gun consisting of a tungsten-
ruthenium filament and accelerating plates (see Figure 3.21) is used to produce
an electron beam with energies typically ranging between 0-1 keV.(147) The
electrons are produced by current heating a filament to high enough temperatures
(typically ∼ 2500 K for tungsten filaments) so that electrons ‘boil off’ the wire
via thermionic emission. The temperature at which this process occurs varies
depending on the material used for the filament, and this temperature gives an
overall energy resolution for the system as no energy filtering is applied to the
emitted electrons. The emitted electrons will have a thermal spread of the order
of 3
2
kT so if the boil off process occurs at 1000 K the overall energy resolution
will be 0.1 eV and 0.3 eV if the process occurs at 3000 K.
The filament is all part of a cathode system. The current leaving the cathode
can be controlled by a grid, this grid can be negatively biased by up to 30 volts.
After the grid, there are three anodes. At higher beam energies, the anodes a1
and a3 (see Figure 3.21) are biased to the final energy of the electron beam whilst
a2 takes a value somewhere between that of a1 and the cathode, but is adjustable,
such that to allow the electrons coming out of the gun to be focused. At low beam
energies a2 and a3 are connected together, a1 being used as the focusing grid this
time. Using this type of configuration, the electron gun can be made to deliver
more current. With this setup, the beams produced are parallel to better than
1◦. Typically the electron gun will have dimensions of the order of 10 cms in
length and a diameter of 2 cm. For this type of gun, a typical beam diameter is
∼0.1 cm and carries a current of the order 1 µA, however both these values can
vary with respect to the chosen beam energy.
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Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of a low energy electron diffraction (LEED)
system showing the positions of the electron gun.
Figure 3.21: Schematic diagram of an electron gun, as used in a LEED system.
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The sample is typically mounted at the centre of a system of hemispherical
grids (accelerating/retarding meshes as shown in Figure 3.9), there are a number
of different grid arrangements that can be used. The simplest of these involves
two grids. The first of these (G1) is connected to the final anode (a3), and to the
crystal so that once electrons are inside the region enclosed by G1 they are in a
field free region. Electrons are diffracted from the sample (crystal) surface and
then speed towards the grids. The second grid (G2) is usually biased relative to
G1 so that only electrons that have lost less than 1-2 eV of their original energy
can get through to the far side of G2. All electrons not fitting this criterion are
then turned back and collected by G1. The final part of this system, the phosphor
screen, is biased with a large accelerating potential, typically of the order 2 keV,
this gives the electrons enough energy to excite the phosphor efficiently.
The LEED process must be carried out in ultra high vacuum, requiring pres-
sures of the order of 10−9 to 10−10 Torr. These pressures are required to keep
the sample surface sufficiently clean of contamination from residual gases and
to prevent scattering events between the incident and diffracted electrons with
the residual gases. In a vacuum of this quality, a sample obtains a monolayer
of absorbed gases in around a day. There are processes for cleaning samples to
the required level for LEED in-situ. These include flash heating to a tempera-
ture just below the melting point or surface reconstructions. Also bombardment
techniques such as argon ion bombardment can be used to clean the surfaces. Al-
ternatively surface adsorbates can be added to the surface to test for their effects
on the diffraction patterns.
Varying the temperature of the sample during the diffraction process can also
be desirable to test and observe how that affects the diffraction pattern. It is also
useful to be able to move the sample in x-y motion to probe different area of the
sample, and also to have at least one axis of rotation, so that different incident
beam angles can be observed.
3.5.2 Interpretation of LEED Patterns
In most samples studied by LEED there is two-dimensional symmetry parallel to
the surface. In many substances the symmetry present at the surface is given by
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the symmetry present in the bulk crystal in a plane parallel to surface considered.
In other samples, surface reconstructions and rearrangements take place place,
this forms a surface structure with less symmetry than expected if the surface
were formed by truncation of a perfect bulk crystal at a plane.
The surfaces are conventionally named after the planes of the bulk crystal
that they run parallel too, for example (001) and (010) etc. The two-dimensional
structure within the surface plane can be described in terms of a unit cell. This
unit cell can be repeated to form the whole surface. The two sides of the unit
cell will be designated by vectors a and b which lie in the plane of the surface.
This allows the origin of any unit cell to be written as,
la + mb, (3.9)
Relative to the origin of a reference unit cell, where l and m are integers. Any
lattice of points, for which the positions of all the points are given by the formula
given in Equation 3.9, and contains points for all values of l and m is called a
Bravais lattice. In two dimensions there are four possible Bravais lattices, or a
fifth if the centered rectangular lattice is included, this is sometimes useful in
describing a hexagonal lattice in rectangular coordinates. The unit cells of these
five lattices are shown in Figure 3.22.
In the rest of this description of the LEED process, the symbols x,y,z will
always refer to a set of orthogonal right-handed axes. x and y will lie in the plane
of the surface, whilst z will be an axis pointing inward, normal to the surface (see
Figure 3.23). Away from the surface, the bulk crystal will have symmetry in the
z direction, for the purposes of LEED analysis, the system can be simplified by
allowing the bulk crystal structure to consist of identical layers of atoms, with
the plane of each of these layers parallel to the surface. Each layer is displaced
from the previous one by a vector c.
Layers near the surface can vary from those in the bulk crystal. This can
involve a relaxation in the relative spacings within upper most surface layers in a
crystal, and in some cases, complete rearrangement in the composition of atoms
in the top plane is possible.
To describe the layers of the crystal, the following convention (taken from
(147)) will be used. The planes of atoms in each layer will have their positions,
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Figure 3.22: Five two-dimensional Bravais lattices. Adapted from (147).
Figure 3.23: Conventions concerning the incidence of an electron beam on a
surface. Adapted from (147).
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taken relative to some origin in the layer, denoted by dp. Each plane can be
decomposed into unit cells, with the displacement of each unit cell with respect
to the origin of the plane, denoted by Rj. The coordinates of atoms within each
unit cell are denoted by the vector rk with respect to the origin of the unit cell.
This allows the position of the kth atom of the j th unit cell in the pth plane of
a layer is given by
r(k) + Rj + dp, (3.10)
The detailed analysis of the electron diffraction within the crystal can be found
in (147). For the purposes of understanding the diffraction patterns within this
work we can assume that the diffracted wavefield consists of a series of discrete
beams, each with a different parallel component of momentum, (k0‖+g). Where
g are two-dimensional unit vectors having only x and y components such that,
g · a = integer× 2pi, (3.11)
g · b = integer× 2pi, (3.12)
this is shown in Figure 3.25(a). The directions of the beams are determined by
K−g ,
K−g = [k0x + gx,k0y,gy,−(2E− |k0‖ + g|2)
1
2 ], (3.13)
and therefore by k0‖, g and E, as shown in Figure 3.26.
There are only a finite number of beams that emerge from the crystal at finite
incident energy. As (k0‖ + g) becomes larger, this means that the z component
of momentum diminishes until beams for a certain value of (k0‖ + g) such that
|k0‖ + g| ' 2E, (3.14)
are traveling almost parallel to the surface. If values of (k0‖ + g) larger than
this critical value are chosen the nature of the beam changes. The z-exponent
becomes complex, implying that the beam becomes evanescent, thus dying away
exponentially in amplitude away from the crystal surface. The beam therefore
dies out within a couple of atomic units and as such, these beams are never
observed on the screen. Equation 3.14 shows us that, as the beam energy is
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Figure 3.24: Unit cells of corresponding real and reciprocal two-dimensional lat-
tices. Adapted from (147).
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.25: a) Schematic showing the diffraction of an incident electron beam
into a series of discrete beams, b) a plan view of a typical pattern made on the
fluorescent screen by these beams. Adapted from (147).
increased, more and more Fourier components produce beams that can reach the
screen. Figure 3.26 shows that the spot pattern produced, contracts to allow
room for the larger number of spots.
For a given k0 and E, g controls the diffraction pattern. There is one spot on
the screen for every value of g. By making the screen spherical, and placing the
crystal surface at the center of this sphere, the spot pattern obtained is a direct
picture of the reciprocal lattice, or at least the part of the reciprocal lattice that
produces beams that emerge from the crystal. Figure 3.25(b) shows the labelling
convention for a diffraction pattern. Each spot is given the label (hk) where the
h and k values correspond to the g value as in equation 3.13 for each beam with
parallel component of momentum (k0‖ + g).
As mentioned earlier, the diffraction pattern gives the reciprocal lattice of the
surface, and hence the sides of the unit cell of that lattice, A and B. Now, the
unit cell of the real lattice can be found:
a = (ax, ay) =
2pi
AxBy −BxAy (By,−Bx), (3.15a)
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Figure 3.26: (k0‖ + g) and E determine the direction of a beam.(147)
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b = (bx,by) =
2pi
AxBy −BxAy (−Ay,Ax), (3.15b)
So this covers the basics of interpreting surface structural using a LEED pattern.
Now more specifics on using this technique on epitaxial graphene samples will be
explored.
3.5.3 LEED of Epitaxial Graphene Samples
LEED has long been used to study the surface reconstructions of silicon car-
bide crystals with varying annealing temperature.(18) So as the field of epitaxial
graphene research began to grow, LEED provided a tried and trusted technique
for analyzing the surfaces of the produced epitaxial graphene and understanding
the precursor surface reconstructions to this growth.(17; 18; 19; 21; 78; 146) One
major use of LEED when analyzing epitaxial graphene structures is the stark
difference in the diffraction patterns obtained for epitaxial graphene grown on
the silicon-terminated and carbon-terminate faces of silicon carbide, SiC(0001)
and SiC(0001¯) respectively. Figures 3.27(a) and 3.27(b) show examples of LEED
patterns taken from each of these faces.
Figure 3.27(a) shows epitaxial graphene grown on the SiC(0001) face, the
LEED pattern is well ordered and a (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 pattern is obtained with
the graphene spots overlayed. This LEED pattern indicates that the graphene
layer grows at a 30◦ angle to the silicon carbide substrate. The pre-cursor (6
√
3×
6
√
3)R30 reconstruction that the graphene grows on top of is regularly named
as a ‘buffer layer’.(17; 21; 146) It consists of almost enough carbon atoms to
form a full graphene monolayer but is bonded to the underlying silicon carbide
layer via its pi-electrons and therefore does not behave like a graphene layer.
Subsequent growth on SiC(0001) is well ordered due to this buffer layer and
multilayer graphene systems are AB (Bernal) stacked. The sharp, well defined
diffraction spots within the LEED patterns are indicative of this high level of
order.(17; 21; 146)
Figure 3.27(b) shows epitaxial graphene grown on the SiC(0001¯) face, it is
immediately obvious that this surface structure is much different to that seen on
the SiC(0001) face. Again the main graphene diffraction spots are rotated by
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.27: a) LEED data taken from epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide
(0001). b) LEED data taken from epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide
(0001¯). LEED data taken at Brookhaven National Lab in collaboration with
Jurek Sadowski. Negative contrast used to try and make the images clearer for
print. Rings observed in b) indicate the rotational disorder present between the
graphene films and silicon carbide (0001¯) substrate.
30◦ in relation to the silicon carbide spots. There is no buffer layer between the
silicon carbide substrate and the first graphene layer, the graphene is therefore less
coupled to the sample surface. Dashed ring structures are also visible in the LEED
pattern, an indication that the layer on layer graphene growth on this surface does
not stack in an AB fashion.(21) Instead there is preferential rotational disorder
between each of the graphene layers. This leads to the decoupling of graphene
layers and effects the properties of the graphene grown on this face, including its
electrical properties (31; 34; 50) and structural properties.(23; 24; 33)
LEED has also been used to estimate the thickness of graphene layers in
epitaxial graphene samples. If the intensity of the graphene diffraction spots are
tracked with respect to the electron beam energy (148) peaks and dips appear
to create a spectrum as shown in Figure 3.28. As the electron beam energy is
increased, the penetration depth of the electrons increases.(147) The fingerprint
regions described by Riedl et al (148) and shown in Figure 3.28 occur due to
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complex scattering processes that occur as the penetration depth increases and
more graphene layers and SiC substrate layers are probed.(148)
Another method for estimating layer thicknesses in epitaxial graphene (149)
has been to measure the ratio in intensity of the diffraction spots produced by
the graphene and silicon carbide at a fixed energy (100 eV). A model then links
the graphene:silicon carbide ratio to the graphene layer thickness via increased
attenuation of the silicon carbide diffraction spots with the increase in graphene
thickness.(149) The number of graphene layers are calibrated against experimen-
tal data from low energy electron microscopy measurements and fit well to the
model mentioned above.
3.5.4 The LEED System Used Here
The LEED system used in this work is very similar in layout to the schematic
diagram shown in Figure 3.20. The system is located in the preparation of an
molecular beam epitaxy machine. The base pressure in this chamber is typically
10−9 mTorr, well within acceptable limits for LEED measurements. The sample
holder allows for movement in the x and y direction in the sample surface plane
and the sample can be rotated fully through the angle θ and partially through φ
as shown in Figure 3.23. The diffraction pattern is captured by a phosphor screen,
this is then imaged with the use of a clamped digital camera. During the process
of this project, the LEED system has been upgraded to allow pre-programmed
energy sweeps to be carried out and imaged simultaneously.
Typical electron beam energies used are between 50-250 eV. The lower bound
on this value can depend on the uniformity of the graphene growth, for ‘incom-
plete’ graphene films, a charging effect is observed and low beam energy (50-100
eV) diffraction patterns are unobtainable.
In an ideal growth run, the sample will be heated to the required temperature
and time and moved through to the LEED system for analysis as soon as it
reaches ∼100◦C during its cool down. If this is not possible and the sample
is thought to have been left too long and has become contaminated, a ‘flash’
anneal can be performed at a temperature typically ∼200◦C below the growth
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Figure 3.28: LEED spot intensity spectra for different numbers of epitaxial
graphene layers grown (at the indicated temperatures) on 4H -SiC(0001). As
indicated in the inset, the spectra were obtained for the green marked spot of the
(6
√
3× 6√3)R30◦ reconstruction, which corresponds to the unit cell of graphene.
The first order diffraction spot for the SiC substrate is indicated in the LEED
pattern in yellow, the position of the (2/3, 2/3) spot of the (6
√
3 × 6√3) in the
inset. The yellow patches indicate fingerprintlike features in the spectra that
allow the unambiguous determination of the number of graphene layers. LEED
patterns at 126 eV are shown on the right, also allowing for a discrimination.(148)
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temperature, in order to outgas the sample and remove contaminants before
obtaining a diffraction pattern.
As mentioned earlier, the typical sample size used is 5 mm ×10 mm, the
electron beam spot in this LEED system is fairly large ∼1 mm, so when analyzing
the diffraction patterns it must be very much as an average across the sample
surface. However, LEED patterns obtained with this system have been shown to
vary within a single sample and show areas covered by graphene and areas that
are not.(33)
3.6 Low Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM)
Low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) is a surface analysis technique, which,
like low energy electron diffraction (LEED), makes use of the wave nature of
electrons to analyze the sample surfaces. Much like other electron microscopy
techniques, the instrumentation used in LEED utilizes electron lenses to focus
the electrons on the surface, however the low energy electrons (1-100 eV) used in
LEEM means that it is very surface sensitive. As with LEED, varying the energy
of the incident electrons used in LEEM will result in varying the penetration
depth of these electrons with the surface. This again results in depth profiling
being possible with LEEM and monitoring changes in reflectivity with varying
beam energy has proven to be a very useful technique in determining graphene
layer thickness in epitaxial graphene samples.(24; 28; 150)
A benefit of LEEM as a technique is the ability to combine it with other
techniques such as photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) and angle-resolved
photoemission electron spectroscopy (ARPES). The samples are very accessible
in LEEM systems, allowing various in-situ studies to be carried out whilst LEEM
analysis is being performed, this can include annealing and surface deposition.
3.6.1 Basics of LEEM
To understand the LEEM process as with LEED, we must look at the scattering
effects that occur between the incident electrons and the sample surface. As
the energy of electrons is decreased, the dominance of forward elastic events is
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lessened and inelastic scattering events and elastic backscattering events become
more important. At very low energies (below 20 eV), reflectivity coefficients
between 0.1-0.5 can be obtained.(151)
A LEEM image is produced by the use of the LEED pattern of the surface.
Bright-field LEEM imaging involves the use to the specular (0,0) LEED spot,
which is isolated via the use of an aperture. For dark-field imaging the aperture
is used to remove a selected LEED spot from the pattern. To obtain the LEEM
image, the sample area under investigation is illuminated and the diffracted beam
enters an objective lens. This lens produces two images, the first is produced in
its back-focal plane where all rays entering the lens parallel to each other are
focused in one point, thus producing the diffraction pattern in this plane. The
second image is produced in the imaging plane, where all rays resulting from a
point in the sample are recombined.(151; 152; 153)
3.6.2 LEEM Instrumentation and Limitations
The typical layout of a LEEM system is shown in Figure 3.29 all of which sits in
an ultra high vacuum chamber (series of chambers). As described in the LEED
section of this report, an electron gun is used to create an electron beam. This
electron beam is then focused and manipulated onto the sample via a series of
quadrapole electron lenses. The illumination beam aperture allows a control on
the area of the sample to be illuminated, thus allowing micro-diffraction to be
carried out. An electrostatic immersion objective lens places the sample in a
strong electrostatic field, up to 10 kV/mm for optimum resolution. The electrons
travel through the focusing field of the objective lens (magnetic or electrostatic)
at a relatively large beam energy (10-20 keV).(153)
The electrons are then decelerated between the objective lens and the sam-
ple, to a final energy in the range 0-100 eV. During this first pass through the
objective lens, the objective lens acts as a final condenser lens, controlling the
final path (angle) and focus of the electrons on the sample. Once the electrons
have interacted with the sample, they are re-accelerated back to the electron gun
energy on the return to the objective lens. This involves maintaining the sample
at a potential close to that of the electron emitter in the gun, whilst grounding
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Figure 3.29: Schematic diagram showing the main components of a typical LEEM
system. Adapted from (153).
the objective lens (or grounding the sample and maintaining everything else at
high voltage). Now the electrons pass through the objective lens focusing field
for a second time, this forms a real image of the sample.(151; 152; 153)
The electron beam separator, consisting of a magnetic beam splitter is used to
spatially separate the illuminating electron beam optics and the imaging projector
optics. Although this sounds straightforward, it is in fact a complicated process,
details of which can be found in the following references (151; 152; 153). Once
through the beam separator, the image beam passes through more lenses. A
contrast aperture is placed in the center of the transfer lens in this section, this
is the position at which the beam separator re-focuses the LEED pattern, this is
where the selection of bright and dark-field can be made. The final image is then
displaced on a phosphor screen and recorded with the use of a CCD camera.
There are a number of factors which affect the overall resolution limits and
performance of a LEEM system. As the sample draws on the use of the wave
nature of electrons, and surface features that are the same size region as the
electron wavelength will cause diffuse scattering and limit contrast resolution.
Spherical and chromatic aberrations as well as aperture aberrations will also
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contribute to the overall resolution to the overall resolution limit of the LEEM
system.(152) A general formula for the resolution of an electron microscope is
d =
V
E
, (3.16)
where eV is the average electron energy and E is the electric field in front of the
specimen. Using general numbers found in LEEM systems leads to a resolution
(d) in the range 10-100 nm. Which is important to note as the lateral grain size
of graphene grown under certain conditions within this work is of the order of
this experimental limit.
3.6.3 LEEM in Epitaxial Graphene
The surface senistivity of LEEM makes it a very good technique for studying
epitaxial graphene systems. There are sharp contrasts in reflectivity between
graphene layers of different thicknesses and between graphene and the silicon car-
bide substrate. This allows LEEM to image graphene domain structures (grains)
and provide maps of graphene coverage on surfaces.(24; 28; 150) Tracking reflec-
tivity with electron beam energy gives the thickness values of graphene present
on the surface. As the beam energy is increased, the penetration depth into the
sample surface increases, quantum interference effects between graphene layers
leads to a series of peaks and dips in the profile as the beam energy is increased.
The number of graphene layers can then be shown to be equal to the number of
dips within this reflectivity versus electron beam energy profile.(24; 28; 150)
3.6.4 LEEM Systems Used in This Work
Two LEEM systems have been used in this work, the first, an Elmitec LEEM V
system is located at the Centre for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN), at Brook-
haven National Laboratory (BNL) in the USA. The second, also at BNL, is lo-
cated in the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) and is an Elmitec LEEM
III system.
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3.7 Nanoprobe
3.7.1 Basic Layout and Operation of the Nanoprobe
Experiments were carried out to locate graphene islands as produced during ar-
gon annealing of silicon carbide, and take local electrical measurements on these
islands. To carry out these experiments, an Omicron nanoprobe was used. The
Omicron nanoprobe consists of a Zeiss Gemini high resolution scanning electron
microscope (SEM) and four independent Omicron scanning tunnelling micro-
scopes (STMs), all of this is contained within an ultra high vacuum (UHV) sys-
tem. The analysis chamber, as shown in Figure 3.30(a) contains a sample stage
which fits a standard Omicron sample plate. Stepper motors allow this sample
stage to be moved in the x and y directions. The SEM column is positioned
directly above this stage. Four STM scanners are positioned around this sample
stage, as shown in Figure 3.30(a).
A tip holder (Figure 3.30(b)) can be placed on each of these scanners and are
secured in position by a small magnet. The tip holder has a long arm, on the
end of which, a tip can be secured in place by a small screw, the tip is secured at
an angle of 45◦ to the vertical. The analysis chamber is pumped by an ion pump
and a titanium sublimation pump. This allows pressures of ∼10−11 mbar to be
reached.
A carousel (Figure 3.30(a)) allows tips and samples to be stored in the analysis
chamber prior to use. These samples and tips are then mounted to the sample
stage or scanners respectively via the use of two wobble sticks. This carousel can
house up to ten samples and tips in total. Samples are loaded in and unloaded
out of the system via a load chamber, this load chamber can be isolated from
the analysis chamber via a gate valve. Once isolated, this load chamber can be
vented and opened. The load chamber has a second carousel, identical to that
in the analysis chamber. Samples are loaded into this carousel and the load
chamber is then closed. A turbo pump is then used to pump down the still
isolated load chamber. After a few hours of pumping, the pressure in the load
chamber can reach ∼10−10 mbar. At this pressure, the gate valve between the
analysis chamber and the load chamber can be opened and samples and tips can
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.30: a) Schematic diagram of the inside of the Nanoprobe analysis cham-
ber, b) Schematic diagram of a Nanoprobe tip holder.
then be transferred between carousels via the use of a third wobble stick. The
turbo pump can then be isolated via a second gate valve, to reduce vibrations,
the turbo pump is switched off during measurements.
The graphene ’islands’ were visible under the SEM, promising regions were
then selected and approached with the STM tips. The SEM has an inlens de-
tector, this gives a top-down view of the four STM tips relative to the sample.
This means that the only indication of the tips position in the z direction is the
relative focus between the tips and sample (i.e if the sample is in focus, whilst
the tip is not, the tip must be above the sample).
3.7.2 Nanoprobe Measurement Instrumentation
For taking localised electrical measurements, the four STM tips in the Nanoprobe
were connected to four BNC outputs, measurement instruments and voltage
sources can then be connected to these cables. The instruments used were a
Keithley 2400 series sourcemeter and two Keithley 6514 series electrometers.
The sourcemeter is used to source voltages down to a precision of ±1 µV. The
sourcemeter was connected in series with one of the two electrometers, this was set
to measure current and was capable of a measurement precision of < 1fA . How-
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ever, noise introduced by the BNC cables and the wiring within the Nanoprobe
increased the noise floor to ∼1 pA.
For two-probe measurements, the sourcemeter and one electrometer were con-
nected in series to two of the STM tips. To take four-probe measurements, the
second electrometer was set to measure a voltage and was connected directly to
the other two STM tips, thus forming the probe circuit. This electrometer also
has a precision of ± 1 µV, and an extremely high input resistance (>200 TΩ),
thus allowing very resistive samples to be measured accurately.
3.7.3 Measurement Geometry
3.7.3.1 Four-Probe Square Measurements
The instrument setup required for taking four-probe square measurements is
shown in Figure 3.31. As indicated in these diagrams, the silicon carbide sub-
strate below the graphene islands is terraced in a set direction. These terraces are
visible in the SEM image, this allows the probes to be aligned to these terraces.
Four-probe measurements can then be made by sourcing a voltage parallel to
these terraces and sensing a voltage perpendicular to this current (Figure 3.31)
or at any chosen angle to these terraces such as 90◦ to allow measurements in
the parallel direction to be carried out. This allows a difference between the
resistance values obtained in the different setups to be found.
3.7.3.2 Four-Probe Collinear Measurements
Four-probe collinear measurements can also be made. The instrument setup for
this measurement is shown in Figure 3.32, here only the measurement parallel
to the substrate terrace steps is shown. To measure at different angles to the
terraces, the whole circuit is simple rotated through the required angle.
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Figure 3.31: Schematic diagram showing the measurement setup for taking 4
probe square measurements perpendicular to SiC terraces. The terrace direction
is indicated by the dark gray lines on the lighter gray graphene islands. To take
measurements parallel to the terraces the setup is rotated through 90◦.
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Figure 3.32: Schematic diagrams showing the measurement setup for taking 4
probe collinear measurements parallel to SiC terraces. The terrace direction is
indicated by the dark gray lines on the lighter gray graphene islands. To take
perpendicular measurements, the whole circuit is simply rotated through 90◦.
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Chapter 4
Epitaxial Graphene Growth in
Ultra High Vacuum
4.1 Overview: Aims and Objectives
As described in section 1.1.1 the aim for this project was to produce large scale,
good quality graphene films, with a view to these films being used towards the
production of electronic devices. One key parameter for judging the quality of
epitaxial graphene films is the lateral grain size present within the films, section
4.3 will describe how this grain size was increased from 10s nm at the start of
this project, to 100s nm by the finish. Also key in growing epitaxial graphene is
ensuring there is a complete graphene coverage on the surface such that standard
top-down lithography processing techniques can be used to pattern electronic
devices anywhere within a sample and yield similar device properties, this im-
provement in graphene coverage is discussed in section 4.2. The thickness of the
graphene films (number of layers) can also play a part in controlling the proper-
ties, the understanding and measurements of this are shown in section 4.4.
Initially work concentrated on growth on the silicon carbide (0001) surface
and finding the onset of graphene growth, this onset of graphene growth was
observed via the use of low energy electron diffraction and the observation of the
typical graphene (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 reconstruction after the appearance of other
reconstructions at differing annealing conditions. This is shown in Figure 4.1
where surface reconstructions are shown for 15 minute annealing processes at a
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(a) 1050◦C (225eV) (b) 1250◦C (195eV)
(c) 1275◦C (125eV) (d) 1300◦C (120eV)
Figure 4.1: LEED patterns taken at different beam energies for a series of samples
annealed SiC (0001) up at differing annealing temperatures for an annealing time
of 15 minutes. The evolution from a silicon carbide (1 × 1) reconstruction at
a temperature of 1050◦C to a graphene-like (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 reconstruction at
1300◦C is shown. Negative contrast used for clarity.
number of different temperatures, the sample annealed at 1300◦C is seen to show
the typical epitaxial graphene-like (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 reconstruction. This result
is comparable to results seen in the literature.(17; 18; 19; 21; 78; 146) Techniques
such as Raman microscopy were used to show that the samples were indeed
carbon-rich, though as shown in Figure 4.2 the signals in the expected graphene
band regions are very weak, this can be attributed in part to a weak laser (with
∼100 counts per second on a silicon calibration sample compared to ∼10000
counts per second with the new laser) used in these early measurements. Atomic
force microscopy showed the films had grain-like structures of 10s nm and the
sheet resistance values (results taken by Graham Creeth) of these samples were
very high.
Literature showed that the conductivity in epitaxial graphene grown on silicon
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Figure 4.2: Raman spectra (no silicon carbide subtraction) for both C face (black)
and Si face (red) growth from a sample annealed at 1300◦C for 20 minutes. Shaded
regions indicate the main graphene band regions D band (blue), G band (green)
and 2D band (yellow). The small intensity and broadness of the 2D peak along
with the large observed D bands (notably on C face) indicate that the graphene
film is disordered.
carbide (0001¯) was increased compared to the (0001) face due to the decoupling
between graphene layer(s) and the substrate,(50) for this purpose, future work
on ultra high vacuum growth concentrated on graphene production on this face.
Again the onset of graphitisation was sought via the monitoring of the LEED
patterns and the appearance of the typical ring pattern expected for graphene
growth on silicon carbide (0001¯) (21) as shown in Figure 4.3 where a set of LEED
patterns taken on samples annealed at 1300◦C for differing annealing times.
On this face, the graphene-like ring pattern occurred at around 1300◦C after
30 minute anneals. The increase in time before the observation in a graphene-
like LEED reconstruction when compared to growth on silicon carbide (0001)
is surprising as growth on this face is observed to have a lower activation en-
ergy elsewhere.(31; 34) Also observed in this work is a graphene precursor recon-
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(a) 20 mins at 1300◦C (120eV) (b) 20 mins at 1300◦C (120eV)
(c) 60 mins at 1300◦C (100eV) (d) 105 mins at 1300◦C (100eV)
Figure 4.3: LEED patterns taken at different beam energies for a series of samples
annealed SiC (0001¯) up at differing annealing times for an annealing tempera-
ture of 1300◦C. a) and b) are taken for the same annealing time of 20 minutes
from different samples showing the presence of a ‘buffer-layer’ in b). For longer
annealing times in c) and d) the presence of a graphene ring pattern can be seen.
Negative contrast used for clarity. The phosphor LEED screen was somewhat
damaged, an attempt has been made to mask this.
struction (Figure 4.3(b)) similar to those found on silicon carbide (0001) during
graphitisation and as recently observed on published work on the (0001¯) face
when grown in a Si-rich environment.(154)
Again Raman spectra (Figure 4.2) showed the samples to be carbon-rich,
with stronger graphene bands observed on this face, although the D band region
is large, indicating the presence of disorder (see section 3.3.3). This disorder is
evident in atomic force microscopy images which once again showed grain-like
structures with lateral grain size 10s nm. But once more, the sheet resistance of
these samples was very high (Figure 4.5), especially at low temperatures (electri-
cal measurements and analysis carried out by Graham Creeth) suggesting that
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the films were in fact incomplete. This led to longer anneals being carried out and
a noticeable improvement in conductivity. Once complete conducting films were
formed, the electronic properties suggested that an increase in lateral grain size
was required, this led to increasing the annealing temperature and as such a set
of iterating processes that led to an increase in lateral domain size and graphene
uniformity.
In section 2.2.3 it was discussed that confining the space above the silicon car-
bide wafers during the annealing process can lead to improved graphene growth.
An attempt was made to do this with a sapphire cap placed above the samples,
the natural confinement introduced by the position of the heating element ap-
pears to be enough to have an effect, this can be seen in Figure 4.4 where atomic
force microscopy from samples undergoing the same annealing times at 1400◦C
are given, one annealed with the (0001¯) face towards under a sapphire cap (Figure
4.4(a)) and one with the (0001¯) face away from the heater (Figure 4.4(b)).
The sample annealed towards the heater shows much larger lateral grain sizes
compared to the sample annealed away from the heater. Also a sample annealed
with no cap but with the (0001¯) face towards the heater is shown in Figure 4.4(c)
and shows similar lateral grain size to the sample annealed for the same conditions
under an alumina cap indicating the presence of confinement with the positioning
of the heating element in our annealing set-up.
Section 2.2.2 discussed how the quality of silicon carbide substrate plays a key
role in the quality of graphene films, with surface defects such as mechanical pol-
ishing scratches providing nucleation points for graphene growth which can lead
to uneven film coverage. In an attempt to improve the graphene growth in UHV
the silicon carbide wafers were sent away to Novasic, a company which specialises
in wafering and wafer polishing(30), for an extra polishing stage and to improve
the surface uniformity on the silicon carbide substrate. The AFM micrographs
shown in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(c) show graphene growth on an unpolished and
polished silicon carbide wafer respectively with substrate scratches visible in the
unpolished wafer and not in the polished wafer.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.4: AFM micrographs of graphene films grown on silicon cabide (0001¯)
after a 30 minute anneal at 1400◦C under differing levels of confinement. a) (0001¯)
face towards heater under alumina cap. b) (0001¯) face away from heater towards
UHV. c) (0001¯) towards heater with no alumina cap. Larger grains are observed
in images a) and c) when there is confinement above the target substrate.
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4.2 Increasing the Coverage of Graphene
When discussing the coverage of graphene growth in our epitaxial graphene films
it is important to distinguish between coverage on the mm scale (sample scale)
and the µm scale (device scale). The graphene coverage on the sample scale has
been tracked using techniques such as LEED and Raman spectroscopy that are
somewhat surface averaging due to the scale of the area of sample probed by each
technique in a single measurement. LEEM (taken at Brookhaven national labo-
ratory with Jurek Sadowski) and electronic transport (taken by Graham Creeth)
measurements are more applicable to measuring the coverage of graphene growth
at the device scale. However, it seems that coverage on both scales can be im-
proved by increasing the length of annealing time at a given sample temperature.
4.2.1 Coverage on the Sample (mm) Scale
As discussed later in increased detail in Chapter 5, due to the nature of our sam-
ple mounting during UHV annealing processes a thermal gradient forms across
the silicon carbide chips during an annealing run. This leads to the edges of the
chip becoming relatively hotter than the central regions. This results in increased
graphene growth at the edges of the sample compared to the central regions. Sec-
tion 5.4 shows how this can be observed as an increase in strains within graphene
films at these edge regions and also how variations in surface reconstructions can
be seen in LEED showing areas in central regions where the graphene film is yet
to form and instead a buffer-layer like region exists. The exact magnitude of this
temperature gradient had not been measured.
LEED data can also show the presence of an incomplete layer of graphene
as at low accelerating voltages a ‘charging’ effect can be observed if the sample
is in fact incomplete. This occurs for energies ∼100 eV or below as the sample
becomes negatively charged due to excess electrons, at these lower beam energies
the incident electrons are repelled from the surface and no scattering takes place.
Increasing the annealing time leads to increased sample uniformity with less
variations in the amount of strain measured across samples with longer annealing
times. Increasing annealing time also stops the observation of buffer-like LEED
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patterns with all patterns showing carbon-rich ring patterns on the silicon carbide
(0001¯) indicating the presence of a complete graphene film.
4.2.2 Coverage on the Device (µm) Scale
Earlier it was described how the original process for graphene growth in UHV fo-
cused on the onset of graphene growth as identified by the presence of a graphene-
like reconstruction shown by LEED. The typical annealing process required to
observe this reconstruction was 15 minutes at 1300◦C and these samples appeared
graphene-like under a number of surface science techniques such as LEED, Ra-
man spectroscopy and AFM. However when the samples were prepared for low-
temperature electrical transport measurements (28) the nature of the graphene
films at the device-scale were observed.
During the production of these samples they where passed on to Graham
Creeth within the condensed matter research group at Leeds for low-temperature
electrical transport measurements to be carried out. The electrical transport
measurements taken by Graham where dc measurements of sheet material carried
out in a constant-flow cryostat with a four-probe geometry. The voltage-probe
separation was 5 µm and the electrodes were patterned using standard optical
lithography techniques and made from Ti/Au.
Measurements of the sheet resistance with varying temperature, Rs(T ), of
samples annealed at 1300◦C or below for varying anneal times are shown in Figure
4.5. All samples show a monotonic increase in resistance as they are cooled from
room temperature. For all samples annealed at 1300◦C, the behavior of Rs(T )
above ∼5 K is well described by variable range hopping (VRH),
Rs(T ) = R0 exp
(
T0
T
) 1
n+1
, (4.1)
where n is the system dimensionality. The data shown in Figure 4.5 can be
described by a Rs(T ) ∼ T−1/3 , corresponding to a two-dimensional system. This
behavior is not unexpected, observations such as the presence of substrate spots
in LEED patterns indicates that the system present corresponds to a few layers
of conducting material on an insulating substrate, therefore should behave in a
two-dimensional fashion. Also observations from AFM taken on these samples
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Figure 4.5: Resistance change with temperature for samples annealed for a va-
riety of different temperatures and times. Samples are annealed at 1300◦C and
below. The axes are chosen to be appropriate for 2D variable range hopping
type behavior. The most resistive samples become so poorly conducting at low
temperature that they are unmeasurable. Taken from (28). Measurements and
analysis carried out by Graham Creeth.
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(see section 4.3) show that the samples exhibit a high level of disorder, this leads
to variable range hopping.
Samples annealed for short times are effectively insulating at temperatures
below ∼30 K, whereas longer annealing times lead to samples being conductive
down to the lowest temperatures obtainable by the cryostat (∼1.3 K). This change
in resistance (orders of magnitude) whilst cooling to liquid helium temperatures
is indicative of a strongly nonmetallic regime.
Activation energies for samples annealed for shorter times are ∼7-10 eV
whereas samples annealed for longer times have activation energies in the range
∼2-8 meV. The energy for the shorter annealing times is so large that it points
to the conduction taking place via tunneling between grains that are not in elec-
tronic contact with each other. The lower energy scale observed for longer an-
nealing times suggests now that the conduction is propagating through clustered
granular material. Below 5 K the data does not fit to equation 4.1 and instead
show a fairly linear relationship when plotted as ln Rs(T ) vs T. This is because
at these low temperatures the temperature independent elastic scattering effects
from point defects begin to dominate as the temperature dependent inelastic
scattering events are ‘frozen out’. This switch from variable range hopping to
weak-localisation at low temperatures has been observed elsewhere for disordered
carbon films grown via plasma deposition.(155)
This type of annealing time dependent behavior is not unexpected, from ear-
lier sections with have dealt with the growth mechanisms involved in epitaxial
graphene propagation, in most detail in section 2.2, it has been discussed that the
graphene formation expands from areas of nucleation on the substrate surface.
So areas of graphene can form that are isolated from each other till the annealing
time is sufficient enough for the nucleated regions to have expanded to form a
complete graphene film.
This expansion of graphene coverage on the surface is also observable in LEEM
data with samples annealed at 1300◦C for differing annealing times of 20 minutes
(Figure 4.6(a)) and 60 minutes (Figure 4.6(b)). The increase in graphene coverage
with clustering of smaller domains to form more complete films as expected from
the electrical transport measurements is observed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: LEEM data taken at an incident energy of 4.5 eV for silicon carbide
(0001¯) having undergone annealing in UHV for a) 20 minutes at 1300◦C and b)
60 minutes at 1300◦C. The longer annealing time of 60 minutes (image b) leads
to the clustering of small graphene films (dark contrast) which leads to increased
conductivity (decreased sheet resistance). The presence of substrate scratches
can also be seen in both images. Adapted from (28). Data taken in collaboration
with Jurek Sadowski at Brokhaven National Laboratory.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: LEEM data taken at an incident energy of 4.5 eV for silicon carbide
(0001¯) having undergone annealing in UHV for a) 30 minutes at 1400◦C and b)
55 minutes at 1400◦C. There is less contrast variation in image b) suggesting that
the longer annealing time leads to more uniform layer thicknesses. Adapted from
(28). Data taken in collaboration with Jurek Sadowski at Brokhaven National
Laboratory.
The section following this describes how the lateral grain size appears to in-
crease with annealing time. LEEM data shown in Figure 4.7 shows that increasing
the annealing time still leads to an increase in sample uniformity with a sample
annealed for 55 minutes at 1400◦C (Figure 4.7(b)) showing less contrast than
a sample annealed at 1400◦C for 30 minutes (Figure 4.7(a)). Different contrast
levels in the LEEM images correspond to different graphene thicknesses therefore
indicating that the sample with longer annealing time has more uniformity. As
will be discussed later, the typical thickness of samples in this annealing range is
between 2-4 monolayers
AFM provides information at the sub-device scales and can be used to comple-
ment the LEEM and electrical transport measurements. The grain-like structure
associated with graphene growth at 1300◦C can be seen if Figure 4.8. Although
there is no clear evidence of the µm scale clustering observed in LEEM images
for samples annealed for longer annealing times, there is a general decrease in the
rms roughness (numbers in Figure 4.8) as the annealing time is increased to 60
minutes backing up earlier suggestions that the graphene film is becoming more
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.8: AFM micrographs for silicon carbide (0001¯) samples annealed at
1300◦C for annealing times of a) 30 minutes. b) 45 minutes. c) 60 minutes. d)
105 minutes. Lateral and height scales of each image are given along with the
rms roughness of each scan. Each image highlights the granular nature (10s nm
grains) of the film growth at this annealing temperature.
complete. Also shown is a sample annealed for 105 minutes (Figure 4.8(d)) shows
an increase in rms roughness, suggesting that this is the partial growth of (an)
extra graphene layer(s).
AFM of samples annealed at 1400◦C for differing annealing times are shown
in Figure 4.9. Again there is a general decrease in rms roughness as the annealing
time is increased. However, further analysis on a sample annealed for 50 minutes
showed the presence of rips in the graphene film, which lead to an increase in the
rms roughness. Unlike samples annealed at 1300◦C the AFM reveals a faceted
surface, exhibiting some of the features observed in LEEM data (Figure 4.7), the
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.9: AFM micrographs for silicon carbide (0001¯) samples annealed at
1400◦C for annealing times of a) 15 minutes. b) 30 minutes. c) 50 minutes. d) is
a micrograph taken on a different area of the same sample shown in c) indicating
the presence of rips/wrinkles in the film. Lateral and height scales of each image
are given along with the rms roughness of each scan. Larger grains are now
observable (100s nm) when compared to samples annealed at 1300◦C (Figure 4.8.
details of this difference between the grain-like 1300◦C growth and the facet-like
1400◦C growth will be discussed further in a later section.
Samples annealed at 1400◦C appear to consist of a full graphene film at anneal
times of ∼20 minutes. This has been seen via the absence of charging at low
accelerating energies during the taking of LEED data and also via collaborative
work with the University of York through STM measurements. A representative
number of pre-prepared samples annealed at differing times and temperatures
conditions were approached with an STM tip, those samples that had previously
shown charging effects in LEED due to being annealed at too low a temperature
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Figure 4.10: STM scan of a sample annealed at 1400◦C for 20 minutes. Grain sizes
are comparable to AFM measurements of samples annealed at this temperature
(Figure 4.9). The successful approach of the STM tip and image acquisition
shows that there is a complete conducting layer(s) of graphene present on the
surface.
for too short an anneal time were difficult to approach with an STM tip, owing
to the lack of surface conduction.
However a sample annealed for 20 minutes at 1400◦C that showed no LEED
charging effects, was also easy to approach via STM suggesting the presence
of a conducting layer along the top surface (metal contacts along the sides of
the chip were used to compensate for the insulating silicon carbide substrate).
The STM image shown in Figure 4.10 is taken from this sample, the quality of
tip limits the resolution of the image, here the tip used was incapable of atomic
resolution. On the length scale obtainable similar faceted features can be observed
to those obtained via LEEM and AFM imaging (Figure 4.7 and 4.9 respectively).
Although atomic resolution was not obtainable, this matching of features and the
added information afforded by STM about the conductivity of samples is very
useful and complements other data well as it once more demonstrates the onset
of a complete, conducting graphene film on the sample surface.
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4.3 Increasing the Lateral Grain Size of Within
the Graphene Films
Once complete graphene films were obtained on the device scale. It became ap-
parent that the small grain sizes still present as imaged by AFM (Figure 4.8) and
LEEM (Figure 4.6) were limiting the long range electronic order within the films
and leading to the the non graphene-like transport behavior, with the transport
data fitting to two-dimensional variable range hopping (as shown in Figure 4.5).
To progress to more graphene-like electronic transport behavior an increase in
the lateral grain size was required. Increasing the annealing time had lead to an
increase in the graphene coverage on the sample surface, it was thought that the
grain size could be increased by increasing the annealing temperature of the pro-
cess. This section will track the process of increasing annealing temperature and
its affects on the lateral grain size present within graphene films. Comparisons
will be made with work carried out elsewhere which shows that increasing the
annealing temperature leads to a coarsening of smaller graphene grains into larger
ones with the increased mobility of the free carbon atoms on the surface.(24)
Section 3.3.3 discusses how Raman spectroscopy can be used to estimate the
grain sizes present within a graphene film. The procedure utilizes the increase in D
peak intensity as the number of defects present within a film increases.(134; 136)
For grain size measurements, the grain boundaries act as defects, therefore the
smaller the grains, the more edges are present and as such the D peak will become
more intense. This relationship known as the Tuinstra-Koenig (TK) relation
has been used to measure grain sizes in a number of different graphitic systems
(134) including epitaxial graphene. (138; 139) Figure 4.11 shows the evolution of
the grain size (Lα) with increasing annealing time at an annealing temperature
of 1400◦C. There is a general trend in the observed grain size with increasing
annealing time. As discussed below, this method of measuring Lα with Raman
spectroscopy has limitations in measuring the true grain size value when multiple
grains of different sizes are present, it is this reason that likely leads to the large
scatter of data points in Figure 4.11. From microscopy techniques such as AFM
and LEEM it has been shown that increasing the temperature is the dominant
mechanism behind increasing the grain size due to increasing the mobility of the
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Figure 4.11: Plot of grain size (Lα) with increasing annealing time for a set
of samples annealed at 1400◦C. The error bars are given from the statistical
averaging of spectral data from a single sample. The calculation of Lα is described
in section 3.3.3.
free carbon atoms on the surface during graphene formation and that increasing
annealing time increases graphene coverage rather than grain size.
The actual value of Lα observed in Figure 4.11 is much less than the grain
sizes observed in AFM and LEEM measurements for samples annealed under
these conditions. This is true also from the samples annealed at 1450◦C where
the Lα values shown in Table 4.2 though higher than those observed for 1400
◦C
anneals are still well below those observed via other techniques such as AFM and
LEEM. However for the samples annealed at 1300◦C there is a good agreement
between the Lα values observed through AFM and those measured with with
Raman spectroscopy.
A possible reason for this discrepancy is suggested by Ferrari et al (156) where
the assumption made by Tuinstra and Koenig (134) that the graphite becomes
uniformly nanocrystalline which is not the case here as we have a mix of domain
sizes. This assumption leads to the small domains dominating the Lα values
obtained via the T-K relation when the domain sizes are mixed as the overall
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Table 4.1: Grain size measurements for samples annealed at 1300◦C using Raman
spectroscopy. Errors quoted are statistical averages of spectral data from each
sample. The number of scans used for this averaging is given.
Annealing Time Grain Size (nm) No of Scans
30 minutes 67±4 30 Scans
60 minutes 51±4 30 scans
Table 4.2: Grain size measurements for samples annealed at 1450◦C using Raman
spectroscopy. Errors quoted are statistical averages of spectral data from each
sample. The number of scans used for this averaging is given.
Annealing Time Grain Size (nm) No of Scans
10 minutes 40±2 40 Scans
15 minutes 69±4 20 Scans
20 minutes 64±3 20 Scans
α is given as a weighted average of all the domains within the laser spot.(156)
Another possible reason for the observed higher grain size in the samples annealed
at 1300◦C compared to samples annealed at 1400◦C is the use of the integrated
intensities of the peaks within the ration calculation. As discussed by Ferrari et al
(156) the peaks become broader in disordered films and therefore the integrated
intensity calculation can become distorted and higher grain values obtained than
expected.
Though the Raman spectroscopy does not yield the expected grain size values
for samples annealed at temperatures of 1400◦C and above (Raman yields ∼
50 nm when ∼ 100s nm observed in other measurement techniques), there is a
general trend for the spectra to look more graphene-like in these samples. This is
highlighted in Figure 4.12 which shows selected (so not completely representative
of the full sample area as with data used for grain calculations above) graphene
spectra with the silicon carbide background subtracted for samples annealed.
The 2D peak is seen to become much more prominent for the sample annealed
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at 1450◦C with the ratio of G to 2D peak looking indicative of a monolayer flake
produced by exfoliation. The D to G ratio is also an indication of order and is
smaller in the sample annealed at 1450◦C when compared to the sample annealed
at 1300◦C, showing those samples to be more ordered (larger grain sizes). Though
the D to G ratio is lower in the sample annealed at 1400◦C compared to the sample
annealed for 1300◦C the narrower bands present yield a smaller grain size due to
the use of integrated intensities of the 2 bands for the calculation.(138; 139) This
is a question of convention with some work using the overall intensity ratio (156)
whereas others use the ratios of the integrated intensities as we do here.(138;
139) The G to 2D ratio in both the samples annealed at 1400◦C and 1300◦C
respectively are comparable to a bilayer flake produced by exfoliation.
A possible explanation for this observation would be that the samples annealed
at 1450◦C are likely to have a single graphene domain of around 2 µm within a
single Raman laser spot surrounded by smaller domains. This would make the
Raman spectrum obtained a mix of that expected for an isolated flake with the
addition of defects from the edge regions associated with the surrounding smaller
domains contributing to the D peak amplitude. Due to a change in analysis
protocol the data shown for the sample annealed at 1300◦C has been normalized
to the silicon carbide background spectra.
AFM micrographs as shown in Figure 4.13 show how the lateral grain size
increases as the annealing temperature increases. The annealing time does not
remain constant in the images chosen for Figure 4.13 but reflect roughly the
annealing times to form a complete graphene film at each temperature. Figures
4.8 and 4.9 from the previous section show how the lateral grain size remains
somewhat constant for samples annealed at the same temperature (1300◦C and
1400◦C respectively) for varying annealing times. The lateral grain size can be
seen to increase with sample annealing temperature from 10s nm at 1300◦C to
grain sizes of 100s nm for samples annealed at 1450◦C.
As described in section 2.2 earlier in this thesis the parameters linked with the
growth process in epitaxial graphene and the mechanisms of how each parameter
affect the quality of the graphene growth can be somewhat ambiguous. For
example here, there is an increase in lateral grain size observed by increasing
the annealing temperature. There are two competing mechanisms that could
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(a) 1300◦C for 60 minutes. Lα = 60.04±0.02 nm
(b) 1400◦C for 30 minutes. Lα = 28.93±0.02 nm
(c) 1450◦C for 15 minutes. Lα = 91.58±0.03 nm
Figure 4.12: Raman spectra (silicon carbide spectra subtracted) for epitaxial
graphene grown at differing annealing times and temperatures. Lα values for
each graph are given as calculated from each spectra, error given by errors fitting
the D and G bands. The shaded regions correspond to the key Raman bands in
graphene D (green), G (red) and 2D (blue).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.13: AFM micrographs for silicon carbide (0001¯) samples annealed at
varying annealing times and temperatures. a) 60 minutes at 1300◦C. b) 30 min-
utes at 1400◦C and c) 20 minutes at 1450◦C. Lateral and height scales of each
image are given along with the rms roughness of each scan. The scans show the
general increase in lateral grain size as the annealing temperature is increased.
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Figure 4.14: AFM micrograph of a sample that underwent a two-stage annealing
process. Firstly annealed for 60 minutes at 1300◦C then an extra anneal at 1400◦C
for 30 minutes, both carried out in-situ. Lateral and height scales of the image
are given along with the rms roughness.
explain this kind of variation with increased temperature. The first is that the
increase in temperature provides the free carbon atoms on the surface mobility
affording faster propagation of individual grains from nucleating sites. The second
mechanism suggests that the increasing temperature again increases the mobility
of free carbon atoms on the surface, this time however, the increased mobility
leads to the coarsening (24) or coalescence (28) of smaller grains to form the
larger domains observed.
It is somewhat difficult to distinguish between these two mechanisms. One
way is to carry out a two-stage annealing process as shown in Figure 4.14 AFM
data from this sample shows that annealing at 1300◦C for 60 minutes (as in
Figures 4.8(c) and 4.13(a)) then further annealed for 30 minutes at 1400◦C. The
resulting surface corresponds to the faceted type of structure obtained for samples
annealed at higher temperatures rather than the clusters of small grains observed
at lower annealing temperatures. As the top graphene layer is the first to grow
(157) this suggests that the growth mechanism responsible for the larger grain
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.15: 10 µm field of view LEEM images taken for SiC(0001¯) annealed
for varying annealing times and temperatures. Differing incident energies were
chosen to give the best contrast in each image. a) Sample annealed for 60 minutes
at 1300◦C imaged at 2.8 eV. b) Sample annealed at 1400◦C for 30 minutes imaged
at 3.9 eV. c) Sample annealed at 1450◦C for 20 minutes imaged at 3.9 eV. The
increase in domain size with increasing annealing temperature can be seen.
size observed is that of the coalescence of smaller domains into larger ones.
This increase in lateral grain size has also been observed in LEEM data. Figure
4.15 shows LEEM images from a set of samples annealed at various temperatures,
the annealing times used again corresponds to roughly the time required to form
a complete film at those temperatures. In agreement with AFM data, the lateral
grain size shows an increase as the annealing temperature is increased. The
sample annealed for 20 minutes at 1450◦C (Figure 4.15(c)) shows very large grain
sizes (∼4 µm), much larger than the features observed in AFM (Figure 4.13(c)).
The contrast in these images is due to different thicknesses of graphene films, it
is therefore likely that the smaller features observed in AFM are grains of the
same thickness that are rotationally disordered with respect to each other.
The increase in grain size with annealing temperature is also apparent in elec-
tronic transport measurements. Figure 4.16 shows sheet resistance measurements
at varying temperature Rs(T ) for samples annealed at 1400
◦C and above. As with
the transport data shown in Figure 4.5 these are dc measurements taken with a
four-probe geometry with voltage probe spacings of 5 µm. The electrodes are
once more made of Ti/Au and are patterned using standard optical lithography
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techniques. Again these electrical transport measurements were carried out by
Graham Creeth.
If inelastic scattering at grain boundaries was leading to the localisation nature
of the electron transport and the variable range hopping behavior as observed in
Figure 4.5 for samples annealed at 1300◦C, then with the increase in lateral grain
size as observed in AFM and LEEM presented in this section should lead to less
inelastic scattering. As the inelastic scattering events are decreased it would be
expected that elastic scattering events will dominate. In two-dimensional systems
as elastic scattering events dominate, electrons moving in time-reversed paths
remain phase-coherent and can interfere with each other destructively. Thus
leading to weak-localisation behavior.(158) This move to weak-localisation type
behavior would be expected here and has been observed elsewhere in epitaxial
graphene systems.(17)
The electronic transport data for samples annealed at 1400◦C and above still
become less conducting as they are cooled however the observed behavior as
expected, can no longer be fitted to the same variable range hopping functional
form (equation 4.1). The increase in sample uniformity as discussed above leads
to an increase in the electronic mean free path l, with the product of this mean
free path and the Fermi wavevector kF is now greater than 1. As expected,
the increase in uniformity (decrease in grain edges) leads to a decrease in the
inelastic scattering events that occur and elastic scattering begins to dominate,
this increases the possibility that electrons traveling in a closed path will remain
phase-coherent, leading to weak localisation.(158; 159) In the weak localisation
regimes, the correction to the conductance G is given by
G =
(
ne2τ0
m
)(
1− 1
pikF l
ln
(
τi
τ0
))
. (4.2)
The elastic scattering time, τ0, is not temperature dependent. The temper-
ature dependence is given by the inelastic scattering time, τi. This leads to the
change in resistance being proportional to lnT (158; 159) as seen in Figure 4.16
and observed previously in epitaxial graphene samples.(17)
The data also shows that samples annealed at 1450◦C are roughly two orders
of magnitude more conducting than the samples annealed at 1400◦C. Also shown
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Figure 4.16: Resistance change with temperature for samples annealed for varying
annealing times and temperatures. Here samples annealed at 1400◦C and above,
plotted on appropriate axes for a weak localisation-type behavior. It is important
to note that data for the sample annealed at 1450◦C has been scaled up by a
factor of 100 in sheet resistance for visibility, due to the comparatively very high
conductivity of this sample. Adapted from (28). Measurements carried out by
Graham Creeth.
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is that the sample where coalescence of grains was observed in AFM (Figure 4.14)
via a two-stage annealing process also results in an increase in inelastic scattering
time. This switch from variable range hopping behavior to more graphene-like
weak localization with increasing annealing temperature is a key result in showing
the improvement in graphene film quality obtained during this project.
4.4 Thicknesses of Graphene Films Grown in
Ultra High Vacuum
When producing epitaxial graphene films it is important to know the number of
graphene layers present within the films (the film thickness). In the following sec-
tion a number of different procedures for measuring thicknesses will be presented
and the results from these procedures discussed. The properties of graphene films
vary with the number of graphene layers, for example the band structure of bi-
layer graphene is different to that of monolayer graphene and the charge carriers
have an effective mass. Although multi-layer graphene grown on silicon carbide
(0001¯) has been shown to have decoupling between the graphene layers allowing
multi-layer films to maintain the properties of monolayer graphene sheets,(50) the
quantum hall effect was not observed in this material until good control of the
film thickness was managed.(47) Thus having a good understanding of the film
thickness is important when developing growth procedures for graphene films.
Elsewhere the growth of graphene on silicon carbide (0001¯) is observed to
produce very thick (10+ layers) graphene films for samples annealed in UHV at
similar times and temperatures to the ones used in this work.(23) A very crude
thickness estimate can be obtained from the simple fact that we can observe
silicon carbide substrate spots in LEED patterns. This immediately puts a limit
on the thickness of our graphene films at below ∼5 layers or less as typically
the electron penetration depth at an energy of 100 eV is in the order of a few
nanometers.(147) This suggests that the specific equipment and procedures used
in this work helps to slow the rate of silicon evaporation from the surface and
slow the rate of graphene production. The presence of a graphene precursor buffer
layer reconstruction as shown in Figure 4.3(a) backs up this point as it compares
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well to work carried out elsewhere on graphene growth on silicon carbide (0001¯)
in silicon rich environments which resulted in the formation of a similar buffer
layer reconstruction being observed.(154)
As shown in section 3.6.3 LEEM data can be used to obtain a thickness
measurement for graphene films. Electron interference between layers leads to
minima in the LEEM intensity vs excitation energy data. The number of minima
observed then corresponds to the number of layers. Figure 4.17 shows LEEM
IV data taken in a number of positions on a sample annealed at 1450◦C for 20
minutes. The data shows that this sample consists of 2 (Figure 4.17(d)), 3 (Figure
4.17(c)) and 4 (Figure 4.17(b)) layer regions. This result is consistent with the
crude thickness limit obtained from the observation of silicon carbide substrate
spots in LEED data.
The larger grain sizes make taking IV data easier on samples annealed at
1450◦C compared to lower temperatures. Fluctuations and positional drifts in
the LEEM images can lead to blurring out of the minima in samples that have
grain sizes that are comparable to the size of these fluctuations. LEEM IV data
taken for samples annealed at 1400◦C for 30 minutes and 55 minutes are shown in
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 respectively. Both show evidence of oscillations though the
30 minute sample (Figure 4.18) is very washed-out. In the 55 minute annealed
sample areas of 2 and 3 layers of graphene are observed. The increased uniformity
in this sample allows clearer IV data to be obtained though the spectra still appear
to consist of features from both 2 and 3 layer graphene due to drift in the images
from one energy to the next.
A more direct measurement of graphene thickness has been made using cross
sectional TEM images taken as part of a collaboration with the University of
York. These high resolution TEM images effectively allow the number of graphene
layers formed to be counted. As can be seen in Figure 4.20 a sample annealed
at 1400◦C for 20 minutes appears to consist of regions with 2 and 3 layers of
graphene. This result is consistent with those obtained via LEEM and again
shows that under these annealing conditions the graphene films produced here
consist of few graphene layers. If regular access to this kind of TEM measurement
was possible then the imaging of a wide range of epitaxial graphene films produced
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.17: a) 10 µm field of view LEEM image taken at 3.9 eV for SiC(0001¯)
annealed at 1450◦C for 20 minutes. Coloured regions (boxed for clarity) corre-
spond to areas used to take IV data shown in b), c) and d). The number of
minima in the LEEM I-V graphs indicate the number of graphene layers present
in those areas.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18: a) 10 µm field of view LEEM image taken at 3.9 eV for SiC(0001¯)
annealed at 1400◦C for 30 minutes. Coloured regions (boxed for clarity) corre-
spond to areas used to take IV data shown in b). The number of minima in the
LEEM I-V graphs indicate the number of graphene layers present in those areas.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19: a) 10 µm field of view LEEM image taken at 3.9 eV for SiC(0001¯)
annealed at 1400◦C for 55 minutes. Coloured regions (boxed for clarity) corre-
spond to areas used to take IV data shown in b). The number of minima in the
LEEM I-V graphs indicate the number of graphene layers present in those areas.
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Figure 4.20: Cross sectional TEM image of a sample annealed at 1400◦C showing
the presence of 2 and 3 layers of graphene. Data taken by Vlado Lazarov at the
University of York. Red arrows in the zoom in image highlight the presence of 2
and 3 graphene layers.
with different annealing times and temperatures would provide a fuller picture of
the evolution of graphene thickness.
Another method that has been used elsewhere to estimate the thickness of
epitaxial graphene films has been the use of Raman spectroscopy to track the at-
tenuation of the underlying silicon carbide spectra due to the presence of graphene
overlayers as outlined in section 3.3.6. Table 4.4 gives the results of Raman at-
tenuation measurements carried out on samples where the thickness has been
measured through either TEM or LEEM work (Table 4.3). The calculations are
performed using three different values for the adsorption coefficient α. An orig-
inal version (later corrected) of a paper by Shrivraman et al (140) found an α
value to be 0.03 per monolayer of graphene, this was later corrected to 0.02 per
monolayer.(140) Measurements carried out on exfoliated graphene flakes in this
group (160) suggested that an alpha value of 0.015 per monolayer.
For the samples annealed at 1400◦C the Raman attenuation data appears to
underestimate the thickness when compared to the other techniques with the
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Table 4.3: Thickness measurements from other techniques.
Annealing Conditions LEEM result TEM result
20mins@1400◦C N/A 2 and 3 layers
30mins@1400◦C 2 and 3 layers N/A
55mins@1400◦C 3 and 2 layers N/A
20mins@1450◦C 4 and 3 layers N/A
Table 4.4: Thickness measurements (number of layers) from Raman attenuation
data for different values of the absorption coefficient (α)
Annealing Conditions α = 0.03 α = 0.02 α = 0.015
20mins@1400◦C 0.67±0.08 1.0±0.1 1.3±0.1
30mins@1400◦C 1.00±0.06 1.51±0.09 2.0±0.1
55mins@1400◦C 0.63±0.07 0.94±0.09 1.2±0.1
20mins@1450◦C 2.5±0.2 3.8±0.3 5.1±0.4
α correction to 0.015 per monolayer not correcting for this discrepancy. For the
sample annealed at 1450◦C the Raman attenuation data when using an absorption
coefficient of 0.02 per monolayer agrees well with the thicknesses observed via
LEEM for this sample. It has been shown (140) that this method of measuring
(estimating) graphene thickness improves in accuracy for thicker graphene films
(∼5 layers and above) which is suggested by these results. For other thickness
measurements an α value of 0.02 per monolayer will be used.
Figure 4.21 shows the evolution of the number of graphene layers with in-
creasing annealing time for an annealing temperature of 1400◦C. In agreement
with previous techniques (LEEM and TEM) all the graphene films appear to be
under 5 layers in thickness. There is a general increase in thickness with anneal-
ing time, though the previously mentioned discrepancies that arise when using
this technique for measuring the thickness of graphene films under 5 layers mean
that caution must be used when making such statements.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 give a summary of layer thicknesses measured within sam-
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Figure 4.21: Plot of layer thickness with increasing annealing time for a set
of samples annealed at 1400◦C. The error bars are given from the statistical
averaging of spectral data from a single sample. The large deviation of layer
thickness values obtained from samples undergoing similar annealing conditions
could be due to the issues with measuring layer thicknesses under 5 layers with
this technique.(140)
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Table 4.5: Thickness measurements (number of layers) using Raman spectroscopy
for samples annealed at 1300◦C. Calculated values used a value of 0.02 for the
absorption coefficient (α).
Annealing Time Raman Layer Thickness (α = 0.02)
60 mins 3.1±0.4
30 mins 1.00±0.06
Table 4.6: Thickness measurements (number of layers) using Raman spectroscopy
for samples annealed at 1450◦C. Calculated values used a value of 0.02 for the
absorption coefficient (α).
Annealing Time Raman Layer Thickness (α = 0.02)
20 mins 3.8±0.3
15 mins 3.8±0.3
10 mins 2.0±0.2
ples annealed at 1300◦C and 1450◦C respectively. The samples annealed at
1300◦C have higher thickness values and surprisingly the sample annealed for 30
minutes appears thicker than that annealed for 60 minutes. One explanation for
this could be that as the annealing time is increased, the average surface rough-
ness of samples annealed at 1300◦C decreases. The rougher graphene overlayers
seen at shorter annealing times could then possibly cause more more attenua-
tion than smoother yet potentially thicker graphene overlayers for longer anneal
times. For the samples annealed at 1450◦C there is consistency in the thickness
measurements and again there is a general trend for the thickness to increase
with annealing time.
Also used as a thickness measurement in graphitic systems is the fitting of the
graphene 2D peak to multiple Lorentzian peaks. (107; 135; 161) This technique
is somewhat limited to monitoring film thickness in epitaxial graphene grown on
the carbon terminated face of silicon carbide as the decoupling between graphene
layers allows 2D band spectra from multi-layered films to still be fit with single
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.22: Raman spectra taken from a sample annealed at 1400◦C for 50
minutes showing peaks with a) 3 distinct components. b) 2 distinct components.
Arrows and labels indicate the possible shoulder features.
Lorentzian fits.(162)
This is consistent with the results observed within this work and the notable
shoulders observed in the fitting of the 2D peak in systems such as HOPG and
multi-layered exfoliated graphene flakes not observed.(135) Here single Lorentzian
fits to the 2D peak seem to be acceptable for all samples except some of the
1400◦C anneals for longer annealing times (∼45 minutes plus). In these samples
the 2D peaks can consist of two or three distinct components as shown in Figure
4.22. Detailed fitting of these components has not yet been carried out though
early attempts suggest that the components arise from areas of differing graphene
thickness within the size of the Raman laser spot.
In this section techniques used for measuring the thickness of graphene have
been discussed and the results from the differing techniques compared and con-
trasted. During the course of this project an upgrade to the LEED system used
has been completed. It is now possible to take LEED intensity vs energy data.
This opens up the possibility to measure graphene film thicknesses via the tech-
nique mentioned in section 3.5.3, with this technique further enhanced by an ex-
tra upgrade due to equip the system with Auger spectroscopy capabilities. This
would allow thickness measurements to be carried out in-situ on the UHV grown
samples with both LEED IV data and Auger and to calibrate the two techniques
as done elsewhere.(148)
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4.5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this Chapter, improvements in the growth of epitaxial graphene films in ultra
high vacuum conditions have been shown. These improvements have seen the
films move from being incomplete in nature and with a lateral grain size in the
order of 10s nm to being complete with grain sizes in the 100s nm range. These
morphological advances in the graphene films as observed with techniques such
as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and low energy electron microscopy (LEEM)
resulted in the betterment of electronic transport measurements with a switch
from variable range hopping type transport, indicative of disordered systems, to
more graphene like weak-localisation behavior as the grain size increases. This
grain size increase leads to elastic scattering events dominating over inelastic
events and hence the switch in transport behavior. The linking of the electrical
transport properties with the observations made from surface science techniques
such as LEEM and AFM is the key result to report from this chapter and has
lead to a publication.(28)
In general, the annealing time appears to control the graphene coverage on the
surface with the films becoming more complete with prolonged annealing. Unlike
work elsewhere (34) that sees rapid growth of multiple graphene layers (over 10)
on the silicon carbide (0001¯) face LEEM measurements show that for a range of
annealing times the graphene thickness is still 4 layers or below. The reasoning
behind this could be the observed existence of a buffer layer reconstruction in low
energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements that occurs as a precursor to
the growth of graphene. A similar reconstruction has been observed for graphene
growth under disilane environments due to the presence of excess silicon.(154)
This reconstruction could make silicon desorption from the substrate surface less
energetically favorable and therefore decrease the number of graphene layers that
grow. In this work, the excess silicon is thought to be due to the natural con-
finement that exists between the carbon filament heater and the silicon carbide
substrate or due to the presence of a sapphire cap 1 mm above the substrate dur-
ing annealing. This confinement increases the partial pressure of silicon above the
substrate and slows down the silicon evaporation rate as described elsewhere (34)
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and leads to improved graphene film morphologies as the graphene films grow
with the underlying silicon carbide substrate in a more equilibrated state.
The progress achieved in increasing the grain size within the graphene films
is linked to the increasing of annealing temperatures. A two-stage annealing
process within which a sample was annealed at 1300◦C for 60 minutes followed by
1400◦C for 30 minutes in-situ showed the increased grain sizes of 100s nm in AFM
and LEEM and weak-localisation electronic transport measurements as observed
in single-stage annealing processes at 1400◦C. This suggests that the grain size
increase at higher annealing temperatures occurs as smaller grains coalesce (28)
or coarsen (24) as the carbon atoms on the surface become more mobile.
With the current grain size of 100s nm (towards µm in 1450◦C anneals) are
comparable to those obtained elsewhere under similar annealing conditions.(24)
It is within the specifications of high end electron beam lithography to be able to
pattern devices within single grains or with few grain boundaries present. This
could allow for the probing of quantum Hall effects within the grown films. The
nature of the quantum Hall effect would confirm if the multi-layered graphene
films grown here on the silicon carbide (0001¯) are in fact electronically decoupled
from those below and exhibit half-integer quantum Hall behavior expected for
monolayer graphene or the standard quantum Hall effect observed for AB stacked
graphene layers.
The nature of the grain boundaries are also relatively unknown within the
samples grown here. Now the conditions are known for the regular production of
continuous conducting graphene films, further STM measurements with improved
tip quality would allow atomic scale imaging of these grain boundaries. The
structure of the grain boundaries is important for the electronic transport of the
graphene films. This is because different scattering processes occur dependent on
whether the edge structure is zig-zag or armchair in nature.(163)
Once more it is important to note that some of the work presented during this
chapter has been carried out as part of collaborations. The electrical transport
measurements and results fitting were carried out by Graham Creeth at the Uni-
versity of Leeds, Graham also provided feedback and ideas towards the growth
procedures. LEEM measurements were carried out by myself and Graham at
BNL with the aid of Jurek Sadowski who operated the experimental apparatus
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with our input. TEM images shown were taken by Vlado Lazarov at the Univer-
sity of York as part of a collaboration. STM measurements were also carried out
at the University of York by Steve Tear and Andrew Vick.
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Chapter 5
Strain Measurements in Epitaxial
Graphene Films Using Raman
Microscopy
5.1 Overview
In section 2.4 it was discussed how straining graphene films can have a large effect
on their properties, including the potential for introducing a band-gap into its
electronic structure (96) and introducing pseudo-magnetic fields.(108; 109) It has
been observed, initially in epitaxial graphene films grown on the silicon carbide
(0001) face,(32) that a compressive strain builds up in the graphene films. This
compressive strain is said to form due to the difference in thermal expansion coef-
ficients between the graphene films and the underlying silicon carbide structure.
(32)
As the graphene film is cooled down from the high synthesis temperature, it
expands due to having a negative coefficient of thermal expansion.(103) Whilst
the graphene film is expanding, the underlying silicon carbide substrate contracts,
(104) thus causing a compressive strain to build up within the graphene films. The
negative coefficient of thermal expansion in graphene is explained by the presence
of the ZA bending mode phonon which is activated at the temperatures discussed
here.(103) The frequency out-of-plane bending mode vibration mode increases as
the in-plane lattice spacing increases. This is known as the ‘membrane effect’
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and is comparable to the frequency of a vibration on a string increasing with
increased tension within the string.(103)
Despite work being carried out on measuring the strains present within epi-
taxial graphene films on the silicon carbide (0001) face.(32) No such publications
existed for the behavior of strains within epitaxial graphene films grown on the
silicon carbide (0001¯) face. As the bonding between the graphene and the silicon
carbide substrate varies between the (0001) and (0001¯) it was important to track
the strain behavior of graphene films grown on this face.
Work here used Raman microscopy to track the build up of strains within
these graphene films. The films were grown in ultra high vacuum with a sapphire
cap 1 mm above the sample as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The build up of strains
within the films was tracked as a function of annealing time leading to the first
publication of strain values within films grown on the (0001¯) face.(33) The aim was
to observe whether the decoupling between the graphene films and the substrate
that leads to higher electron mobilities leads to a relaxation in the strains that
build up in graphene films grown on this face, this was seen to be the case with a
maximum observed compressive strain of -0.5% being less than the -0.8% observed
on the (0001) face with similar preparation conditions.(32)
5.2 Using the Graphene 2D Peak Position to
Measure Strain Values
Raman microscopy has also been shown to be very useful in the measuring of
strains within graphene films. (32; 33; 100; 101; 107; 161; 164) This can be done
by measuring the shifts in position of the peaks, for instance in epitaxial graphene
(33) the position of the 2D band can be used to track the amount of compressive
strain present within the epitaxial graphene layers. A compressive strain builds
up between the graphene and the silicon carbide substrate due to the difference
in thermal expansion coefficients between the two materials.(32; 33; 161) As the
epitaxial graphene is cooled from the high growth temperatures (Tg ∼ 1400◦C)
the silicon carbide substrate contracts,(104) whilst the graphene expands.(103)
The total strain () generated by this difference in thermal expansion coefficients
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(∆α) as the epitaxial graphene is cooled from the growth temperature (Tg) to
room temperature (RT) is given by equation 5.1.
1
1−  = exp
(∫ Tg
RT
∆α(T ′)dT ′
)
, (5.1)
This compressive strain will then affect the vibrational modes within the graphene
film. For example, the 2D mode that can be visualized as a benzene ring breathing
vibration will undergo phonon-hardening due to the presence of a compressive
strain and the 2D peak position will shift to higher wavenumbers.(165) This
shift in peak position (∆ω) from a standard reference (ω) taken for free-standing
exfoliated graphene of 2642 cm−1 (135) can then be linked to the strain present
within the graphene film via equation 5.2.
∆ω
ω
= −γmTr(ij), (5.2)
If the strain is assumed to be uniform (i.e when i 6=j = 0 in Tr(ij)) then the strain
() is the trace of the tensor. (103; 161) γm here is the Gru¨neisen parameter, where
m is the vibrational mode in question, in this case the 2D mode and γ2D has a
value of 2.7 (161). A typical Raman spectra taken during this work is shown in
Figure 5.1, the silicon carbide substrate spectrum overlaps and somewhat dwarfs
the graphene spectrum in the wavenumber range containing the graphene G and
D bands, however the Raman 2D band in graphene is relatively unaffected by the
silicon carbide substrate spectrum. For this reason, the position of the 2D band
was used during this work.
The typical measurement process as described in (33) involved taking 4 mea-
surements in each ‘rank’. A ‘rank’ is a region of the surface as shown in the inset
of Figure 5.3, with 8 being measurements taken in the central region (‘rank 1’).
As shown in Figure 3.7 (inset) a linear background was subtracted from the 2D
peak region and the peak fitted with a single Lorentzian peak. This fit allows for
the position of the peak to be determined to ±0.5 cm−1, an uncertainty that is
better than that of the bare spectrometer (±6 cm−1). The peak position at each
point was then compared to the value obtained for freestanding graphene of 2642
cm−1 (135), and a peak shift relative to this datum was calculated. The Raman
shift ∆ω/ω that arises from a given strain tensor ij is given by Equation 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of Raman spectra of epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide.
Spectra are shown for the blank silicon carbide (black squares) and for epitaxial
graphene after a 28 min anneal at 1400 ◦C (red circles). The results of subtracting
the background are shown using the blue triangle data markers. The D, G, and
2D band peaks are marked. Only the latter is not obscured by features in the
silicon carbide spectrum. Inset: example of a Lorentzian fit to determine the
width and position of a 2D peak.(33)
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Figure 5.2: Variation of 2D peak position shift from that for freestanding ex-
foliated graphene of 2642 cm−1 (squares) and calculated resulting strain values
(triangles) as functions of UHV anneal time for an annealing temperature of
1400◦C. The dotted lines are the zeros of the two ordinate axes. The straight
lines are linear fits to the data and have a reduced R2 value of 0.928. (33)
Thus allowing strain values at each point to be found. On certain samples not all
Raman scans taken showed the features of a carbon-rich surface (no visible 2D
peak) owing to the films being incomplete at lower annealing times as discussed
in more detail in section 5.4.
5.3 Strain Dependence on Annealing Time
To compare with previous work carried out on measuring strains in epitaxial
graphene films grown on silicon carbide (0001) the Raman 2D peak shift and the
inferred strain were tracked with sample anneal time, as displayed in Figure 5.2
(Negative strains are compressive).
Each of the data points in Figure 5.2 corresponds to a full set of 32 scans
as described in section 5.2, with the error bars corresponding to the standard
deviation of all scans taken on each sample. Incomplete films that show no
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carbon signal (2D peak) in certain areas therefore have a larger statistical error
associated with their data.
It is important to compare the results obtained here with previous work on
epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide (0001) for similar annealing times at
a growth temperature of 1300 ◦C. In that work, (32) it was found that the results
could be fitted very well by a model, as described by equation 5.1.(32) In that
work, the largest strain was obtained for the longest anneal times (60 minutes).
The model used to describe this relationship between the difference in thermal
expansion coefficient and the strains is given by Equation 5.1, where the difference
in thermal expansion coefficients (∆α) between the silicon carbide (αSiC) (see
(104) for measurement value) and graphene (αg) (see (103) for calculated value)
and is approximately constant within the range of temperatures covered here from
room temperature (RT) up to the growth temperature (Tg = 1400
◦C) with a value
of ∆α = −6.5× 10−6 K−1. If we apply Equation 5.1 to the results obtained here
for epitaxial graphene grown on silicon carbide (0001¯), then a maximum strain
value of −0.9% is obtained, which is larger than the maximum −0.5% observed
in Figure 5.2. This is a key result and highlights differences between epitaxial
graphene grown on the polar faces of silicon carbide (0001) and (0001¯) with these
results published (33) filling a gap in the literature that existed at that time.
There are a number of possible reasons for these observed differences and
these must be addressed. Firstly, work elsewhere has shown the formation of
pleats within graphene layers on both silicon carbide (0001) (106) and silicon
carbide (0001¯) (166) as part of a strain relief mechanism, which would limit
the maximum strain achievable. Atomic force micrographs on samples grown
under these conditions (as discussed in chapter 4) show no real evidence of such
structures within films produced for this work (they are observed in samples
annealed in UHV at 1450◦C and samples annealed under argon atmosphere and
as found after further analysis, intermittently on one sample annealed at 1400◦C
for 50 minutes as shown in Figure 4.9(d)) thus ruling out this possibility as an
explanation for the discrepancy observed here. There is also no evidence in these
micrographs for the presence of nanocrystalline graphite regions, which can also
give rise to Raman shifts.(23)
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On the other hand, this discrepancy could arise if an hour-long anneal does
not lead to a strain-free mechanical equilibrium state at the growth tempera-
ture, which is the reason given for the maximum observed strain observed on
the (0001) face.(32) This possibility cannot be ruled out as the silicon carbide
wafer used during these measurements was used up before annealing runs with
longer annealing times could be carried out, with future wafers purchased having
undergone an extra polishing step, carried out by Novasic,(30) therefore would
not be representative.
It is also known that epitaxial graphene films grown on the silicon carbide
(0001¯) face are not as strongly bound to the substrate,(50) when compared to
those grown on the (0001) face, this could allow for some strain relaxation as
the system contracts during cooling from the growth temperature and seems to
provide the best explanation for the observations made.
5.4 Strain Uniformity Across Samples
Along with the variation in 2D peak position observed between samples with
differing annealing times, we have also observed variations in peak position within
single 5 mm × 10 mm samples. Figure 5.3 shows how there can be large variations
in 2D peak position within single samples with differing anneal times at the
1400◦C growth temperature used here, with the 2D Raman peak positions plotted
for each ‘rank’.
As described in earlier in section 3.1 there is a temperature gradient present
across the 5 mm × 10 mm chips owing to the fact that the edges are in contact
with a molybdenum sample holder plate, thus cannot radiate heat away as effec-
tively as the center of the samples that are open to the ultra high vacuum, thus
effectively making the edges hotter than the center.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.3, samples with shorter anneal times are very
uniform, with small Raman shifts, indicating that little graphitisation has oc-
curred at this point. These samples also show a graphene-growth precursor in
the low energy electron diffraction (LEED) patterns (Figure 5.4b), indicating the
presence of a far from complete graphene film. A similar precursor reconstruction
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Figure 5.3: Variations in 2D peak position observed within each epitaxial
graphene sample with varying anneal times. Inset: schematic showing the dif-
ferent sample areas (termed ranks) where data were taken on a 5 mm × 10 mm
silicon carbide chip, with scans taken at random positions within each ∼1 mm
wide rank. (33)
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has recently been reported for epitaxial graphene growth grown with the pres-
ence of disilane gas which leads to a silicon rich environment.(154) Here the silicon
rich atmosphere is expected due to the presence of the sapphire cap leading to
confinement above the silicon carbide substrate during the annealing processes.
The positive (tensile) strains observed in Figure 5.2 at these low annealing
times could be connected to this reconstruction. Samples annealed for around 30
minutes show the most variation in 2D peak position across the chip, with large
Raman shifts at the edges (higher numbered ranks) indicative of the thermal
gradient across the samples.
The hotter edge regions lead to increased graphene growth and thus less ‘room’
for strain relaxation to occur. Samples annealed for longer times show rela-
tively uniform and large Raman shifts across the samples, this indicates that the
graphene material now covers the whole silicon carbide (0001¯) surface. A typical
LEED pattern for this kind of sample is shown in Figure 5.4 and shows the ex-
pected broken ring structure of misaligned graphene layers superimposed on the
substrate spots, indicating the presence of rotational disorder and concomitant
weak interlayer bonding.
This increase in sample uniformity with increased anneal time has also been
observed via the use of other techniques including atomic force microscopy, low
energy electron microscopy and electronic transport measurements as discussed
in section 4.2.
5.5 Conclusions and Discussions
In conclusion, it has been shown that increasing the anneal time in ultra high
vacuum for graphene growth on silicon carbide (0001¯) at a growth temperature
of 1400◦C increases the compressive strain present within the graphene layer(s)
to a maximum value of −0.5% for a 55 minute anneal. This apparent gradual
increase in strain observed when spatially averaging all the data, is actually shown
to result from thermal gradients present our chip surfaces, with a fairly abrupt
increase from very low strains to  ≈ −0.5% once a region has become graphitised.
The graphitisation process starts at the edges of the chip and progresses inwards
towards the center, taking 40-45 minutes for a complete graphene film to cover
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Figure 5.4: LEED images taken at different points from a sample annealed at
1400 C for 28 min. (a) Image taken at 78 eV showing the typical graphene rings
and SiC substrate spots, taken in the rank 1 or 2 region; (b) image taken at 183
eV showing a pre-graphene reconstruction, taken in the rank 3 or 4 region. The
LEED spot size is ∼ 1 mm and so often crosses rank boundaries. (33)
the surface under the conditions used here. The increase in strain with increased
annealing time (therefore graphitisation) is thought to arise due to there being
less room for the graphitised regions to strain relax at their edges as the films
become more complete.(33)
There is a discrepancy in the maximum strain value observed here when com-
pared to that observed in previous work on graphene grown on silicon carbide
(0001) where a maximum compressive strain of -0.8% was observed under similar
preparation conditions.(32) The lower strain value obtained has been attributed
to the graphene layer decoupling from the substrate that occurs when grown on
silicon carbide (0001¯).(50) Rotational mis-stacking of epitaxial graphene layers
on silicon carbide (0001¯) leads to weak bonding and partial strain relief within
the graphene films. This result had previously not been published despite the
recognition of the importance of strain effects within graphene films, it is this
finding that is most important from this work.(33)
Understanding the the mechanisms that cause strain within graphene films
is paramount. Strains have been shown to control electronic properties within
graphene films. This includes the potential opening of band gaps within graphene
based devices via the application of a uniaxial strain to the graphene films.(96;
167) The uniaxial strain leads to the breaking of lattice symmetries present, thus
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allowing the opening of an energy band gap. This band gap is tunable with
respect to the size of the applied strain.(96; 167)
The presence of non-uniform strains within graphene films grown via chemical
vapour deposition has been shown to produce pseudo-magnetic fields. These
fields occur as the hopping potential is altered within the strained film, thus
causing the presence of a gauge potential.(108; 109) The strains responsible for
these fields develop in a similar way to those found in epitaxial graphene films
as they are caused by differential thermal expansion between the graphene and
the metal substrates as they are cooled from the growth temperatures. Though
the effect is exaggerated due to the trigonal directionality of the strain produced
when Pt(111) substrates are used (108) leading to pseudo-magnetic fields with
an effective magnitude of 100s Tesla being produced.
Non-uniform strains have been shown to affect the carrier mobilities within
devices produced on epitaxial graphene films.(107) The non-uniformity of strains
is seen to cause scattering potentials which lower the mobility. Devices which
have a continuous strain across their length, even if this strain is relatively high
show higher carrier mobilities than those with varying strains.(107) Future work
here could see similar Raman mapping measurements of devices to be used for
electrical transport carried out. However equipment in Leeds allows for the use
of a micro cryostat within the Horiba Raman system. This would allow in-situ
Raman mapping and electron transport characterization to be carried out at both
low temperatures and higher temperatures.
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Chapter 6
Preparation of Atomically
Terraced Silicon Carbide via
Annealing in Argon Atmosphere
6.1 Overview: Aims and Objectives
As discussed earlier in section 2.2.4, graphene growth in inert gas atmospheres
has been shown to result in graphene films of superior quality in terms of lateral
grain size and electronic properties to those produced in UHV.(25; 26; 27) In
this section results are presented for annealing procedures carried out in argon
gas atmospheres. The experimental setup of the tube furnace system used for
these procedures is given in section 3.2, it is important to note that the majority
of samples in this section (unless otherwise stated) were grown with the silicon
carbide (0001) face touching the bottom of the graphite sample holder shown in
Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b).
The aims of the argon gas annealing processes were to firstly produce better
quality silicon carbide wafers for subsequent graphene growth. This relates to
the removal of polishing scratches and the formation of an atomically stepped
surface, as elsewhere produced via hydrogen etching.(29) The second aim was to
produce continuous graphene films with larger lateral grain sizes than obtained
via UHV growth (greater than 100s nm) on top of these improved silicon carbide
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substrates, the growth of these graphene films will be discussed later in Chapter
7.
The silicon carbide wafers used during this work were semi-insulating 4H
silicon carbide wafers purchased from Cree (71) with a miscut angle from the
(0001) plane of ±0.25◦.
6.2 Low Temperature Anneals: Precursors to
Graphene Growth
The annealing of silicon carbide wafers in argon gas atmospheres slows down the
rate of silicon evaporation from the surface compared to annealing in ultra high
vacuum, thus leading to an increase in the graphitisation onset temperature.(25;
26; 27) It follows that when beginning work on annealing silicon carbide wafers in
argon atmospheres that the first temperature to attempt an annealing run should
be higher than the common graphitisation observed in previous work carried
out in UHV as discussed in Chapter 4. This lead to annealing the wafers at a
temperature of 1500◦C under a 1.5 slm flow of argon gas at atmospheric pressure.
The results of this annealing process were somewhat surprising. As shown in
Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 the previously scratched silicon carbide wafer (Figure 6.3
inset) is smoothed out into a stepped (terraced) surface. This type of surface is
similar to that observed elsewhere for silicon carbide wafers after hydrogen etching
treatment.(29) The hydrogen etching process requires the annealing of silicon
carbide wafers at high temperatures (∼1400◦C) in the presence of a hydrogen-
rich gas atmosphere. Due to the extremely flammable nature of hydrogen gas,
this process has safety concerns, therefore the observation of atomically terraced
silicon carbide substrates from just annealing in inert argon gas atmospheres is
beneficial in potentially removing this hazardous substrate preparation step from
growth procedures.
Once these atomically stepped terraces were observed, experiments to try
and understand the nature of this terrace formation were required. As always
with annealing processes, the key parameters to vary are the annealing time and
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.1: 5 µm × 5 µm AFM scans taken for a sample annealed at 1500◦C for
a) 15 minutes b) 30 minutes and c) 60 minutes. The samples all exhibited atomic
terraces, the sample imaged in b) shows evidence for the movement/expansion of
terrace steps.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.2: 20 µm × 20 µm AFM scans taken for a sample annealed at 1500◦C for
a) 15 minutes b) 30 minutes and c) 60 minutes. The samples all exhibited atomic
terraces, the sample imaged in b) shows evidence for the movement/expansion
of terrace steps, there are also some large debris features present at this scale on
this sample.
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Figure 6.3: AFM micrographs of a sample annealed at 1500◦C for 60 minutes and
inset: AFM of an un-annealed silicon carbide (0001) surface. Both micrographs
are set to the same lateral and height scales. A vast difference can be seen
between the two images owing to the smoothing out of polishing scratches and
the formation of atomic terraces post-argon annealing.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: a) AFM micrograph from a sample annealed for 15 minutes at 1500◦C,
. b) 2 line profiles taken from the micrograph in a).
temperature. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 shows the evolution of the sample surfaces with
increased annealing time for an annealing temperature of 1500◦C.
Terraces, with step heights ∼0.3 nm and widths ∼1 µm, are formed after a 15
minute anneal (Figures 6.1(a), 6.2(a) and 6.4). These terraces appear to expand
and flatten out further with increased time (to 60 minutes) with the sample
annealed for 30 minutes (Figures 6.1(b) and 6.2(b)) showing an intermediate
state with terrace expansion consisting of regions with ∼0.3 nm stepped terraces
and regions of wider (∼2 µm) terraces with step heights ∼1-2 nm.
Figure 6.5 shows a sample annealed at 1400◦C for 60 minutes. This sample
shows areas that have begun to terrace interspersed with areas that have not, this
again suggests a thermally driven model for the terrace formation as suggested
elsewhere.(29; 82) A sample annealed for 60 minutes at 1500◦C returns to having
∼1 µm wide terraces with step heights ∼0.3 nm though the terraces themselves
are flatter with a decrease in RMS roughness observed when compared to the
sample annealed for 15 minutes. This again is in agreement with work carried
out elsewhere (73) where the change in silicon to carbon atom ratios at the
sample surface. This change in ratio drives reconstructions to occur, it is therefore
possible that the ‘sweep’ in terraces across the sample is related to a change in
silicon to carbon ratio at the sample surface, this will be discussed again later
when analysing LEED data.
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Figure 6.5: AFM micrograph of a sample annealed for 60 minutes at 1400◦C.
The sample shows atomically terraced regions interspersed by wide, non-terraced
regions.
Raman spectroscopy was also used to probe these samples in an attempt to
identify the materials present on the sample surfaces. Figure 6.6 shows Raman
data taken from three different regions on the same sample annealed for 15 min-
utes at 1500◦C. The majority of Raman spectra taken after annealing at this
temperature show the features of a silicon carbide spectrum only. However, as
shown in Figure 6.6, there are regions that show carbon-rich Raman data, with
evidence of weak and broad peaks in positions associated with the graphene (car-
bon) D and G bands at ∼1400 cm−1 and ∼1550 cm−1 respectively however there
is no evidence of the 2D band expected at ∼2600 cm−1 suggesting that the carbon
present is non-graphene like.
However the presence of bands in the G and D band regions fit with the model
that there is an increase in carbon atoms at the surface (loss of silicon atoms)
driving the reconstructions. The measuring of carbon-rich signals in Raman is
somewhat sporadic, on the sample shown in Figure 6.6 annealed for 15 minutes
at 1500◦C only 3 out of 9 Raman spectra taken at representative areas on the
sample (spread out evenly over the sample area) are carbon-rich.
Another sample (not shown) with the same annealing conditions showed 0 out
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of 9 carbon-rich scans, a sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1500◦C (not shown)
showed 2 out of 9 carbon-rich scans and a sample annealed for 60 minutes at
1500◦C showed no evidence of carbon-rich signals. This could be a case of just
missing areas that are carbon-rich in certain samples. As AFM micrographs show
terrace structures extending continuously over ∼20 µm it would suggest that the
carbon-rich signals do not correspond to the material present that is intrinsic to
these reconstructions but merely due to ‘pockets’ of free-carbon that form, this
could be due to increased levels of silicon evaporation in those areas, or possibly
due to the presence of extrinsic carbon from contamination.
To observe the surface reconstructions that had taken place, the original sam-
ple annealed for 15 minutes at 1500◦C was mounted into the MBE system and
examined via LEED. The sample was initially annealed for one hour at 1000◦C to
remove surface contaminents to ensure a clean LEED pattern. 1000◦C was been
observed to be well below the graphitisation temperature in this system as dis-
cussed during chapter 4.1, it was therefore surprising that evidence of a graphene
film was shown in the LEED data (Figure 6.7(a)).
Raman microscopy taken after this UHV anneal (Figure 6.8(a)) shows an
increased carbon-rich signal than observed in Figure 6.6 and evidence of the 2D
peak is seen. This suggests that there is free carbon present at the surface post
argon annealing at these temperatures, and that the subsequent UHV anneal
allowed this free carbon to become mobile and form graphene-regions. Further
annealing in UHV at 1450◦C leads to a much more prominent graphene signal in
both the LEED data (Figure 6.7(b)) and Raman spectra (Figure 6.8(b)). The
surface morphology of the sample after this final anneal in UHV is shown in Figure
6.9 where the terraced silicon carbide structure now has pitted regions (∼3 nm
deep) a growth mechanism that has been observed elsewhere. In that work, the
formation of epitaxial graphene was carried out at varying argon gas pressures
and under vacuum (/sim10−5 mbar) on the (0001¯) face after the silicon carbide
has been made atomically terraced via hydrogen etching.(168) Except for the
presence of these pits, there is no real noticeable changes in surface morphology
observed. As mentioned in earlier section 3.4.4 it can be hard to distinguish
between graphene layers and areas of bare substrate and even in phase imaging
there is no noticeable variations.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6.6: Raman spectra taken at different points on a silicon carbide wafer
after annealing for 15 minutes at 1500◦C. Red graphene data show the existence
of weak and broad D(∼1300 cm−1) and G(∼1300 cm−1) Raman bands indicative
of the presence of disordered carbon on the sample surfaces.
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(a) 99 eV Beam energy (b) 99 eV Beam energy
Figure 6.7: LEED data taken on a sample annealed in the furnace system for 15
minutes at 1500◦C in the furnace system after further annealing at a) 1000◦C and
b) 1450 ◦C in UHV. The main spots associated with silicon carbide and graphene
are labeled.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: Raman data taken on a sample annealed in the furnace system for
15 minutes at 1500◦C in the furnace system after further annealing at a) 1000◦C
and b) 1450 ◦C in UHV. The main Raman band regions are highlighted D band
(green), G band (red) and 2D band (blue). The sample annealed at shows nar-
rower and more prominent bands, indicating a more ordered graphene-like spec-
tra.
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Figure 6.9: 10 µm × 10 µm AFM micrograph of a sample annealed for 15 min-
utes at 1500◦C after subsequent anneals at 1000◦C and 1450◦C anneals in UHV.
Atomic terraces within the silicon carbide wafer can still be seen as can the pres-
ence of ∼3 nm deep pitted regions.
The inconsistent nature of the carbon-rich Raman spectra observed and its
essential absence in subsequent samples with annealing times of 15 minutes and
above at this temperature suggested that the carbon source responsible for this
LEED reconstruction could well be extrinsic. Unfortunately the second sample
annealed for 15 minutes was destroyed, however samples annealed for 30 minutes
and 60 minutes were annealed to 900◦C in UHV to remove surface contaminants
and then underwent LEED examination. Diffraction patterns from these samples
can be seen in Figure 6.10.
The sample annealed for 30 minutes (Figure 6.10(a)) showed a (1 × 1) re-
construction and exhibit LEED charging effects for beam energies up to ∼160
eV suggesting the presence of a highly insulating surface. The sample annealed
for 60 minutes (Figure 6.10(b))exhibits a ‘buffer-like’ reconstruction. It is not
the classic (
√
3×√3)R30 or (6√3×6√3)R30 reconstructions observed elsewhere
for silicon carbide (0001) prior to graphitisation.(17; 18; 19; 21; 78; 146) The
pattern does show 6-fold symmetry and exhibits charging effects up to ∼100 eV
suggesting that the surface is more conductive than the sample annealed for 30
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(a) 30 Minutes (199 eV) (b) 60 Minutes (199 eV)
Figure 6.10: LEED data taken for samples annealed under inert argon gas atmo-
sphere at 1500◦C for varying times after being cleaned with a 900◦C anneal in
UHV. The sample in b) exhibits a buffer-layer-like reconstruction with six-fold
symmetry.
minutes.
This would infer that the sample annealed for 60 minutes is C-rich (it could
just be ‘cleaner’) despite the lack of a carbon signal in Raman spectroscopy. These
LEED patterns lend support to the model that the reconstructions observed via
LEED and the terrace formation observed in AFM are driven via a change in
silicon to carbon atom ratio at the sample surface as the silicon evaporation
increases with both annealing time and temperature. This is consistent with work
elsewhere on the propagation of surface reconstructions seen elsewhere with the
change in silicon to carbon atom ratio at the sample surface.(73) The formation
of terraces at high temperatures is also consistent with a minimization of the
surface free energy as observed for the hydrogen etching process commonly used
to prepare defect free silicon carbide substrates.(29) The sample annealed at 15
minutes that exhibited areas with carbon-rich Raman spectra and a (6
√
3 ×
6
√
3)R30 LEED pattern (Figure 6.7(a)) that also contained a weak spot pattern
at the correct lattice spacing to correspond to a graphene overlayer (see labels in
Figure 6.7(a)). The carbon responsible for this pattern could well be due to an
extrinsic source (potentially from the graphite sample holder) present during the
annealing process.
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It has been observed that for annealing of silicon carbide (0001¯) surfaces under
silicon-rich disilane environments can result in the formation of a buffer layer
that does not have the regularly observed (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 pattern.(154) The
introduction of a silicon-rich environment above the silicon carbide (0001) surface
during these annealing processes could account for the observation of the none
(6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 ‘buffer-like’ region as observed in Figure 6.10(b) for a sample
annealed at 1500◦C for 60 minutes.
6.3 Conclusions and Discussion
In conclusion, it has been observed that annealing silicon carbide wafers at tem-
peratures of 1500◦C results in the formation of terraces, with step heights ∼0.3
nm (third of a 4H-silicon carbide unit cell) and widths of ∼1 µm. These wafers
show a Raman signal indicative of bare silicon carbide for the majority of scans.
However carbon-rich Raman spectra were observed, mainly on a sample annealed
for 15 minutes at 1500◦C. LEED analysis of this sample showed the presence of a
silicon carbide ‘buffer-layer’ (6
√
R30× 6√R30) reconstruction with the evidence
of a weak graphene signal, possibly due to free-carbon on the surface forming
sp2 carbon during the 1000◦C pre-LEED anneal. Further annealing in UHV at a
higher temperature of 1450◦C increased the graphene signal in both the LEED
pattern and the Raman spectra, thus suggesting graphene had been successfully
grown. AFM micrographs after the second UHV annealing stage show evidence of
pitting of the terraced surface but no distinguishable regions of graphene growth.
LEED analysis of samples annealed for 30 minutes and 60 minutes at 1500◦C
showed the evolution of reconstructions from a 1 × 1 reconstruction obtained
for the 30 minute anneal to a more complex buffer-like reconstruction observed
for the 60 minute anneal. This evolution, along with decreased charging effects
within the sample annealed for 60 minutes suggested a carbon-rich layer to be
responsible for the buffer-like reconstruction. This suggests a mechanism based
on the changing silicon to carbon ratios at the sample surface being responsible for
the reconstructions taking place at the sample surface and causing the terracing
effects observed with AFM imaging.
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The details of this mechanism behind the terrace formation are not yet known.
A simplistic view would be that during the long annealing processes carried out,
there is a large time window in which the silicon carbide surface is mobile. This
allows the surface to ‘flow’ to a certain extent and ‘fill in’ defects present on the
surface such as polishing scratches. Once the temperature at which silicon begins
to evaporate is reached, the change in silicon to carbon atom ratio at the sample
surface drives surface reconstructions, as observed elsewhere.(73) This potentially
explains the expansion of terraces as reconstructions ‘sweep across’ the surface
with the evolving silicon to carbon ratio at the surface.
Work elsewhere, on the hydrogen etching process of silicon carbide wafers
has shown that terraces form in particular directions in order to minimise the
total surface free energy.(73) This is consistent with the proposed model here,
whereby it could become energetically preferential for terraces to form on the
silicon carbide substrates at these elevated temperatures, especially after the onset
of silicon evaporation. It would also suggest that the silicon evaporation would
be occurring in preferred directions from the silicon carbide lattice. From the
‘inverse step flow’ mechanism proposed by (29) the preferential etching directions
lead to the faceted substrate, so it follows that for faceted surfaces to be observed
here, there must by an element of directional preference.
A key reason behind the development of furnace annealing capabilities in this
work was to provide an increase in backscattering probability for silicon atoms
evaporating away from the silicon carbide substrate. Work elsewhere (82), has
observed atomic terracing of silicon carbide terraces via the annealing of silicon
carbide in UHV with the presence of an external silicon source. In that work,
the external silicon flux replenishes the outgoing silicon atoms and prevents the
silicon carbide substrate graphitising at temperatures greater than the observed
onset. This allows higher temperatures to be reached pre-graphitisation, with
this increase in temperature leading to the induction of surface reorganization
and the formation of atomic terraces.(82)
Here the backscattering of silicon atoms back to the substrate due to the
presence or argon gas and the graphite sample holder leads to an increase in the
graphitisation onset temperature. In a similar mechanism to (82) this increase in
temperature could be sufficient enough to induce surface reconstructions and as
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mentioned earlier the requirement to minimise the surface free energy (29) lead
to the formation of terraces.
The full details of the mechanism are not yet known. To help further investi-
gate and understand the mechanism responsible for these observations there are
a number of key experiments we could carry out. The first would be accurate
measurements of the amount of material lost throughout the annealing process
(if any). This would help to distinguish between silicon loss (change in silicon
to carbon atom ratio) and temperature driven surface free energy minimisation
mechanisms for surface reconstruction.
Also a full investigation with different silicon carbide wafers could be useful
to see how dopant levels, polytype and perhaps more importantly miscut an-
gle affects the formation of atomic terraces under argon annealing. It has been
shown (34; 169) that the miscut angle of the silicon carbide wafer controls the
width of the atomic terraces produced by chemical processing (169) and hydrogen
etching.(29; 34)
Another measurement that would help further understand the processes oc-
curring would be to carry out LEED measurements from a wider range of samples
prepared at different annealing times and temperatures. This would allow more
information to be acquired as to how the surface reconstructions evolve under
these varying annealing conditions. Also important would be the measurement
of LEED over a number of samples annealed under the same conditions to check
the consistency of the reconstructions taking place to show the repeatability and
consistency of the results from these annealing processes.
After the observation of these atomically terraced silicon carbide substrates,
it was decided that higher temperature anneals in argon atmosphere should be
carried out in an attempt to graphitise the samples under atmospheric pres-
sure, with a view to creating large single domain graphene sheets as described
elsewhere.(26; 27) As shown, attempts to graphitise these atomically stepped sil-
icon carbide substrates in UHV conditions have been shown to give less than
favourable results. Though LEED patterns showed a typical reconstruction for
epitaxial graphene growth on silicon carbide (0001), the surface appeared pitted
and grainy surfaces were observed via AFM imaging.
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If successful this would allow substrate preparation and graphene growth to
be carried out in a single process without the need for potentially dangerous
hydrogen etching procedures. To obtain this surface graphitisation, annealing
processes conducted at higher temperatures were proposed. The results of these
higher temperatures are to be discussed in the following Chapter 7.
After the completion of this work it became apparent that similar results had
been observed elsewhere (170) for the annealing of silicon carbide wafers below the
graphitisation temperatures in a graphite enclosure to induce a confined geometry.
The external pressures within this work where 10−4-10−5 Torr with the steps seen
to form at a temperature of 1200◦C as the native silicon oxide is removed from
the sample surface and step flow can occur.(170)
The observation of this atomic terracing of the silicon carbide whilst annealing
under atmospheric pressures of argon gas is original and allows a safer method
for terrace production without the use of flammable hydrogen gas (29) and com-
pliments work carried out elsewhere were other processes outside the use of argon
gas have been used to slow the silicon evaporation rate to obtain similar results.
These include the use of an external silicon flux in UHV(82) and the use of a
confined geometry in a moderate vacuum.(170)
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Chapter 7
Graphitisation of Atomically
Terraced Silicon Carbide via
Higher Temperature Annealing
in Argon Atmosphere
7.1 Overview: Aims and Objectives
After observing the formation of atomically terraced silicon carbide substrates
as described in Chapter 6, work was carried out to attempt to graphitise these
terraced silicon carbide substrates under an argon gas atmosphere. This involved
the increasing of the annealing temperature used from those used to produce
the atomic terraces in Chapter 6. Carbon-rich Raman spectra were obtained
for an annealing time of 15 minutes at 1600◦C and AFM micrographs showed
the presence of ripples and wrinkles under these annealing conditions. However
the graphene sheet seemed far from uniform and complete, as indicated by the
presence of a large Raman D peak and by the ripped nature of the graphene
sheets imaged via AFM. In order to improve uniformity, a series of samples were
produced at varying annealing times and temperatures and their properties mea-
sured. This chapter will discussed the findings of this work and the quality of
graphene films produced.
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Once more, during the higher temperature annealing processes, silicon car-
bide wafers used during this work were semi-insulating 4H silicon carbide wafers
purchased from Cree (71) with a miscut angle from the (0001) plane of ±0.25◦.
Again the experimental setup of the tube furnace system used for these procedures
is given in section 3.2, once more it is important to note that for the majority
of samples in this section (unless otherwise stated) were grown with the silicon
carbide (0001) face touching the bottom of the graphite sample holder shown in
Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b).
Throughout this and the following chapter there will be a number of refer-
ences to ‘tube-like structures’ these features should not be confused with carbon
nanotubes. The structures correspond to thin (100s nm or less) with a height of a
few nanometers that have been observed in AFM micrographs. The exact nature
of these features is still unknown and are therefore described as ‘tube-like’.
7.2 Sample Graphitisation
As described earlier in section 3.2, the ramping rates for both increasing and
decreasing the temperature in this furnace system is limited by the need to protect
the alumina tube from cracking. This leads to ramping rates of typically 5◦C per
minute and a typical annealing cycle is shown in Figure 7.1. These ramp rates are
somewhat slower than used elsewhere (26) and could be the reason behind the
observation of terraces when annealing under inert gas atmospheres and perhaps
some of the properties of the graphene layers grown in this work which differ from
those observed elsewhere such as the presence of larger Raman D band, indicative
of the the presence of disorder withing graphene films.(134; 156)
The graphene films grown under inert gas atmospheres have been analyzed
with a number of different techniques, these include AFM, LEEM, LEED, Raman
microscopy and have been locally contacted via the use of a Nanoprobe for the
purposes of taking electrical measurements (details of the Nanoprobe work to be
discussed in chapter 8). The following sections will summarize the findings from
these techniques and show the current level of graphene quality obtainable in our
furnace systems and the future plans for increasing the quality of these films yet
further.
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Figure 7.1: Typical programmed temperature vs time profile for an annealing run
in the tube furnace system. Once over ∼100◦C the programmed temperature and
actual temperature are within ∼1◦C of each other.
7.2.1 Raman Data
Raman spectra taken of epitaxial graphene films grown under argon atmosphere
seem to vary from those found after UHV annealing. An example of a spectrum
obtained from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 60 minutes is shown in Figure 7.2.
In this spectrum there are some key features that differ from those observed in
graphene samples grown under UHV conditions. The D band present is in many
regions much more prominent than observed in in samples produced in UHV. The
G band region is also different and shows evidence of splitting into two distinct
components.
The spectrum shown in Figure 7.2 has been chosen to highlight these differ-
ences and is somewhat of an extreme case. The large D peak and the level of G
band splitting is seen to vary with annealing conditions and even within single
samples. These variations will be discussed in the sections to immediately follow.
At this stage the differences highlighted prove useful as an early indicator to sug-
gest that the mechanisms present during the graphene growth here under inert
gas atmospheres are somewhat different to those observed during UHV growth.
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Figure 7.2: Typical Raman spectrum (silicon carbide background subtracted) for
a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 60 minutes at a wavelength of 633 nm. The
shaded regions correspond to the main Raman bands associated with graphene
D (green), G (red) and 2D (blue). The D band is seen to be large, indicative of
disorder within the films. The G band is also seen to split, this is discussed in
detail within the main text.
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7.2.1.1 Raman G:D Ratio - Grain Size Measurements
The ratio of the Raman G band to the D band is often used in graphene samples
and carbon samples in general as a measure of the sample quality.(134; 135;
139; 145; 156) The reasoning behind this, as discussed in greater detail earlier in
section 3.3.3. In summary, the method allows a grain size to be calculated for the
graphene films via the use of the ratios of the G and D bands and the equation
3.1.(134) Earlier results were presented in section 4.3 for grain size calculations
for graphene films grown in UHV and limitations pointed out for the actual
final values of grain size obtained. There is a tendency for this technique to
underestimate the absolute grain size present within the films, never the less it
can be used as a general measure of graphene uniformity if not to gain the actual
grain size value.(145; 156)
Figure 7.3 shows the evolution of the lateral grain size with annealing time for
samples annealed at 1600◦C and 1650◦C. For samples annealed at 1600◦C there
is a general increase in grain size with increasing annealing time. For 15 minute
anneals, AFM work (to be discussed in section 7.2.3) has shown the graphene
growth to be very patchy and island-like with increasing annealing time this is
seen to improve and the graphene coverage become more uniform which fits with
the increase in grain size value. It is important to note here that the grain size
values presented here are from ‘successful’ fits to the D and G peaks post silicon
carbide subtractions. This somewhat skews the data to show the lower annealing
times producing relatively more complete films than is actually true from other
microscopy techniques. There is also a skew to measuring sample edge regions,
which again appear to be more graphene-rich at these temperatures than central
regions.
The actual grain size measured is much smaller than the island sizes observed
in other microscopy techniques, where island sizes, when present are in the micron
size range compared to the 10s nm grain size measured here. This again is typical
of the sampling method used here. Essentially when the graphene growth consists
of isolated island regions it is somewhat random whether the laser spot lies within
an island and produces a relatively small D peak or mainly on the edge of an
island(s) thus producing a large D peak. There appears to be sharp contrast
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Figure 7.3: Evolution of the lateral grain size (Lα) with increasing sample anneal
time for annealing temperatures of 1600◦C and 1650◦C. Error bars shown as from
statistical averages of grain sizes measured successfully within a sample. 2 values
of grain size measured at 1650◦C correspond to fitting a single Lorentzian to the
G peak (‘old’) and a double Lorentzian (‘new’).
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shown in AFM images between areas of graphene and silicon carbide, with well
defined boundaries, this is a little different from what is observed in UHV grown
samples. Also, there is much more evidence of rippling, folding and even ripping
of the graphene films annealed at these temperatures (discussed in section 7.2.3).
Again this can increase the amount of ‘edge’ within a Raman scan and folded
regions themselves have been shown to produce increases in the Raman D bands
.(98)
For samples annealed at 1650◦C, the lateral grain size value is much less than
the grain size observed via the use of other microscopy techniques. There is no
apparent increase in grain size with increased annealing time here, there are also
two values of grain size given per sample. One is for the area obtained when a
single Lorentzian peak is used to fit the G peak and the other is for a double
peak fit to account for G peaks splitting occurring at this temperature (Figure
7.3). Even with the use of a double fit, the grain size appears to vary little with
annealing time. One possible reason for this is that at this temperature bilayer
regions appear to form. These bilayer regions and many of the monolayer regions
in between them are seen to be very disordered and contain many rips,ripples and
folds. The presence of rips within a graphene film will increase the amount of edge
region present and increase the intensity of the Raman D band(134; 156). Folds
and ripples can also contribute to an increase in the Raman D band intensity
due to the creation of long range changes in potentials that allows scattering
events.(98) The formation of these features within the bilayer regions will be
discussed in greater detail in section 7.2.3.
As the annealing time is increased, though the coverage of graphene maybe
increasing, the levels of the disordered regions also increases thus the ratio of
G to D bands remains roughly consistent. A single sample has been prepared
with an annealing time of 60 minutes at a temperature of 1690◦C. This sample
has a lateral grain size of (12±2 nm) for a double Lorentzian fit and (16±3 nm)
for a single fit. This is comparable with the grain sizes obtained from samples
annealed at 1600◦C, again this sample exhibits areas of folded bilayer regions and
ripped monolayer regions that lead to an increase in D peak intensity and affect
the overall grain size value.
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7.2.1.2 Splitting of the G band
The next major distinguishing feature of the Raman spectra obtained from sam-
ples grown in inert gas atmospheres in this work is the splitting of the Raman
G band into two distinct regions. The reason for this observation is not fully
understood, the following section will outline possible reasons for the observation
and evidence for and against each of them. It is first important to remember
that as discussed earlier in section 3.3.5 the E2g mode responsible responsible for
the G band present in Raman spectra of graphene consists of two phonons, the
transverse optical (TO) phonon and the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon. It is
this reason that the G band can split, with each of the split peaks assigned to
one or the other phonon present.
The first reason to be addressed for the possible causing of the G peak splitting
is the presence of strain withing the graphene films. It has been shown (99; 100)
that the action of a uniaxial strain on a graphene film can result in the splitting
of the G band. Figure 7.4 shows the evolution of strains within our graphene
films, measured using the change in position of the 2D band (as discussed in
detail within chapter 5) with increasing annealing times for samples annealed at
1600◦C and 1650◦C (Figure 7.2.1.2) respectively.
The samples annealed at 1600◦C show a switch from positive (tensile) strain
to negative (compressive) strain with increasing annealing time. This behavior
has been observed for graphene in UHV conditions but with the tensile strains
being less extreme than observed here (see Figure 5.2). This suggests that the
strains present are not from direct substrate interactions and are potentially from
local folding and rippling within individual graphene islands. The strain values
present here are large enough to cause a G band split if the strain present was
uniaxial. (99; 100) When G band splitting occurs for samples annealed at this
temperature (annealing time of 60 minutes) the separation between the split peaks
is (31.3 ± 0.5) cm−1. This separation is much larger than the 10 cm−1 observed
for similar strain values elsewhere.(99; 100) This limits the validity of strain as a
cause for the splitting observed here.
For samples annealed at 1650◦C the strain values are all compressive and
appear to decrease with increasing annealing time. Again this is very different
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Figure 7.4: Evolution of the strain with increasing sample anneal time for an-
nealing temperatures of 1600◦C and 1650◦C. Error bars shown as from statistical
averages of grain sizes measured successfully within a sample. Positive strain val-
ues correspond to tensile strain, negative strain values correspond to compressive
strain. The strains have been calculated from shifts in the 2D peak position as
described in Chapter 5.
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to behavior observed for samples grown in UHV (see Figure 5.2) and suggests
a difference in the interactions present between the substrate and the graphene
films in the samples annealed under inert gas atmospheres. The strain values
present in these samples are lower than those observed to give notable G peak
splitting elsewhere. (99; 100) To distinguish between the two components of the
G peak when split, they have been labeled as G1 and G2 as shown in Figure
7.5(a). The evolution of the separation between the G1 and G2 components as
a function of annealing time at 1650◦C is shown in Figure 7.5. Again the ∼30
cm−1 separations observed are still large for those observed from the application
of strains to graphene films, thus suggesting a different mechanism is behind the
G band splitting.
If strain is eliminated as a possible cause for the observed splitting then other
possible causes must be investigated. Such causes could include the introduction
of confinement and curvature into the graphene films. (132) Figure 7.6(a) shows
the evolution of the shifting observed in both the G1 and G2 bands away from
a reference value of 1598 cm−1 (a value determined via the average position of
unsplit G peaks). The effects of confinement act only on the longitudinal Optical
(LO) phonon due to the null electron phonon coupling in the transverse optical
(TO) phonon. Figure 7.6(a) shows that both the G1 and G2 components are
shifted with the G1 component moving to lower wavenumber values and the
G2 component shifting to higher wavenumber values. This shifting of both the
phonons suggests that confinement cannot be the mechanism responsible for the
G peak split. If the reference point for the G peak position is moved to 1580
cm−1 as observed in graphene flakes (136). As shown in Figure 7.6(b), now both
the components are shifted to higher wavenumbers, the shift in the G1 peak is
small. This could allow for the assumption that only one phonon is affected as
expected for confinement.
Confinement effects in semi conducting nanotubes has been shown to pro-
duce this kind of shift with the LO phonon seen to shift to higher wavenum-
bers whilst the TO phonons remain unmoved as the tube diameter is decreased
(132)(therefore increasing the amount of confinement). This causes a splitting of
around 10 cm−1 for confinement of 1.5 nm (about the size of the smallest features
measured with AFM in this work). So the effects of confinement also seem to
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.5: a) Example Raman spectra taken from a sample annealed for 60
minutes at 1650◦C showing the G band splitting and the associated labeling of the
G1 and G2 components. b) The evolution of the peak separation between the G1
and G2 components with increasing annealing time at an annealing temperature
of 1650◦C, the split separation appears constant with annealing time, error bars
given by statistical averaging of all measurements within a sample.
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fall short of explaining the situation here. Also the DOS in semi-conducting car-
bon nanotubes is different to graphene. Therefore for this to be a possibility the
‘structures’ seen in AFM (see section 7.2.3.3) would have to be semi-conducting
carbon nanotubes.
If the ‘structures’ are confined graphene ribbons, then work carried out on the
measurement of G band splitting in hydrogen-terminated graphene nanoribbons
(171) shows the Raman G band splitting in such systems. Again though the
observed splitting is only ∼few cm−1s and the edge termination appears crucial
in the observation of the G band splitting. So it seems somewhat unlikely that
the simple assignment of the structures present in AFM images as graphene
nanoribbons is enough to explain this G band splitting.
Curvature effects in carbon nanotubes have been shown to cause Raman G
band splitting.(60; 132) Curvature acts to change the C-C bond lengths, the C-C
bond planarity and causes sp2/sp3 bond hybridisation. The bond hybridisation
causes phonon softening to occur. This can allow to peak splitting in the 30
cm−1 range observed here but unfortunately the peak shifts in our samples ex-
hibit phonon hardening and therefore the effects cannot be explained through
confinement.
This leaves there to be no definitive answer at this stage as to the true cause
of the G band splitting within these samples. All that can be done is to discuss
what has been observed in other microscopy techniques along with the Raman
measurements to piece together a set of conditions that must be met for whatever
is causing this effect. Firstly the absence of the G band splitting in samples
annealed at 1600◦C is useful to note. This along with the the behavior of the G1
to G2 areas as shown in Figure 7.7 that suggests that for samples annealed for
30 minute and above there is an increase in the G2 area. This fits in with the
AFM observation of more ribbon-like structures on the sample surfaces.
The G2 to G1 area ratio for a sample annealed at 1690◦C for 60 minutes is
(0.54±0.07) again consistent with the observation of bilayer regions and ribbon-
like structures on the surface. There is evidence from AFM attempts to manip-
ulate these structures (section 7.2.3.3) and Nanoprobe work (section 7.2.5.3) to
cut through the structures that they actually exist below the graphene sheet and
are fairly tightly bound to the surface.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.6: Shows the evolution of the shifts in position of both the G1 and G2
away from a reference peak of a) 1598 cm−1 a value chosen from average G peak
positions measured when no splitting is present. b) 1580 cm−1 a measurement of
the g peak position in exfoliated graphene (136).
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Figure 7.7: Shows the evolution of area of the G2 component divided by the area
of the G1 component with varying annealing time for an annealing temperature
of 1650◦C. Away from the 15 minute point that has a large uncertainty, there is
a general increase in ratio, this compares to an increase in tube-like structures
and bilayer regions in AFM images.
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For these structures to be responsible for the observed shifts their must be
significant alteration of the graphene structure taking place between the substrate
and the graphene-like material within the structures with significant hardening
of either the LO or TO phonon taking place. This proposal is somewhat specula-
tive and more measurements would be required to obtain a definitive answer for
this observed splitting effect. The potential to use atomic scale scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy on these structures would be very useful to analyze the bonding
present and try to link this with the observed G band splitting.
7.2.1.3 Raman Uniformity and Raman Mapping
As described previously, the graphene growth observed in some of the samples
annealed under an argon atmosphere is on occasion quite patchy and often leads
to Raman spectra being non-carbon-rich when the laser spot lies within one of
these bare substrate regions. To highlight this 3 Raman spectra were taken with
a roughly 15 µm separation between each point in the central region of a sample
annealed at 1600◦C for 60 minutes. Figure 7.2.1.3 shows these spectra and how 2
of the 3 areas measured are carbon-rich whilst the other region shows no carbon
signal at all.
This kind of measurement highlights the non-uniformity of some of the graphene
films grown in this manner. Also highlighted is the ability of Raman microscopy
to track these changes from carbon-rich regions to non-carbon-rich regions. This
lead to the taking of Raman maps. This was possible after the purchase of a new
Horiba Raman microscope towards the end of this project. This allows for Raman
spectra to be taken whilst a mirror is used to move the laser light around on the
sample in the xy plane with a maximum scan size ∼40×40 µm. The system also
has a laser of wavelength 532nm (green) as well as a 633nm (red).
Figure 7.9 shows Raman map data obtained from fitting D peak parameters
whilst varying the laser position on the sample. Island-like features are observed
as with AFM. The D peak width fit (Figure 7.9(a)) suggests there are regions of
multi layer graphene.(107; 161) The position variation (Figure 7.9(b)) is relatively
small, hinting at low strains within this region. Due to the nature of how the
laser is positioned during the mapping procedure, it has so far proved difficult
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Figure 7.8: Raman spectra (silicon carbide background subtracted) taken at 3
points each separated by ∼20 µm. The sample had been annealed for 60 minutes
at 1600 ◦C . The shaded regions correspond to the main Raman bands associated
with graphene D (green), G (red) and 2D (blue). Incident laser wavelength of
633 nm. The blue spectrum shows no carbon signal at all thus highlighting the
non-uniformity of the samples.
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to obtain a reliable graphene spectrum with the silicon carbide subtracted. This
means that the G band has not been able to be fitted. The 2D band, as expected
provides complementary data to the D band.
Although Raman mapping alone showed evidence of the island-like growth
due to the presence of areas with graphene-like spectra and areas with spectra
associated with blank silicon carbide within a scanned region.. It was decided
that complementary AFM and Raman mapping of the same regions would be
required. Attempts to use optical lithography to pattern alignment marks on
the sample proved unsuccessful. A crude method was developed for aligning the
AFM and Raman map regions, this involved the use of distinguishing marks on
the sample surface. These marks were a sequence of scratches made on the surface
and areas of debris around these scratches.
Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12 shows the intensity of the D bands and 2D bands
mapped out across a sample annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C at different
points with the AFM image corresponding to each respective area given. There
is correspondence between the AFM images and the Raman maps. For example
in Figure 7.10 the thicker regions observed in AFM have increased Raman 2D and
D band intensity. The D band intensity suggests the regions towards the center of
the thicker area are quite disordered, suggesting that ripples and wrinkles could
be responsible for increasing the D band intensity.
In Figure 7.11 the AFM image shows a rip in the graphene film that shows
up in the Raman maps with an absence of the D and 2D bands. The graphene
film here can be identified as being bilayer due to presence of thinner monolayer
regions around the rip. Despite this there is not the strong D peak observed in
Raman maps from the area shown in Figure 7.10. This would appear to be due
to the bilayer film being much more complete in this region, the absence of tube
- like structures from the AFM images would suggest that they are responsible
for the D peak increase in Figure 7.10.
The data shown in Figure 7.12 act as a good indication of the increased
graphene coverage obtained with increasing annealing time. The only large D
peak is found in and around the defect used to align the Raman maps to the AFM
image. Around this defect an unbroken film is observed in AFM and a defect free
but carbon-rich Raman signal indicates that this film is graphene. SEM images
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.9: Raman map data for a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 60 minutes. The
maps shown have been acquired by fitting a) D band width (graphene coverage).
b) D band position (strain) and c) D band area (graphene coverage) whilst varying
laser position. Incident laser wavelength of 532 nm.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.10: Raman map and AFM data for a sample annealed at 1650◦C for
120 minutes. The Raman maps shown have been acquired by fitting a) D band
intensity (disorder) and b) 2D band intensity (graphene coverage) respectively.
c) The corresponding AFM image of the area Raman mapped. Incident laser
wavelength of 532 nm used during the Raman mapping.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.11: Raman map and AFM data for a sample annealed at 1650◦C for
120 minutes. The Raman maps shown have been acquired by fitting a) D band
intensity (disorder) and b) 2D band intensity (graphene coverage) respectively.
c) The corresponding AFM image of the area Raman mapped. Incident laser
wavelength of 532 nm used during the Raman mapping.
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(Figure 7.37(a)) suggest that the films in this region are monolayer graphene and
extend to even larger length scales (∼100 µm). Though the majority of this
sample (away from the center) consists of mainly bilayer regions as shown in
Figures 7.10(c) and 7.11(c).
The use of Raman mapping has been somewhat qualitative at this stage.
Further improvements to subtraction procedures and the ability to extract the
G peak data would greatly improve this. That would allow G:D ratios to be
mapped along with quantities linked to the G splitting such as split separation
(as in Figure 7.5) and peak component ratios (as in Figure 7.7).
7.2.1.4 Thickness Estimations From Raman Attenuation Data
The process used for using the attenuation of laser light whilst taking Raman
spectra to measure graphene film thickness has been described in section 3.3.6
and has been used to measure the thickness of graphene films grown in UHV
during Chapter 4. The attenuation of the silicon carbide Raman spectrum due
to the presence of graphene over layers can be used to estimate the thickness of
graphene films. (140) After work on measuring the thicknesses of films in UHV,
a value of 0.02 for the absorption coefficient, α, is used and the values calculated
for layer thicknesses of graphene films grown at different annealing times and
temperatures are given in Table 7.1.
There is no overall clear variation within the values calculated for layer thick-
ness with increasing annealing time or temperature. All values come out to be
∼2 layers or below which is expected from observations through other microscopy
techniques. Once more it must be understood that these layer thickness measure-
ments are an estimate, with the technique shown to have limitations in measuring
thin graphene films.(140)
Extra limitations could arise from discrepancies between the transparency of
the reference substrate which is a piece of as-purchased silicon carbide wafer and
therefore still marred by substrate scratches. It has been shown that during the
formation of atomic terraces on silicon carbide, this silicon carbide becomes more
transparent (29) thus the silicon carbide underneath the graphene being measured
will reflect the laser light differently to the reference wafer.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.12: Raman map and AFM data for a sample annealed at 1650◦C for
120 minutes. The Raman maps shown have been acquired by fitting a) D band
intensity (disorder) and b) 2D band intensity (graphene coverage) respectively.
c) The corresponding AFM image of the area Raman mapped. Incident laser
wavelength of 532 nm used during the Raman mapping.
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Table 7.1: Thickness measurements using Raman spectroscopy for samples an-
nealed in inert argon gas
Annealing Conditions Raman Layer Thickness (α = 0.02)
1600◦C for 15 mins 1.2±0.2
1600◦C for 30 mins 0.57±0.09
1600◦C for 60 mins 0.5±0.1
1650◦C for 15 mins 0.9±0.2
1650◦C for 30 mins 0.34±0.07
1650◦C for 45 mins 2.3±0.2
1650◦C for 60 mins 2.1±0.2
1650 (c face down) ◦C for 60 mins 2.0±0.2
1650 ◦C for 120 mins 0.7±0.2
1690◦C for 60 mins 1.4±0.2
7.2.1.5 C-Face Raman Spectroscopy Data
Work here has concentrated on the growth of graphene on the (0001) face of
silicon carbide. This has been in part due to the absence of graphitisation of the
c-terminated (0001¯) face. This lack of graphitisation can be observed by the non-
carbon-rich Raman spectra of samples annealed within the temperature ranges
allowed by this furnace system. The absence of graphitisation on the (0001¯) face
is not unexpected for annealing processes carried out in inert gas atmospheres at
these temperatures.(24; 35)
Figure 7.13 shows Raman spectra from a number of selective samples annealed
under varying conditions. All show no evidence of Raman bands in the expected
regions for graphene growth post the subtraction of the silicon carbide substrate
spectrum. The spectrum shown in Figure 7.13(a) is taken from a sample annealed
at 1650◦C with the (0001¯) face towards the graphite sample holder for protection.
This sample has been shown to have structures on top of the silicon carbide
substrate in AFM micrographs (Figure 7.30) yet the Raman spectra is still non-
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.13: Raman spectra(silicon carbide background subtracted) taken from
the (0001¯) face for samples after varying annealing processes. a) 60 minute anneal
at 1650◦C (0001¯) face down. b) 120 minute anneal at 1650◦C (0001) face down.
c) 60 minute anneal at 1690◦C (0001) face down. The shaded regions correspond
to the main Raman bands associated with graphene D (green), G (red) and 2D
(blue). Incident laser wavelength of 633 nm. Absence of peaks shows samples are
non-carbon-rich.
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carbon rich. There is also no carbon signal observed in samples annealed (0001)
face towards the graphite holder at 1650 ◦C for 120 minutes (Figure 7.13(b))
and at 1690◦C for 60 minutes (Figure 7.13(c)). Again these results fit with
observations made elsewhere (24; 35) on the suppression of graphene growth in
inert gas atmospheres. To graphitise this face, higher temperatures or lower gas
pressures would be required. The higher temperatures are not possible with this
furnace system and lower pressures could lead to contamination issues such as
oxidation of the silicon carbide substrates without modification to the system.
7.2.2 LEED Data
To understand the surface reconstructions taking place during the high tempera-
ture annealing processes, a select few samples were chosen to be analyzed in the
LEED system. Time constraints on the use of the LEED system limited the num-
ber of samples that could be analyzed in this fashion, this means that the results
obtained are a guide to the processes taking place rather than a full explanation.
Figure 7.14 shows a set of LEED data from a sample annealed in the furnace
system for 15 minutes at 1600◦C under a flow of argon gas. Figures 7.14(a) and
7.14(b) show LEED images taken at 99 eV and 199 eV respectively after a 600◦C
clean up anneal in UHV. The samples show a clear silicon carbide 1 × 1 recon-
struction with a surrounding graphene spot pattern rotated at 30◦ from the silicon
carbide reconstruction with the expected lattice ratio of 0.80±0.01 for graphene
compared to silicon carbide (measured in 99 eV image, Figure 7.14(a)). This
pattern was also observed during LEEM measurements at Brookhaven National
Lab (section 7.2.4) and appeared strange due to the absence of the buffer-layer
expected between the graphene layer and silicon carbide substrate on the (0001)
face.
A possible reason for this could be that argon gas during the growth process
had got trapped under the graphene layer that was not successfully removed
during the 600◦C anneal in UHV. In a similar observation to those made with
the intercalation of molecules such as hydrogen, (172; 173) germanium (174) and
lithium (175) under epitaxial graphene sheets. To attempt to remove this gas
and recover the expected (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 reconstruction a further anneal was
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.14: LEED data taken on the (0001) face from a sample annealed in the
furnace system for 15 minutes at 1600◦C. a) Taken at 99 eV after a 600◦C anneal
in UHV. b) Taken at 199 eV after a 600◦C anneal in UHV. c) Taken at 99 eV
after a further 1100◦C anneal in UHV. d) Taken at 199 eV after a further 1100◦C
anneal in UHV. The key diffraction spots associated with graphene and silicon
carbide are labeled were appropriate. Diffuse nature of graphene spots in a) and
c) shows film to be disordered.
carried out at 1100◦C. The LEED patterns from this are shown in Figures 7.14(c)
and 7.14(d). There is no switch to a (6
√
3×6√3)R30 pattern, the only change is
that the spots become clearer and the same reconstruction remains with graphene
spots rotated at 30◦ to the silicon carbide substrate.
The absence of a buffer layer in graphene rich surfaces on silicon carbide
(0001) has been observed for the oxidation of the buffer layer.(176) This could
provide one possible explanation for the observations made on these surfaces,
though more data would be required to analyze this fully.
However, these observations would suggest that there is some differing mecha-
nism between the graphene layer and the silicon carbide substrate than commonly
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observed elsewhere. To probe this further, a sample annealed for 30 minutes at
1600◦C was analysed with LEED. This sample had already been observed to be
‘patchy’ under AFM and Raman spectroscopy with islands of isolated graphene
growth. This is somewhat surprising as the sample annealed for 15 minutes was
seen to be slightly more uniform in graphene film growth. This perhaps sug-
gests that 1600◦C is somewhat of an onset temperature for graphene growth and
that the difference between a 15 anneal minute and a 30 minute anneal is mini-
mal. Given time, multiple runs at these annealing times and temperatures would
show how consistent the graphene growth is between samples and how much this
change in annealing time affects the growth procedure.
The LEED patterns obtained from the sample annealed for 30 minutes at
1600◦C are shown in Figures 7.15(a) and 7.15(b), the samples underwent a clean
up anneal at 1000◦C in UHV prior to the LEED patterns being taken. The pat-
terns observed show a buffer-like reconstruction, similar to that seen for samples
annealed at 1500◦C for 60 minutes (see Chapter 6) and is consistent with AFM
images showing patchy islands on the surface and Raman which also indicates
that the graphene growth is fairly inconsistent across this sample. Once more, the
buffer-like reconstruction observed is not the expected (6
√
3× 6√3)R30 pattern
but a different complex pattern that still maintains 6-fold symmetry. This could
be explained by the silicon-rich environment introduced by the presence of the
argon gas, which has been seen to produce similar reconstructions on the silicon
carbide (0001¯) surface.(154)
In conclusion, these LEED patterns show that the mechanism behind the
graphene growth procedure present in this furnace system differs from those ob-
served elsewhere. This can be ascertained from the absence of a buffer-layer
signal from the graphene-rich sample and from the non (6
√
3 × 6√3)R30 buffer
layer pattern obtained from the patchy graphene sample. The patterns also show
that when a graphene-rich LEED signal is obtained the ratio between the ratio
in LEED spot separation between the silicon carbide spots and graphene spots is
as expected and that the graphene film is rotated by 30◦ to the substrate. The
blurred nature of the graphene spots obtained in Figures 7.14(a) and 7.14(b) are
consistent with the disordered Raman signals obtained from these samples and
also the rippled nature of the films observed under AFM.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: LEED data taken on the (0001) face from a sample annealed in
the furnace system for 30 minutes at 1600◦C. a) Taken at 99 eV after a 1000◦C
anneal in UHV. b) Taken at 199 eV after a 1000◦C anneal in UHV. Both show
the presence of a reconstruction with six-fold symmetry.
To obtain a full picture of the processes taking place, LEED data from samples
annealed at all temperatures and times would be required. This would allow
the imaging of samples with thicker graphene regions to observe the multilayer
structure and how that varies. Once more, the images shown here prove that
a single annealing run under argon can be used to graphitise samples and that
the mechanism behind this graphitisation varies somewhat compared to those
obtained elsewhere.
7.2.3 AFM Data
7.2.3.1 Graphene Growth on Atomically Stepped Terraces
Atomic force microscopy can be used to probe the structure of epitaxial graphene
films as discussed in section 3.4.4 and shown previously in this work for graphene
films grown in UHV in Chapter 4. As discussed earlier, the aim of annealing
silicon carbide at higher temperatures in inert gas atmospheres was to graphitise
the atomically stepped terraces formed during lower temperature. Evidence for
this graphitisation has already been presented through Raman spectroscopy data.
Figure 7.16 gives evidence that the graphene films formed during higher temper-
ature anneals do indeed grow over the top of the atomically stepped substrate.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.16: AFM data for a sample annealed (0001¯) face down for 60 minutes
at 1650◦C. a) AFM height data. b) height profiles as colour coded in a). c)
AFM phase data from the same image. The light region in the phase image is
the graphene film, this is confirmed by the step height profiles which show the
expected ∼0.3 nm step for a monolayer graphene film.
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Phase imaging (Figure 7.16(c)) compliments the height image (Figure 7.16(a))
well, highlighting the differences between the silicon carbide substrate and the
graphene film. Height profiles (Figure 7.16(b)) taken from the height image in-
dicate that this particular area of graphene is monolayer with a ∼0.3 nm step
height observed between the film and the silicon carbide substrate, comparable
to the expected interlayer spacing of a graphene sheet. It is important to note
that the sample chosen in Figure 7.16 was annealed with the (0001¯) face touching
the carbon sample holder. This was purely due to the images from this sam-
ple looking clearer, a sample annealed under the same conditions (60 minutes at
1650◦C) but with the (0001) face touching the carbon sample holder exhibited
very similar film properties.
The graphene growth appears to follow after the formation of the atomically
stepped silicon carbide substrate as the film is found to flow over the atomic
terraces that form at the lower annealing temperature. Thus allowing substrate
preparation and graphene growth to be carried out within a single annealing
process under a flow of inert gas, without the need for the hydrogen etching
step (29) or chemical etching step (27) used elsewhere. However as shown and
discussed in the previous section the graphene films produced by this method are
far from perfect and the following section will use atomic microscopy to probe
some of these imperfections and show how varying the annealing conditions affect
the graphene film appearance under AFM.
7.2.3.2 Varying the Annealing Times and Temperatures
7.2.3.2.1 Varying the Annealing Temperature In Chapter 4 it was shown
for graphene films grown in UHV that increasing the annealing temperature in-
creased the lateral grain size present within the graphene films. In this short
section AFM data will be used to discuss how increasing the annealing tempera-
ture affects the quality of the graphene films grown. Figure 7.17 shows examples
of AFM height and phase images taken from samples annealed for 60 minutes at
temperatures of 1600◦C (Figures 7.17(a) and 7.17(b) ), 1650◦C (Figures 7.17(c)
and 7.17(d) ) and 1690◦C (Figures 7.17(e) and 7.17(f)) respectively. For the sam-
ple annealed at 1600◦C (Figures 7.17(a) and 7.17(b)) the area selected shows an
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isolated graphene region that appears to contain many ripple like structures, as
will be shown later, this is more apparent for samples annealed at lower annealing
times than 60 minutes at this temperature (see Figure 7.18)).
For the sample annealed at 1650◦C (Figures 7.17(c) and 7.17(d)) there is some
evidence of the joining of island like regions. The inter lying regions between
islands seem to be fragmented and there is evidence of tube-like structures at
the joining points between the island regions, this will be discussed in more
detail later. There is also evidence of folding within the fragmented graphene
films. The sample annealed at 1690◦C (Figures 7.17(e) and 7.17(f)) the graphene
regions appear to extend further in between the tube-like structures and there is
evidence of a fold and rip in the graphene film.
So much like in UHV growth, there is evidence that increasing the annealing
temperature can lead to larger graphene domains within films grown under argon
atmosphere. However, this increase in temperature can be seen to increase the
presence of ripples and fragmentation of the grown films.
7.2.3.2.2 Varying the Annealing Time In Chapter 4 it was shown that for
graphene films grown in UHV increasing the annealing time led to an increase in
the coverage of the graphene films on the surface. In this section, the evolution of
the graphene film morphology with varying the annealing time will be discussed
for the three main annealing temperatures used of 1600◦C, 1650◦C and 1690◦C
respectively.
The lowest annealing temperature that has been used to successfully graphitise
the silicon carbide substrates is 1600◦C. In general graphene films grown at this
temperature appear to be more rippled than fragmented. A sample annealed
for 15 minutes seems to consist of 2 distinct regions in the phase image (Figure
7.18(b)), this is consistent with the presence of just monolayer graphene and bare
silicon carbide as suggested by LEED images from this sample (Figure 7.14). Also
consistent with the LEED images is the presence of ripples and folds within the
film, the effects of which can show up as blurring within the graphene diffraction
spots.
A sample annealed at this temperature for 30 minutes showed a buffer-like
LEED pattern (Figure 7.15), AFM of this sample shows up 3 distinct regions in
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 7.17: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C
for 60 minutes. c) & d) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C
for 60 minutes. e) & f) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1690◦C
for 60 minutes. The change from isolated island-like growth to larger complete
graphene regions is shown with increased annealing temperature. This trend
is typical with increasing temperature though AFM images can vary between
different imaged regions on a single sample (due to incomplete growth).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 7.18: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C
for 15 minutes. c) & d) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C
for 30 minutes. e) & f) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C
for 60 minutes. In general a change from fragmented graphene regions to more
complete graphene islands is observed with increasing anneal time.
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the phase image (Figure 7.18(d)). There are 3 large island regions, the central
one having a different phase contrast to the one located towards the bottom of
the image and the one located to the left of the image, both of these islands are
similar in appearance. The height image (Figure 7.18(c)) shows that the large
area which covers the majority of the image is of a similar structure to that
observed for a sample annealed at 1500◦C for 60 minutes (Figure 6.1(c)) which
is consistent with LEED images from both samples.
The central island region is raised and appears uniform across its entirety, this
could perhaps suggest it is a graphitic island, the step heights onto this island
from the buffer layer are between ∼0.5 nm to 1 nm, a little high for a single
step onto a graphene sheet which is ∼0.3 nm. As mentioned earlier the growth
mechanisms present in epitaxial graphene growth mean that this does not rule
out the island being graphitic as the surrounding silicon carbide could be silicon
deficient pre-graphitisation and therefore relatively lower, also if the interface
bonding between the graphitic layer and the silicon carbide is weaker due to a
different interface structure then the spacing between the two layers could be
higher. The other two islands present are far from uniform and contain some
very interesting structures.
Figure 7.19 shows the height and phase images from one of these islands.
Tube-like structures appear to run from the edges of the buffer layer across the
island region. Tube-like structures also seem to spring out from step edges. From
these tube like structures, there appears to be ‘construction’ taking place within
the island. Little patches within the island appear similar to the surrounding
buffer-layer region, suggesting that the progress of the buffer-layer is mediated by
these tube-like filaments ‘carrying’ material across the sample. The emergence of
the reconstructions from step edges has been observed elsewhere (73; 80) though
its mediation via tube-like structures has not been.
Samples annealed for 60 minutes at 1600◦C continue to show island-like re-
gions as shown in Figures 7.17(a),7.18(e),7.17(b) and 7.18(f). These islands seem
to vary in lateral size and the height images again suggest a step height between
between ∼0.5 nm to 1 nm. Many of the islands observed are wrinkled as the
island in Figure 7.17(a) shows. Some islands such as shown in Figure 7.18(e)
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.19: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C
for 30 minutes. This figure highlights the presence of tube-like structures within
this sample.
appear less wrinkled and observations of tube-like structures springing off these
islands to perhaps facilitate extra growth can be seen.
Attempts were made to improve graphene film morphology by carrying out
the graphitisation process at higher temperatures as well as at different anneal-
ing times. The variation in the graphene film morphology produced for varying
annealing times at these higher temperatures will now be discussed. The first
increase in annealing temperatures saw growth processes carried out at 1650◦C.
At this temperature, the graphene growth still appears to be island-like as shown
in Figure 7.17(c) with the islands that do exist looking more fragmented. As
expected, there is a general increase in graphene coverage as the annealing times
are increased. SEM imaging of a sample annealed for 30 minutes (Figure 7.36)
at this temperature also backs up AFM observations of graphene islands that
are wrinkled, with bilayer regions that are very disordered. A sample annealed
at this temperature for 120 minutes exhibiting very large regions of monolayer
graphene coverage as observed in Raman mapping (Figure 7.12) and full coverage
of monolayer and bilayer graphene as observed through SEM (Figure 7.37) thus
highlighting the improvement in graphene coverage.
Figures 7.20 and 7.21 show a set of AFM micrographs taken for samples an-
nealed at 1650◦C at varying annealing times. The sample annealed for 15 minutes
(Figure 7.20(a)) shows island-like graphene growth with the islands appearing
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.20: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for
15 minutes. c) & d) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C
for 30 minutes. The graphene regions become more complete with increasing
annealing time though ripple and fold structures can be observed. Light contrast
in phase images correspond to the graphene film.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.21: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C
for 60 minutes, this sample had (0001) face away from graphite holder. c) & d)
Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 120 minutes. The
observation of bilayer regions (brightest contrast in height images) becomes more
notable with increased annealing time. These bilayer regions appear incomplete
and contain rips and folds.
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fragmented and folds and ripples present within the films. There is also some ev-
idence of tube-like structures within those graphene films. The step heights from
the apparent silicon carbide substrate to the graphene layer is ∼1 nm, perhaps
an indicator of decoupling between substrate and the film. The sample annealed
for 30 minutes (Figure 7.20(c)) shows 3 areas with differing color contrasts in the
phase image (Figure 7.20(d)) this is consistent with the presence of monolayer
graphene, bilayer graphene and bare silicon carbide wafer as observed in SEM
imaging. Again the graphene films look disordered with evidence of ripples and
folds within the films. The thicker films films appear to have step heights con-
sistent with bilayer regions, also the appear more disordered than the monolayer
films, again consistent with SEM imaging (section 7.2.5). Once more there is
evidence of tube-like structures within the graphene, there is evidence in SEM
images taken on this sample for these structures to be tightly bound to the surface
and unbreakable by nanoprobe STM tips (section 7.2.5.3).
For the sample annealed for 60 minutes (Figures 7.17(c) and 7.21(a)) the phase
images (Fig 7.17(d) and 7.21(b)) again appear to show the presence of 3 differ-
ent contrasts. The height image (Figure 7.21(a)) shows that the thicker regions
exhibit step heights between 1-2 nm above the surrounding layers, suggesting the
films are thicker than bilayer graphene, or perhaps that there is some decoupling
between the graphene layers present. There is again evidence that the growth
of the thicker layers is mediated via tube-like filaments that spread out with the
growth occurring of these filaments.
The sample annealed for 120 minutes has been shown already to exhibit large
areas of uniform graphene growth from Raman maps and corresponding AFM
images in Figures 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12. Figure 7.21(d) is the phase image data
for the AFM height measurements shown in Figures 7.21(c) and 7.12(c). Again
there is evidence of 3 different contrasts in the phase images, this is consistent
with the Raman map (Figure 7.12). Again the thicker layers have step heights
of 1-2nm and appear to grow out from tube-like filaments that spread over the
sample surface.
A single sample was grown at an annealing temperature of 1690◦C AFM
micrographs of both phase and height for this 60 minute anneal are shown in
Figures 7.17(e), 7.17(f) and 7.22. In general there are only 2 different contrast
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 7.22: a), c) and e) Height images taken from different areas of a sample
annealed at 1690◦C for 60 minutes and b), d) and f) the corresponding phase
data. Graphene sheets still appear fragmented under these growth conditions
and still exhibit folds and ripples. c) shows very bright features these are thought
to be plateaus in the underlying silicon carbide substrate due to the lack of phase
contrast change within this region in d).
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levels observed within the phase images showing that the samples seem to mainly
consist of single layer graphene regions. The AFM height images also back this up
with step heights comparable to a single graphene sheet observed. The graphene
films still appear to be disordered and contain ripples, folds and rips. A close up
of a graphene fold can be seen in Figures 7.22(e) and 7.22(f).
There is an interesting feature in the height image shown in Figure 7.22(c)
where there is are a couple of 10 nm sized features in the image (very bright
regions), however the corresponding phase image (Figure 7.22(d)) appears to
show that the graphene growth is continuous over this structure, indicating that
the structure is within the silicon carbide substrate. There is less evidence of
tube-like structures within these samples, with only Figure 7.17(e) showing their
presence, and even here it is debatable whether they are just ripples within a
graphene film.
7.2.3.3 Evidence of Tube-Like Structures
Throughout the sections on AFM and Raman microscopy of graphitised samples
from the furnace system there have been referrals to tube-like structures. This
section will concentrate on the observation of these structures and some sugges-
tions made for their origin made from these observations. Firstly it must be said
that within graphene films it is somewhat difficult to distinguish between the
presence of tube-like structures and the natural ripples (97) that occur within
graphene films. However there has been clear observation of these structures
outside of graphene films, which means they cannot be ripples.
Evidence of the structures springing out from areas of bare silicon carbide
are shown in Figure 7.23 which shows an AFM height micrograph. The tube-
like structures are shown emerging from holes in bare silicon carbide regions of
a sample annealed at 1600◦C for 30 minutes. Figure 7.23(b) shows the presence
of excess material around these defects, and shows the defect and subsequent
‘tube’ growth occurring at a step edge on the atomically stepped silicon carbide
substrate. This shows that the tube-structures are separated from the graphene
films and shows them in isolation to distinguish them from graphene film ripples
and folds.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.23: a) and b) Height images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C for 30
minutes taken at different lateral scales on the same sample region. b) concen-
trates on highlighting the emergence of a tube-like structure from an apparent
hole in the silicon carbide wafer.
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Figure 7.24 again shows AFM micrographs of height and phase from the same
sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1600◦C. Here the images highlight tube struc-
tures apparently mediating the progress of a buffer-layer region across a bare
silicon carbide island. Figure 7.24(b) concentrates on the boundary between the
expanding buffer layer region and the silicon carbide wafer. The ‘decoration’ with
material of the following step in the bare silicon carbide region can be seen and
the start of formation of the buffer-layer. This complements the model for step
formation mentioned in Chapter 6 which describes the mechanism driving sur-
face reconstructions as the change in silicon to carbon atom ratio at the sample
surface.
Figure 7.25 shows AFM micrographs of height and phase for a sample annealed
at 1600◦C for 60 minutes. Here there is evidence of the tube-like structures
spreading out from the edge of a graphene layer region. This suggests that the
growth of graphene layers is also mediated by these structures and them ‘carrying’
that material across the sample surface.
The suggestion that thicker areas of graphene growth also being mediated by
these structures is shown in Figure 7.26 where the thicker regions appear to grow
in between the tube like structures. As the thicker layers are on top of single
layer graphene it is harder to distinguish the tube-like structures from ripples
and folds within the graphene layers.
An attempt to move these tube like structures and manipulate them as done
with ripples elsewhere with STM (177) was attempted for structures observed
in a sample annealed for 45 minutes at 1650◦C. These structures were observed
within a graphene film, if they were ripples then this procedure would be expected
to move when imaged (100 nm scan on the structure) with a free amplitude (A0)
of 5.25 V and and amplitude setpoint (Asp) of 0.1 V. The fact that they do not
move suggests that these tube-like structures are tightly bound to the underlying
silicon carbide substrate. This is an observation that agrees with SEM images
taken after cutting of graphene films within Nanoprober work that show these
structures still present when the films have been cut (see section 7.2.5.3).
Here evidence has been given for the presence of tube like structures within
furnace grown samples and images suggesting that these structures facilitate the
mediation of surface reconstructions and graphene growth on the surface have
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.24: a) and b) Height images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C for 30
minutes taken at different lateral scales on the same sample region. b) concen-
trates on highlighting the emergence of tube-like structures from the edge of a
domain change and the ‘decoration’ of material around step edges.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.25: a) & b) Height & Phase images from a sample annealed at 1600◦C for
60 minutes. Tube-like structures are boxed for clarity. The tube-like structures
appear to mediate outwards from the graphene film region.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.26: a) and b) Height images from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for
60 minutes at differing positions on the sample. Both images used to show the
presence of tube-like structures around areas of thicker graphene growth.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7.27: a) Height image from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 45 minutes
before attempting to move boxed feature. b) Height image from a sample an-
nealed at 1650◦C for 45 minutes after attempting to move boxed feature. The
tube-structure was approached and scanned in tapping mode with a free ampli-
tude of 5.258 V at a setpoint of 0.1 V (very hard tapping) and still could not be
moved as observed when re-imaged under standard conditions in b).
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Figure 7.28: AFM height micrograph from a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 15
minutes. The presence of debris on the sample surface dominates the micrograph.
been presented. Further evidence to prove this mechanism for graphene growth
is required but it does provide an explanation as to why the reconstructions
observed in LEED data from these samples appear different those those observed
elsewhere for epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (0001). Atomic resolution
STM to show the structure present within the tube-like structures would provide
an insight into exactly what these structures are made out of.
7.2.3.4 C-face AFM Imaging
In section 7.2.1.5 Raman microscopy has shown that the carbon face of the sam-
ples annealed in the furnace system does not appear to be carbon-rich. This
is not unexpected and has been observed elsewhere in the temperature ranges
used here that carbon face graphene growth is suppressed at atmospheric pres-
sures. (24; 35) As described earlier, the majority of these samples are grown with
the silicon carbide (0001) face flat on the carbon sample holder to provide extra
protection to the sample surface.
This leaves the silicon carbide (0001¯) face more exposed to contamination,
this has been observed in AFM with many samples proving very difficult to AFM.
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Figure 7.29: AFM height micrograph from a sample annealed at 1600◦C for 60
minutes. The presence of atomic terraces on the substrate surface can be seen.
This is surprising as a control sample grown with the (0001) face exposed for 60
minutes at 1650◦C showed clear AFM as shown in Figures 7.16, 7.21(a), 7.26(a)
and 7.26(b). Figure 7.28 highlights this contamination for samples annealed at a
temperature of 1650◦C for an annealing time of 15 minutes with the micrograph
dominated by the presence of ‘debris’ on the sample.
Figure 7.29 show a micrograph for a sample annealed at 1600◦C for 60 minutes.
The sample can be seen to be atomically terraced with these terraces extending
over a large area. The terrace widths and step heights are comparable to those
observed on the (0001) face as expected due to these properties being intrinsic
of the wafer used.(169) Debris is still seen on the sample and it cannot be ruled
out that this comes from the wafer itself and worsens with increasing sample
temperature to cause the issues observed in Figure 7.28.
To observe the behavior of the (0001¯) at 1650◦C a run was carried out at this
temperature for 60 minutes with the (0001¯) touching the graphite sample holder
for protection. This experiment was also carried out to try and observed the
ribbon-like graphene growth observed elsewhere (86) with the use of a graphite
cap touching the (0001¯) face during the annealing process. AFM micrographs
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.30: a) and c) AFM height micrographs from a sample annealed at 1650◦C
for 60 minutes with the (0001¯) face towards the graphite sample holder. b) and
d) Corresponding AFM phase micrographs from the same scans. Atomic terraces
and the presence of tube-like structures can be seen.
obtained from the (0001¯) of this run can be observed in Figure 7.30. Raman
spectra taken from the (0001¯) face of this sample show it to not be carbon-rich
as shown in section 7.2.1.5. Figures 7.30(a) and 7.30(b) confirm that this sample
exhibits atomic terraces, again with terrace widths and heights consistent with
those seen on the (0001) face.
Figures 7.30(c) and 7.30(d) show evidence of some step bunching and also
begins to show tube-like structures on the surface. These structures do not appear
to be similar to the nano-ribbons seen grow in work elsewhere.(86) They appear
to be similar to the tube-like structures observed on the (0001) face. These
structures have a step height of ∼2 nm from the substrate surface.
The evidence of these structures suggest that the C-face could be about to
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undergo graphitisation. There has not been the same evidence observed of these
structures branching out from step-edges and defects in the substrate as observed
in the previous section for the (0001) face, suggesting that perhaps and extrinsic
source of carbon is responsible. Again atomic resolution STM measurements to
determine the exact nature of these structures would help indicate their origin.
In general the AFM images obtained from the (0001¯) face post annealing at
temperatures of 1600◦C and above correlate with the Raman spectroscopy data
showing that these samples are not carbon-rich. Atomic terraces can be seen in
samples annealed at 1600◦C and show the same structure as those obtained on the
(0001) face. Tube-like structures have been observed to grow on an atomically
terraced sample that was annealed at 1650◦C for 60 minutes with the (0001¯)
towards the graphite holder. The difficulty in taking AFM data on the (0001¯)
face for samples annealed in the general way with the (0001) face towards the
graphite holder at temperatures of 1650◦C and above have been highlighted.
Better cleaning techniques could perhaps improve this and allow for the tracking
of the production of these tube-like structures, though Raman spectroscopy shows
that actual graphene film growth has not been obtained.
Once more, these results are consistent with observations made elsewhere
(24; 35) on the suppression of graphene growth in inert gas atmospheres. To
graphitise this face, higher temperatures or lower gas pressures would be required.
The higher temperatures are outside the highest possible working temperature
with this furnace system and lower pressures could lead to contamination issues
without modification to the system.
7.2.4 LEEM Data
Due to time restraints and equipment availability only a single sample from the
high temperature furnace annealing process has been analyzed with LEEM. This
work was carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) by Jurek Sad-
owski (BNL) and Graham Creeth (University of Leeds). This sample had been
annealed at 1600◦C for 15 minutes and has showed a carbon-rich Raman spec-
trum (Figure 7.31) and island-like AFM growth (Figures 7.18(a) and 7.18(b)).
The sample also showed graphene diffraction spots in LEED as shown in Figure
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Figure 7.31: Raman spectroscopy (silicon carbide background subtracted) taken
from the (0001) face for a sample annealed with (0001) towards graphite holder
for 15 minutes at 1650◦C. The shaded regions correspond to the main Raman
bands associated with graphene D (green), G (red) and 2D (blue). Incident laser
wavelength of 633nm. Spectra show the sample to be carbon-rich though the
presence of a large D band and broadened G and 2D bands suggest the graphene
film is disordered.
7.14 taken in Leeds and Figure 7.32 at Brookhaven during the taking of these
LEEM measurements.
In total there where 3 LEEM I-V (Image contrast intensity (I) vs electron ex-
citation voltage (V)) measurements made on this sample as shown in the Figures
7.33, 7.34 and 7.35. The first of these, Figures 7.33(a), 7.34(a) and 7.35(a) show a
LEEM images obtained at an energy of 3.9 eV from different areas of this sample.
In these images island-like regions, as observed in other microscopy techniques,
can be seen. Also there appears to be very bright regions, these are likely to be
the highly wrinkled and rippled regions.
LEEM I-V data is also shown for each of these sets of images, with the ar-
eas corresponding to the I-V data color coded. As described earlier in section
3.6.3 LEEM I-V data can be used to measure the thickness of graphene films
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Figure 7.32: LEED diffraction pattern taken from a sample annealed for 15 min-
utes at 1600◦C. Image taken at 31 eV. Green (red) boxes highlight a number of
the diffraction spots associated with silicon carbide (graphene). Note the diffuse
nature of the graphene spots, this is indicative of surface disorder.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.33: a) LEEM image taken at an energy of 3.9 eV. b),c) and d) Corre-
sponding LEEM I-V data from the coloured regions indicated in a), graphs have
been split to marry up areas that have similar I-V behavior. Regions also boxed
for clarity in a). Number of minima in I-V data should yield the number of layers
present, discrepancies from this will be discussed in the main text.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.34: a) LEEM image taken at an energy of 3.9 eV. b) and c) Correspond-
ing LEEM I-V data from the coloured regions indicated in a), graphs have been
split to marry up areas that have similar I-V behavior. Regions also boxed for
clarity in a). Number of minima in I-V data should yield the number of layers
present, discrepancies from this will be discussed in the main text.
by monitoring the number of minima present in the I-V sweeps. This technique
was used to measure film thicknesses in samples grown under UHV conditions
as discussed in chapter 4 were the thickness measurements corresponded well to
other thickness measurement techniques.
The IV data obtained here appears to be a little harder to understand. Seem-
ingly independent of the sample area chosen to image (despite differences in con-
trast in the still images taken at 3.9 eV) the I-V sweeps obtained in Figures 7.33,
7.34 and 7.35 all appear to show 2 minima in the spectra. The only difference
observed is that the spectrum shown in Figure 7.33 are somewhat blurred out till
∼5 eV potentially due to the bright regions caused be wrinkles in this region.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.35: a) LEEM image taken at an energy of 3.9 eV. b) and c) Correspond-
ing LEEM I-V data from the coloured regions indicated in a), graphs have been
split to marry up areas that have similar I-V behavior. Regions also boxed for
clarity in a). Number of minima in I-V data should yield the number of layers
present, discrepancies from this will be discussed in the main text.
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Intercalation of hydrogen gas between the buffer layer and first graphene
layer has also been shown to alter the LEEM I-V characteristics within epitaxial
graphene films grown on the (0001) face.(173) The change in interface between
the graphene layer and silicon carbide substrate alters the quantum interference
of electrons between the layers causing a more complicated LEEM I-V behavior
with the presence of extra minima present.(173) The intercalation of gas has been
ruled out due to the consistent nature of the LEED patterns even when annealed
to 1100◦C in UHV (see Figure 7.14).
Similar differences in LEEM I-V measurements have been seen elsewhere
within graphene films on the (0001¯) face (24; 154) and explained by the oxidation
of the silicon carbide substrate altering the I-V characteristics, a similar oxida-
tion effect has also been observed on the (0001) face.(176) It is possible that some
oxidation of the silicon carbide substrate has occurred during the argon annealing
processes and could be causing these observed discrepancies. Again the LEED
patterns shown in both Figures 7.14 and 7.32 show no evidence for the presence
of an oxide interface between the graphene and silicon carbide substrates.
From the LEEM measurements carried out on this single sample it is hard
to interpret the observed behavior and ascertain the reliability of these measure-
ments. It is very unlikely that the whole sample is covered with bilayer graphene
as suggested by the number of minima in the I-V spectra as this contradicts with
the patchy nature of Raman spectra obtained on similar samples. A LEEM run
on a number of samples annealed at different conditions would be required to
get a full picture of the processes taking place. Once more, this does provide
evidence that the graphene grown under inert argon gas in this way differs from
that grown under UHV conditions.
7.2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Whilst carrying out local transport measurements with a Nanoprobe system (to
be discussed in detail in Chapter 8) SEM images of two samples annealed un-
der argon atmosphere were obtained. The two samples consisted of one sample
annealed for 30 minutes and one annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C. Though
the main details of the Nanoprobe measurements are not discussed here, the use
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of the SEM images to highlight the increased uniformity of graphene films with
increase annealing time is useful in this section. Island-like growth is observed
in the sample annealed for 30 minute whereas the sample annealed for 120 min-
utes shows higher uniformity and more complete films. Also visible in SEM is
the presence of the tube-like structures mentioned earlier and these will also be
discussed within this section.
7.2.5.1 SEM of Sample Annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C
The 3 SEM images shown in Figure 7.36 give a good overview of the graphene film
growth observed within this sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. Figure
7.36(a) is taken in the central region of this sample and highlights the island-like
growth observed previously in AFM and suggested in the large D bands observed
in Raman spectroscopy. Isolated regions (darker contrast) of graphene can be
observed on the silicon carbide substrate with these films appearing folded and
wrinkled at the edges.
Figures 7.36(b) and 7.36(c) are taken nearer the edge of the sample. Figure
7.36(b) shows 3 major contrast regions with the 4th very dark regions correspond-
ing to dirt or debris on the sample. The other 3 contrasts suggest the presence
of blank silicon carbide, monolayer graphene and bilayer graphene. This is again
consistent with observations in AFM images.
This is also the case for the SEM image shown in Figure 7.36(c) again taken at
the edge of the sample. In both Figures 7.36(b) and 7.36(c) the bilayer graphene
regions at times appear very disordered and wrinkled with large rips present
within them on occasions, this is consistent with the Raman spectroscopy obser-
vations of large D peaks within these samples.
The sparse nature of the graphene coverage in the central region (Figure
7.36(a)) could be due a decrease in silicon evaporation rate in the central region.
The samples are grown with the target (0001) face lying flat on the graphite
sample holder, therefore the escape of silicon atoms could occur preferentially at
the edges thus causing more graphene growth at the edge regions (Figures 7.36(b)
and 7.36(c)).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.36: SEM images from differing regions of a sample annealed for 30 min-
utes at 1650◦C. a) Image taken in a central region. b) and c) images taken towards
the edge of the sample. Imaging conditions and scale bars shown in images. The
3 contrast regions correspond to bare silicon carbide (white), monolayer graphene
(light gray) and bilayer graphene (dark gray) regions respectively. Black contrast
comes from debris.
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7.2.5.2 SEM of Sample Annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C
Once again the SEM images from this sample have been reduced to 3 images
that give the best overview of the graphene growth on the sample surface. These
images are given in Figure 7.37. The central region of the sample is shown in
Figure 7.37(a), unlike the central region of the sample annealed for 30 minutes
(Figure 7.36(a)) there is a good graphene coverage with the majority of the region
consisting of monolayer graphene with small regions of bilayer (darker contrast)
regions and small rips revealing silicon carbide (lighter contrast) regions. This is
consistent with Raman maps and AFM data taken from this region as shown in
Figure 7.12. There is also evidence of tube-like filaments (boxed in Figure 7.37(a))
mediating the growth of the thicker graphene regions as discussed previously
(Figure 7.26).
SEM images from towards the edge of the sample are shown in Figures 7.37(b)
and 7.37(c). The presence of bilayer regions is much more prominent consistent
with the mechanism suggested earlier for the increased silicon evaporation rates at
the sample edges. Unlike in the sample annealed for 30 minutes (Figures 7.36(b)
and 7.36(c)) these bilayers appear much less disordered. The presence of rips
and folds within the graphene films can still be observed, with the lighter silicon
carbide substrate visible in regions where these rips and folds have occurred. The
decrease in the appearance of rips and holes with the increased uniformity in
both the bilayer and monolayer regions suggests that the films become resistive
to the mechanism causing these defects as the film size increases. This could
suggest that compressive strains building up as the films cool(32; 33) are causing
the defects, with a strain acting on small islands and at grain boundaries between
adjoining having a more noticeable effect than on a large graphene sheet.
7.2.5.3 Evidence of Tube-Like Structures in SEM imaging
During the manipulation of graphene films with the STM tips in order to cut
them to form the measurement geometries to be described in greater detail in the
following chapter, it became apparent that tube-like filament structures could
be observed similar to those previously observed in AFM imaging (see Figures
7.23 to 7.27). These structures are seen to regularly stay in position despite the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 7.37: SEM images from differing regions of a sample annealed for 120
minutes at 1650◦C. a) Image taken in a central region. Boxed regions highlight
the presence of tube-like structures. b) and c) images taken towards the edge of
the sample. Imaging conditions and scale bars shown in images.The 3 contrast
regions correspond to bare silicon carbide (white), monolayer graphene (light
gray) and bilayer graphene (dark gray) regions respectively. Black contrast comes
from debris.
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successful cutting of the surrounding graphene sheets as shown in the highlighted
regions within Figure 7.38.
This lack of movement shows the structures to be separate from the graphene
films and show them not to be wrinkles within the films. This rigidity and resis-
tance to the cutting procedure corresponds well to the resistance of these struc-
tures to a manipulation procedure carried out during AFM imaging as shown in
Figure 7.27. Again suggesting that the structures are well bound to the underly-
ing substrate.
7.3 Conclusions and Discussions
Here work has been presented to shows the formation of atomically stepped sil-
icon carbide substrates and their subsequent graphitisation within a single an-
nealing process carried out under an inert argon gas atmosphere. The prepara-
tion of atomically stepped terraces via annealing under argon atmospheres pro-
vides a safer alternative to the regularly used high temperature hydrogen anneal-
ing processes.(29) The subsequent single-stage graphitisation of these atomically
stepped substrates provides convenience over substrate preparation techniques
such as chemical etching.(27)
The analysis of the surface reconstructions taking place after sample graphi-
tisation via LEED data taken from a single sample which shows no evidence of
the (6
√
3× 6√3)R30 buffer-layer expected for graphene grown on silicon carbide
(0001).(17; 18; 19; 21; 78; 146) This suggests that graphene layer is decoupled
from the underlying silicon carbide substrate. Blurred graphene spots in the
LEED data are indicative of disorder present within the graphene film, this dis-
order has also been observed in other microscopy techniques. In order to gain
better understanding of this silicon carbide/graphene interface we could carry
out LEED measurements on a range of samples graphitised at differing annealing
times and temperatures. This was not possible in this work due time restraints
and equipment availability.
The observation of a large D band signal in Raman spectroscopy (when using
a ∼5 µm laser spot) is indicative to the presence of disorder within the graphene
films. The D band is regularly associated with the presence of ‘edge’ regions
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.38: a)- d) SEM images from differing regions of a sample annealed for 30
minutes at 1650◦C where the STM tips have been used to cut the graphene films
into ‘bar’ and ‘square’ structures. Boxed regions highlight areas where tube-like
structures remain intact despite the cutting of the graphene films. The STM tips
used to carry out the film cutting are still visible in images b), c) and d). Image
a) was taken after nanoprobe electrical measurements were made and evidence of
this can be seen with damage to the graphene film in the ‘bar’ region. Imaging
conditions and scale bars shown in images.
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within graphene films.(63; 134; 135; 139; 145; 156) Here that can correspond to
either areas around rips within the graphene films or the edges of the graphene
islands formed during this process. This island-like growth has been observed
with AFM, LEEM and SEM imaging. Raman mapping (using ∼1 µm spot size)
within a complete graphene film free of defects (shown by AFM imaging) showed
the D band to be of very low intensity in this area. Further Raman mapping with
complementary AFM imaging would lead to further understanding of the cause
of the large D band present when surface averaging Raman is taken.
AFM images of the graphene films suggest that an increase in annealing time
leads to the graphene films becoming more complete. This is highlighted in
samples annealed at 1650◦C for 120 minutes which shows areas 10s µm across
of unbroken graphene growth in AFM imaging (SEM suggests areas 100s µm
across). Samples annealed at 1650◦C do exhibit areas of thicker graphene growth
which is not observed in samples annealed at 1600◦C. For lower annealing times,
these thicker graphene regions have been observed to be disordered and contain
many rips, folds and wrinkles. Again as the annealing time is increased these
thicker graphene regions increase in uniformity.
AFM images also showed the existence of tube-like structures within samples.
Though the exact nature of these structures is unknown, there is evidence that
these structures spring out from holes within the silicon carbide substrate and
even mediate the growth of graphene layers and surface reconstructions within
the samples. Attempts to manipulate these tube-like structures with AFM ‘nano-
ironing’ were unsuccessful suggesting they are tightly bound to the silicon carbide
substrate. SEM imaging has shown these structures to exist underneath graphene
films and remain intact even when the over lying graphene film has been cut and
destroyed using nanoprobe STM tips.
Splitting of the Raman G band has been observed, with the causes of this
splitting somewhat unknown. The Raman shifts observed during the splitting
suggests phonon hardening processes are causing the splitting which rules out
curvature present within the graphene films being the cause of the splitting. Both
confinement and strain can cause phonon hardening in graphitic films though the
magnitude of the splitting observed here is larger than observed for those two
processes. This observation has lead to the hypothesis that there could well be an
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interaction present between either the graphene film and the substrate or within
the observed tube-like structures that cause this phonon-hardening process.
The splitting appears more frequent in the samples annealed at 1650◦C and
above. It is possible that the splitting is due the presence of tube-like structures
(which occur with increased frequency under these annealing conditions) and the
bonding between those structures and the substrate. Further measurements are
required to probe this hypothesis further. One such experiment that we could
carry out would be to attempt atomic resolution STM measurements on the tube-
like structures. These measurements could be used to show the structure present
and lattice spacings measured to show the presence of phonon hardening effects.
A further measurement we could carry out to further increase our understand-
ing of the cause of the G band splitting requires improvements to the current Ra-
man mapping experiments to allow for consistent subtraction of a silicon carbide
background. If a consistent subtraction could be achieved then the properties of
the split G band could be fitted within Raman maps and compared to AFM data
from the same sample area to ascertain structural causes for the observed split-
ting. Also the variation of properties such as split peak separation and intensities
within an area of sample can be observed to observe how consistent these values
are and how they correspond to structural features of the sample.
There has been no evidence of graphene growth on the (0001¯) face during these
annealing procedures. This has been shown from the absence of a carbon-rich
signal in Raman spectra taken on these surface. AFM micrographs show atomic
terraces do form on this face and despite the presence of sparsely arranged tube-
like structures on the surfaces, there is no evidence for the presence of graphene
films. This result is not surprising and is in line with results observed elsewhere
for the onset temperature of graphene growth on this face which is increased due
to the formation of an oxide layer during the annealing process. (24; 35)
In conclusion, this chapter and chapter 6 have shown the successful produc-
tion of atomically terraced silicon carbide substrates via the use of an argon
annealing process. These atomically terraced substrates have been prepared and
subsequently graphitised through a single-stage annealing process under argon
gas, this is an original result.
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Though initial growth procedures lead to the production of disordered island-
like regions of graphene, improvements have lead to the production of more com-
plete graphene films and the observation of large scale areas (100s µm via SEM
imaging) of single graphene domains. This is comparable to work shown else-
where for the production of graphene films post hydrogen etching under argon
atmospheric growth (26) and for growth carried out within confined geometries
post hydrogen etch treatment.(34) The domain sizes obtained via this annealing
technique show a great improvement on the 100s nm obtained from annealing
in UHV as described in Chapter 4 and show a move towards large scale single
domain graphene production.
Though more understanding into the graphene formation mechanism and
graphene-substrate interaction is required, this result of single-stage annealing
to both prepare and graphitise substrates is promising for the integration of epi-
taxial graphene growth into industrial scale production.
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Chapter 8
Nanoprobe: Local Transport
Measurements on Argon Grown
Epitaxial Graphene
Following the observation of the island-like graphene growth obtained via argon
atmosphere annealing from techniques such as AFM and Raman mapping it was
decided that an Omicron Nanoprobe should be used to locally approach and
contact these islands for the purposes of taking transport measurements. This
work has been carried out in collaboration with Alex Walton at the University of
Leeds who has demonstrated the effectiveness of the Nanoprobe at taking these
kinds of local transport measurements on small scale systems.(178) During the
experiments, Alex operated the Nanoprobe system whilst guided by myself as to
which sample regions to approach and contact, all data analysis was conducted
by myself. As described earlier (section 3.7), the Nanoprobe consists of an SEM
imaging system and 4 STM tips that can be individually manipulated. The SEM
imaging capabilities of the system have been show earlier (section 7.2.5), once a
suitable sample area for probing is identified, the STM tips can be moved into
position. The sample can then be contacted by the 4 STM tips, allowing for
4-probe electrical transport measurements to be carried out.
As well as the ability to contact the graphene films, the STM tips and their
maneuverability also allows us to manipulate the graphene films themselves. This
allows the cutting of films into specific measurement geometries on the µm scale
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to aid the understanding and quantifiability of the electronic transport measure-
ments made. The aim of the work with the Nanoprobe was to make measurements
of the sheet resistances of the graphene-islands and to also see if anisotropies in
resistance measured parallel and perpendicular to the atomic step edges present
within the silicon carbide substrate could be observed. Work elsewhere suggests
that there is an anisotropy present that exists at the step edges.(36; 37; 38)
There are a number of differing explanations for this anisotropy, Yakes et al
suggest the anisotropy is due to the presence of silicon atoms at the step edge
that leads to increased scatter events leading to a resistance contribution of 42 Ω
per step.(37) Perhaps the most comprehensive model shows the anisotropy to be
due to abrupt variations in doping levels that occur at step edges,(38) which was
shown to fit well with experimental data.(36) This work leads to a resistance con-
tribution of ∼15 Ω per 1 nm of step height.(38) Each model predicts an increase
in scattering events at step edges. This results in the resistances measured when
the current path flows over a large number of terraces (perpendicular direction)
being greater than when the current path flows in a along the terraces (parallel
direction).
The following section will discuss results obtained from the local contacting of
graphene-islands from samples grown under argon atmosphere as discussed within
chapter 7. The reasoning behind the specific measurement geometries used and
the effects of these geometries on the transport measurements will be addressed
along with any limitations within the techniques used. The measurement of
anisotropies within the films, or absence of, will also be discussed along with
future plans for extending this technique further in the measurement of graphene
transport properties.
8.1 Local Transport Measurements: Preliminary
Measurements
During the initial stages of taking measurements with the Nanoprobe system
a region which appeared to be blank silicon carbide was approached and con-
tacted in a square 4-probe geometry as described in section 3.7.3.1 and used
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Figure 8.1: SEM image from the Nanoprobe system showing an area of blank
silicon carbide contacted from the sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C.
The tip numbers are labeled.
elsewhere.(37; 179; 180) The contact geometry used is shown in Figure 8.1 with
the current flowing through tips 1 and 2 and the voltage being sensed through
tips 3 and 4, this gave extremely non-linear IV characteristics as shown in Figure
8.2(a). This data can be trimmed and a straight line fitted to obtain a resistance
of 1.1±0.1 GΩ as shown in Figure 8.2(b) which is within the range of the resis-
tances this system can measure accurately as the Keithley 6154 electrometer has
femtoamp sensitivity.
This is a very high resistance value and shows the silicon carbide substrate to
essentially be an insulator as expected from the specifications given by the manu-
facturer Cree that states the resistivity for this type of wafer to be ≥0.1 MΩ.cm.
The measured 1.1±0.1 GΩ resistance above is difficult to convert into a resistiv-
ity as the exact current flow paths are unknown as is the thickness of the silicon
carbide wafer that the current flows through. The important result is that the
silicon carbide wafer is insulating in nature of the substrate.
During the preliminary measurements, a small graphene island was approached
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.2: IV graphs taken from an area of blank silicon carbide contacted from
the sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. a) Full IV trace showing non-linear
behavior. b) Trimmed data from a) showing a linear region, a linear fit to this
region leads to a resistance of 1.1±0.1 GΩ.
with a similar 4-probe measurement geometry used for the blank silicon carbide
region as shown in Figure 8.3. This geometry is shown in Figure 8.3 with the
2 IV graphs shown in Figure 8.4 obtained by switching the current and voltage
probes around the square as described in section 3.7.3.1 to the positions labeled
in Figure 8.4.
The average resistance from the graphene island region was measured to be
17±2 kΩ, which is many orders of magnitude lower than the resistance of the un-
derlying silicon carbide substrate, thus justifying the assumption that the current
flows through the graphene sheet only. It is also important to note the differ-
ence in resistance values measured with switching the current and voltage probes
through 90◦. This suggests a possible anisotropy in resistance within the graphene
films, a phenomenon that has been ascribed to the presence of underlying atomic
steps in the silicon carbide wafer elsewhere. (36; 37; 38)
During these preliminary measurements there was no attempt made to align
the contacts to the angle of the substrate steps and the measurement geometry
used makes it somewhat difficult to obtain actual sheet resistance values. The
rest of this chapter will concentrate on trying to probe this anisotropy with exper-
iments designed to use the Nanoprobe to cut and manipulate the graphene films
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Figure 8.3: SEM image from the Nanoprobe system showing a graphene island
contacted from the sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. The tip numbers
are labeled.
in order to align simple geometric structures both parallel and perpendicular to
these steps to reveal the nature of this anisotropy.
8.2 Local Transport Measurements: Investiga-
tion of Anisotropy Within Graphene Films
8.2.1 Measurement Geometry
The island-like growth of graphene observed within samples annealed under ar-
gon atmospheres in this work limits the measurement geometries that can be used
when probing the graphene films. In work carried out elsewhere, probing tech-
niques have been used to measure the electronic properties of large scale graphene
films. (36; 37) The rotational four-probe measurement technique used by Yakes
et al (37) was deemed unsuitable for measurements here. As placing the STM tips
causes damage to the graphene film, with the small graphitic islands observed on
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Figure 8.4: IV graphs taken from a graphene island contacted from the sample
annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. The IV curves shown are from varying the
current and voltage directions around the square 4-probe geometry. The source
and measuring tip configurations are labeled on the graphs. Linear fits to the
data are shown and the gradients lead to an average resistance of 17±2 kΩ.
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the sample annealed for 30 minutes, very few rotations could be performed before
the graphene film was completely destroyed. The 3-probe measurement technique
used by Ji et al (36) requires a high resolution imaging capability on the voltage
probe and a large separation between the current probes. This resolution in the
voltage probe separation is not possible in this system and once more island sizes
limit the current probe separations that can be used.
To counteract the problems obtained from the irregular shaped island-like
graphene film growth, one of the STM tips was used to define areas within the
islands for measurements via a cutting technique. The structure deemed most
appropriate for these measurements was that of a bar structure. Within the bar
structure, if the current probes are sufficiently far apart and the bar is long and
thin then the current path directions in the central bar region will be uniform
and the measured voltage will not depend on where along the bars width it is
measured. This kind of structure allows for a simple calculation of the sheet
resistance to be made, as described later in this section.
The bars were cut in pairs with one running parallel to the substrate steps and
the other running perpendicular. The typical width of a bar is ∼1 µm which is
roughly equal to the width of the atomic steps observed for these samples via AFM
as shown in sections 6.2 and 7.2.3. The bars are aligned to the substrate steps by
taking a high contrast SEM image in which the substrate steps are visible. The
steps are at a consistent angle across the wafer so once measured, the substrate
step angle appears not to vary. The Nanoprobe measurements carried out were
taken on two samples, each of these samples were mounted at differing angles into
the Nanoprobe and therefore required two measurements of the terrace angle.
Figure 8.5 shows the terrace angles for both the samples annealed at 1650◦C
for 30 minutes (Figure 8.5(a)) and 120 minutes (Figure 8.5(b)). There is roughly
a 90◦ difference in the terrace angle between the 2 samples, owing to the fact
that the samples were mounted at differing angles. As mentioned earlier, once
measured these angles can be used to align measurements to the terraces across
the whole sample.
Once the alignment has been carried out, geometries for measurements can
now be defined in the graphene films via the use of a cutting technique using one
of the STM tips. Figure 8.6 shows a bar structure cut from a graphene film by
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.5: SEM images from the Nanoprobe system showing terrace angles. a)
Sample annealed for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. b) Sample annealed for 120 minutes
at 1650◦C. The contrast in each image has been varied to make the step edges
clearer the light areas correspond to bare silicon carbide and the dark regions
are graphene. Also visible in the images are STM tips. Thin red lines indicate
terrace direction in a) are spaced 2 terraces apart, in b) are placed on adjacent
terraces. Scale bars are indicated in each image.
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Figure 8.6: SEM image from the Nanoprobe system showing a cut bar from the
sample annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C. The STM tips are still visible in this
image.
one of the STM tips. This bar is running parallel to the atomic terrace steps on
the sample annealed for 120 minutes. Once cut, these bar patterns can then be
contacted by the 4 STM tips and 4-probe electrical measurements carried out.
Schematic diagrams of the measurement setups used within these cut bar
structures are given in Figure 8.7. In both of these schematics a current flows
between the tips numbered 1 and 3 placed near the edge of the bar structure
driven by a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter with this current measured by a Keithly
6514 electrometer in series and set to sense current. The voltage drop is measured
across the tips numbered 2 and 4 using a Keithley 6514 electrometers set to sense
voltage as discussed in greater detail in section 3.7.2. Within the bar structures
the voltage probe separation (L) is varied. This was done in either one of two
ways. The first is shown in Figure 8.7(a) whereby one of the voltage probe tips
(here tip 4) remains stationary whilst the second voltage probe tip (here tip 2)
is moved towards it. This was the final kind of measurement system used and
was seen as beneficial to the method highlighted in Figure 8.7(b) where both the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.7: Schematic images of the Nanoprobe system showing measurement
configurations. a) One voltage probed moved towards the other. b) Each voltage
probe moved towards each other. Current flows between tips 1 and 3, the voltage
drop is measured between probes 2 and 4.
voltage probe tips are moved towards each other to the central region.
The measurements taken with the measurement arrangement highlighted in
Figure 8.7(a) also take greater care in ensuring that the first measurements take
place with the distance between each of the voltage probes and its nearest current
source (or drain) being at least twice the width (W ) of the bar device, this is to
try and ensure that the current paths are uniform in the measurements taken.
This was not the case in earlier measurements taken with the arrangement shown
in Figure 8.7(b) where this separation is only typically equal to the width of the
bar.
A schematic of the lines of current flow within a bar structure is shown in
Figure 8.8, ideally the voltage probes should always be placed in the ‘linear’
region, the size of this region will depend on the aspect ratio (L/W ) of the
bar structures. If the voltage probes are placed too close to the source/drain
electrodes then the resistance value measured (R) cannot be simply converted to
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Figure 8.8: A schematic drawing to highlight the presence of a region within the
bar structure where the lines of current flow (solid black) are uniform and parallel
to the bar structure thus leading to uniform equipotential lines (solid red). This
region is labeled as the ‘linear’ region with the separation of this region and the
source electrode labeled x and the drain electrode y.
a sheet resistance (Rs) via,
R = Rs
L
W
(8.1)
and attempts to plot R against L/W and extract a sheet resistance from a linear
fit to this data will show points at high L/W that deviate away from this straight
line fit as the voltage probes are now positioned outside the ‘linear region’ and
these points should be discounted.
The ability to cut and manipulate the graphene films with the STM tips has
been shown to be beneficial in the ability to define specific measurement geome-
tries within the graphene films. However potential issues arise from the damage
caused upon lifting the STM tips after contacting the films to make transport
measurements, this damage can be seen in the SEM images shown in Figures
8.9, 8.13(b) and 8.16 that have been taken after measurements have been carried
out. All measurements are carried out with the voltage probe separation starting
at high L and being reduced, this could result in the ripped regions caused by
taking measurements causing disruption to the current flow paths and distorting
the observed values. The linear IV characteristics observed at all separations as
shown in Figure 8.10 suggest that this is not the case, as does the linear variation
of the measured resistance with increasing L/W at lower voltage probe separa-
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tions. The ‘long and thin’ nature of the measurement geometry and the ‘linear
region’ it creates also counteracts the discrepancies that not having equally spaced
measurement probes (181) would have on the sheet resistance measurements.
8.2.2 Bar Structures Measured Within a Sample Annealed
for 120 Minutes at 1650◦C
As described earlier, measurements of elctrical conduction anisotropies present
within epitaxial graphene samples grown on atomically terraced silicon carbide
wafers have been made, demonstrating that there is a scattering contribution at
the step edges leading to increased resistance in currents passing perpendicular
to the terrace direction compared to parallel.(36; 37) In an attempt to measure
the same anisotropy in the graphene films grown here 4 probe measurements
were carried out on isolated bar structures as shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 and
discussed in the previous section.
The most comprehensive measurement of anisotropy was carried out on a
double bar setup shown in Figure 8.9 cut from the sample annealed for 120
minutes. The measurement setup shown in Figure 8.7(a) was used to vary the
position of one of the voltage probes and thus change the separation between the
probes. The IV characteristics from one of the 4 bars for all the voltage probe
separations measured is shown in Figure 8.10. As can be seen, all the IV graphs
are linear and straight line fits to these results leads to a measured resistance value
(R) being obtained for each probe separation. (same in other 3 bar structures,
just not shown)
This measured resistance value (R) is linked to the actual sheet resistance
(Rs) via equation 8.1 where once more L is the probe separation and W is the
average width of the bar structure being probed. It therefore follows that a plot
of L/W against R will lead to a straight line graph which will have a gradient
equal to the sheet resistance (Rs). The measured resistance at each point is taken
as the statistical average of the resistance values measured whilst forward biasing
and reverse biasing with an error value extracted from the difference between the
resistance measurements with reversed polarity.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.9: SEM images from the Nanoprobe system showing bar structures cut
into a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 120 minutes. a) Imaging defining the la-
beling of the parallel and perpendicular bars post electronic measurements. b)
Taken at a lower magnification to show the uniformity of the graphene film sur-
rounding the bar structure. Both are images taken post contacting for electrical
measurements and the tip induced damage can be seen in all of the bar structures.
The size of the tip damage spot is dependent on the exact nature of the tip as
the measurement is taken and can vary across a set. ‘Drawing’ damage from the
SEM imaging can also be seen as squares of dark contrast. Scale bars given in
images.
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Figure 8.10: IV characteristics for the bar structure ‘parallel 1’ from a graphene
film grown for 120 minutes at 1650◦C in argon atmosphere. The IV graphs all
follow linear fits indicating Ohmic behavior and good contact between the STM
tips and the graphene film. Each individual graph is one of a pair (positive and
negative bias) taken at different voltage probe separations. The higher resistances
(steeper gradient) correspond to the higher separations.
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Figure 8.11: Measured resistance vs L/W for all bar structures measured from
graphene films grown after a 120 minute at 1650◦C in argon atmosphere, devia-
tions from linear behavior can be seen at high L/W values. The linear fits are
shown with solid lines. The last point used for the linear fits in each case is
highlighted with a box. This point is chosen by eye to be the last point on the
linear fit before a deviation occurs. Each of the linear fits has a fixed intercept
at 0.
If there is anisotropy caused at the step edges then a notable contribution
should be observed in the Rs measurements with those measured parallel to the
terraces being smaller than those measured perpendicular to the terraces. The
results from this set of bars are shown in Figure 8.11, it can be seen that there
is no obvious increase in sheet resistance in the bars cut perpendicular to the
terraces and as shown in Table 8.1 the smallest sheet resistance measured was
measured in the ‘Perpendicular’ 2 bar.
To attempt to clarify the absence of any anisotropy due to the presence of
atomic steps, the sheet resistance at each point was calculated using Equation
8.1 by dividing the measured resistance (R) by (L/W ) where L is the probe
separation and here, W is the average width of the bar being measured. Figure
8.12 shows these values plotted with increasing voltage probe separation (L). It
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Table 8.1: Sheet Resistance from Double Bar Measurements for Sample Annealed
at 1650◦C for 120 Minutes. Sheet resistance measured by Yakes et al(37) were
∼300 Ω.
Bar Sheet Resistance (Ω)
Parallel 1 1588±12
Parallel 2 1898±12
Perpendicular 1 2107±55
Perpendicular 2 1433±18
would be expected that the sheet resistance measurements in the parallel direction
would remain invariant with the increase in voltage probe separation with the
sheet resistance measurements in the perpendicular direction showing a step-like
response when an atomic terrace is crossed as seen elsewhere. (36) As previously
mentioned the atomic terraces have been observed to be located every ∼1 µm on
these samples.
Therefore on the length scales of voltage probe separations used in Figure 8.12
we would expect to see around 5 steps in sheet resistance values with increasing
voltage probe separation in the perpendicular direction. Despite some evidence
of steps in the bar labeled ‘perpendicular 1’, the periodicity of these steps is not
as expected for the terraces observed in these samples. Also the complete lack
of a stepped like increase in sheet resistance in the bar labeled ‘perpendicular
2’ suggests that there is no anisotropy present (due to the underlying stepped
substrate surface) within this graphene film.
8.2.3 Bar Structures Measured Within a Sample Annealed
for 30 Minutes at 1650◦C
Bar measurements were also carried out on the sample annealed for 30 minutes
at 1650◦C. These consisted of 2 sets of parallel and perpendicular bars cut from
separate areas of graphene growth. These bars are shown in Figure 8.13. As can
be seen in the SEM images, the graphene films formed under these annealing
conditions is somewhat more disordered than those formed when annealing for
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Figure 8.12: Sheet Resistance measured with varying voltage probe separation
(L) for 4 different bar structures cut from the same area of graphene from a
sample annealed for 120 minutes at 1650◦C. A step-like response in resistance
values is expected in the perpendicular direction as atomic terraces are crossed
with increasing L.
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120 minutes. Ripples and folds can be seen as well as the presence of the tube-
like structures as discussed in greater detail during Chapter 7. These tube-like
structures are observed to run through (most probably underneath) each of these
patterned bars.
Once more the 4-probe IV characteristics (not shown) appear linear at each
position within all the bars measured. Again each measured resistance is taken
is the statistical average of both forward biasing and reverse biasing the current
flow direction with the error in resistance measured extracted from the difference
in resistance values measured with reverse polarity.
When measuring these bar structures the method shown in Figure 8.7(b) was
used to vary the voltage probe separation. Again anisotropies were investigated
via the measurement and comparison of the sheet resistance values obtained from
the parallel and perpendicular bars. These results are shown in Figure 8.14 and
summarized in Table 8.2. In both sets of bars the sheet resistance measured in
the perpendicular direction are lower than those in the parallel direction, again
suggesting that there is no anisotropy due to the atomic terraces. The sheet
resistances measured in the first set of bars (labeled parallel 1 and perpendicular
1) is much higher than those measured in both the parallel and perpendicular
direction in the second set of bars (labeled parallel 2 and perpendicular 2). The
sheet resistance values measured in the second set of bars are comparable to
those measured within the sample annealed for 120 minutes (Table 8.1). This
would suggest that the region of film measured within the first set of bars is more
disordered than the other films measured.
Table 8.2: Sheet Resistance from Bar Measurements for Sample Annealed at
1650◦C for 30 minutes. Sheet resistance measured by Yakes et al(37) were ∼300
Ω.
Bar Sheet Resistance (Ω)
Parallel 1 5795±65
Parallel 2 1823±36
Perpendicular 1 2869±23
Perpendicular 2 1410±43
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.13: SEM images from the Nanoprobe system showing bar structures cut
into a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 30 minutes. a) Set of bars 1. b) Set of
bars 2. Scale bars given in images. Green boxes used to highlight the presence of
tube-like structures in the region of the bars.
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Figure 8.14: Measured resistance vs L/W for all bar structures measured from
graphene films grown after a 30 minute at 1650◦C in argon atmosphere, deviations
from linear behavior can be seen at high L/W values. The linear fits are shown
with solid lines. The last point used for the linear fits in each case is highlighted
with a box. This point is chosen by eye to be the last point on the linear fit
before a deviation occurs. Each of the linear fits has a fixed intercept at 0.
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There are a number of possible causes of this disorder and the observed larger
sheet resistance measurements in the first set of bars. The effects of tip-induced
damage can be ruled out as a possible cause for the large difference as each of the
sets of bars exhibit a linear relationship of Rs and L/W as shown in Figure 8.14
at low separations L where you would expect the tip induced damage to have
the most effect. The island region used for the first set of bars is smaller and in
general shows more wrinkle/tube structures per unit length than the larger area
used for the second set of bars. This can be seen in Figure 8.13 where there are 4
wrinkle/tube regions identified within one bar structure in the first set of bars (
Figure 8.13(a)) compared to 3 across the whole of the much larger bar structures
in the second set of bars ( Figure 8.13(b)). It is this general disorder within
the graphene films that is likely to cause this large variation in sheet resistance
values.
Again to try and identify the presence or absence of anisotropy due to the
presence of substrate steps, the sheet resistance at each point was tracked with
increasing voltage probe separation (L). Figure 8.15 shows these results, from the
first set of bars (shown in Figure 8.15(a)). For the voltage separations used in
these measurements and with a terrace width of ∼1 µm we would expect to see
3 distinct steps within the sheet resistance values with increasing voltage probe
separations in the perpendicular direction.
The sheet resistance in the parallel direction does appear to remain invari-
ant with increasing voltage probe separation as expected. In the perpendicular
direction there is a general increase in the sheet resistance as the voltage probe
separation increases, though this behavior is not step-like for increasing L val-
ues between 0.5 µm and 2.5 µm where at least 2 clear steps would be expected.
There is a step observed between 2.5 µm and 3.0 µm though, it must also be noted
that this increase could be linked to the non linearity in the measured resistance
measured with increasing L/W for this bar past L/W values of 2.0 (as shown in
Figure 8.14) rather than the presence of anisotropy due to substrate steps.
Figure 8.15(b) show the results from the second set of bars cut on this sample.
Here there is no notable increase in the sheet resistance values in the perpendicular
direction with increasing voltage probe separation (L). Surprisingly there is a
slight increase in sheet resistance observed in the parallel direction, suggesting
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.15: Sheet resistance measurements with varying voltage probe separa-
tions (L) for bar structures cut into graphene films grown after a 30 minute anneal
at 1650◦C. a) Results from first set of bars. b) Results from second set of bars. A
step-like response in resistance values is expected in the perpendicular direction
as atomic terraces are crossed with increasing L.
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that there is anisotropy present within the film material itself and limits the
suggestion that the increase observed in the perpendicular direction for the first
bar (Figure 8.15(a)) is due to presence of substrate steps.
8.2.4 Cross Structure Measured Within a Sample An-
nealed for 30 Minutes at 1650◦C
As well as bar structures cut separately being used to measure anisotropies, a
cross structure was also used within films grown for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. Figure
8.16(a) shows the cut cross structure prior to the measurement of resistance
values, Figure 8.16(b) shows the structure after the resistance measurements have
been taken. Again in this series of measurements the voltage probe separation
was varied using the technique shown in Figure 8.7(b) with both voltage probes
moving towards the central region.
Again the IV characteristics at each point were linear (not shown) with the
measured resistance again taken as the statistical average of the resistance values
measured with both forward and reverse biased currents with the error value
extracted from the difference in these resistance measurements. As shown in
Figure 8.16(b) the central region of the cross was left unprobed, meaning that the
cross structure can be roughly treated as 2 separate bar structures thus allowing
the sheet resistance values to be calculated in the same way as previously carried
out for bar structures.
Once more there is no clear difference in the sheet resistance measured be-
tween the parallel and perpendicular orientations as shown in Figure 8.17 and
summarized in Table 8.3. The resistance in the parallel direction is lower than
that in the perpendicular direction as would be expected if the substrate steps
were causing anisotropy. However, this difference is small (74 Ω) and is com-
parable to the size of the error present from the straight line fits to obtain the
sheet resistance in the parallel direction (50 Ω) so attributing it to the presence
of substrate steps is difficult.
Again to try and clarify the results in the cross structure the sheet resistance
at each point is calculated and plotted with varying voltage probe separation (L).
Figure 8.18 shows this data which again suggests that there is no substrate step
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.16: SEM images from the Nanoprobe system showing the cross struc-
ture cut into a sample annealed at 1650◦C for 30 minutes. a) Cross structure
pre resistance measurements. b) Cross structure after resistance measurements.
(scale bars in images).
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Figure 8.17: Measured resistance vs L/W for the cross structure structure from
graphene films grown after a 30 minute at 1650◦C in argon atmosphere, deviations
from linear behavior can be seen at high L/W values. The linear fits are shown
with solid lines. The last point used for the linear fits in each case is highlighted
with a box. This point is chosen by eye to be the last point on the linear fit
before a deviation occurs. Each of the linear fits has a fixed intercept at 0.
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Table 8.3: Sheet Resistance from Cross Measurements for Sample Annealed at
1650◦C for 30 minutes. Sheet resistance measured by Yakes et al(37) were ∼300
Ω.
Bar Sheet Resistance (Ω)
Parallel 1787±50
Perpendicular 1861±3
induced anisotropy within these graphene films. Unexpectedly sheet resistance
in the parallel direction show some dependence on the voltage probe separation
whereas the sheet resistance measurements in the perpendicular direction remain
fairly constant. This again suggests that inconsistencies within the films them-
selves and perhaps quality of contacts (despite the linear IVs) could be causing
the variations rather than the presence of any substrate step induced anisotropies.
The measurements carried out on the bar structures cut from the samples
annealed for 120 minutes and 30 minutes at 1650◦C, and from the cross structure
cut from the sample annealed for 30 minutes suggests that there is no substrate
step induced anisotropy within these graphene films unlike observations made
elsewhere. (36; 37) The absence of an anisotropy is beneficial for the integration
of epitaxial graphene into industrial production methods.
8.3 Conclusions and Discussions
In this chapter it has been shown that the Nanoprobe system provides a very use-
ful technique to locally probe the properties of epitaxial graphene films on silicon
carbide substrates. This is especially true for the case when the graphene film is
very non-uniform and graphene islands exist on the surface making standard op-
tical lithography and electron beam lithography processes difficult for electrically
contacting the films. Once contacted 4-probe electronic transport measurements
can be made, this is possible due to the silicon carbide substrate being insulating,
ensuring that all the current flows through the graphene films.
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Figure 8.18: Sheet Resistance measured with varying voltage probe separation
(L) for the cross structure cut from an area of graphene from a sample annealed
for 30 minutes at 1650◦C. A step-like response in resistance values is expected in
the perpendicular direction as atomic terraces are crossed with increasing L.
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It is also possible to use the Nanoprobe STM tips to cut the graphene films into
well defined measurement geometries and align these geometries to the presence
of atomic terraces within the silicon carbide terraces. This allowed for attempts
to be made to measure anisotropies in resistance within the graphene films run-
ning parallel and perpendicular to be investigated. Work elsewhere (36; 37; 38)
has shown that there is a resistance cost associated with passing current within
graphene films over these substrate steps, making the resistance perpendicular to
the steps greater than in the parallel direction. There was no such dependence
observed within the films probed in this work.
The exact reasoning for this lack of anisotropy is not known, though there
are a number of reasons why this result could occur. Firstly the sheet resistances
measured in these graphene films is ∼2 kΩ which is higher than those observed
elsewhere when measuring substrate induced anisotropies i.e in work by Yakes et
al where the sheet resistance values were ∼300 Ω. This increased sheet resistance
could perhaps be due to the disordered nature of the graphene films as mentioned
in discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7 and here could lead to the ‘blurring
out’ of the substrate step anisotropy. The presence of wrinkles in the graphene
film due to local strains will lead to changes to the lattice spacings within the
graphene film, non uniform strains have been shown to decrease the mobility
of graphene films (increase resistance) by a factor of 10.(107) An experiment
we could carry out to investigate this is to pattern an array of bar structures
(via optical lithography and focused ion beam etching) into a region of complete
graphene growth and measure the sheet resistances of these bars before carrying
out Raman mapping of the same device to check the strain uniformity. This array
of bar structures would also allow the consistency of the sheet resistance within
a film to be measured.
Though the damage to the graphene films caused by the STM tips during the
electrical measurements are thought not to contribute to this increase in sheet
resistance due to the linear behavior of the measured resistance with varying the
voltage probe separation, the patterning of contact pads along the side of the
previously mentioned bar arrays would help to remove this damage within the
bar structures altogether.
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Also important to note is that experimental work carried out by Ji et al (36)
and theoretical calculations carried out by Low et al (38) suggest that graphene
films flowing over substrate steps of ∼0.3 nm (as measured in these samples via
AFM) will have a step contribution of ∼5 Ω per step which is much lower than
the 42 Ω per step measured in the work by Yakes et al (37) on stepped bunched
substrates. This would require the resistance measurements to to be sensitive to
a 5 Ω change in a ∼2 kΩ sheet resistance. For the sheet resistance with varying
probe separation measurements as shown in Figures 8.12, 8.15 and 8.18 the error
bars given are much bigger than the 5 Ω required.
To improve upon this, better control on the tip positioning is required. In
the current setup, when the widths of the tips are taken into account there is a
± ∼0.2 µm error in the positioning of the tips which leads to large areas in the
calculated sheet resistance values. This improved resolution could also aid the
observation of step-like changes in sheet resistance with varying voltage probe
separation. Multiple IV sweeps at each separation to lower the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the measured resistance values could also help improve the resolution
of the experiments and maybe help to show up any small anisotropy caused by
the substrate steps.
The well defined measurement geometries defined by the cutting of these bar
and cross structures negate the need for complex corrections to the resistance
values measured to obtained sheet resistance values for varying probe separa-
tions as described by Wells et al (181) for 4 probe measurements in more open
geometries. Deviations from non-linear behavior of measured resistance values
with increasing L/W can be attributed to the current paths being non-uniform
at those positions and those points are therefore discounted when fitting straight
lines to obtain sheet resistance values. One more limiting factor in these results
is the width of the cut bars and crosses. The ∼1 µm widths mean that even in
the parallel directions, there is the possibility to be at least 1 substrate step edge
present as the terrace width is also observed to be ∼1 µm from AFM, ideally the
parallel bars would be cut within a single terrace. If there is a terrace within a
parallel bar structure then the current paths will be distorted due to the presence
of this step, this would lead to an increase in the sheet resistance.
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The process of cutting the bar structures leads to uneven edges with ∼ 100
nm variations in width across the bar. This could lead to the variations in sheet
resistances measured (discounting the large difference measured in the first set
of bars on the sample annealed for 30 minutes) within this work. A modification
to the process again would see the use of focused ion beam etching to obtain
even edges and remove this possible cause of variation from the experiment. Re-
moving this variation is important for identification of the presence or absence of
anisotropy as it will increase the resolution of the experimental procedure.
In conclusion, work carried out in this chapter to identify the presence of a
conduction anisotropy withing the graphene films grown on a terraced substrate
has yielded no strong proof for its existence. This absence of anisotropy has
been identified to be due to a combination of the high sheet resistances measured
within these films compared to in other work (37) and the smaller atomic steps
in the substrate observed here leading to a smaller resistance cost associated with
passing currents through the graphene film perpendicular to these steps.(38) This
lack of anisotropy would have benefits for electrical devices patterned within the
graphene films where anisotropies in resistance and therefore conductivity could
lead to poor device quality. Though the observed larger sheet resistances still
suggests that the quality of graphene films produced still needs improving and is
far from optimized.
Improvements to the experimental technique to try and investigate the pres-
ence of anisotropy due to the substrate steps has already been suggested. Further
work to probe the conductivity behavior in regions were bilayer and monolayer
regions overlap could be useful to further understand the growth mechanisms
present within these samples. These should now be possible with the increased
uniformity observed in bilayer regions within the sample annealed for 120 min-
utes at 1650◦C and could be compared with work carried out elsewhere (36) to
understand the coupling between thicker graphene films grown via this technique.
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Conclusions and Outlook
9.1 Conclusions
The key aims of this project were to understand and improve the growth of epi-
taxial graphene on silicon carbide, with a view to providing a consistent method
for producing high quality, large scale graphene films that can be integrated into
electronic devices within the group here in Leeds. This has been achieved, with
a number of key results showing improvements to graphene film growth in ul-
tra high vacuum and in the development of an argon annealing process whereby
atomically terraced silicon carbide substrates can be produced and graphitised
within a single stage process.
The key improvements to the graphene films grown in ultra high vacuum
have been an increase in graphene coverage on the substrate surfaces to ensure
the presence of a complete graphene films and the increase in the lateral grain
sizes of graphene domains within these films from 10s nm to 100s nm. These
improvements in film quality lead to improvements in the electronic properties
measured within these films (measurements taken by Graham Creeth) with a
move away from inelastic scattering dominated variable range hopping behavior
to more graphene-like weak localisation behavior as the lateral grain sizes increase
and elastic scattering processes dominate. (28)
The improvements in graphene coverage and lateral grain size were gained
by varying the times and temperatures used within the final annealing step for
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growth. In a simplistic view the growth time was observed to control the com-
pleteness of the graphene films whilst the growth temperature controlled the
mobility of the carbon atoms on the substrate surface and therefore the lateral
grain size. A picture of how varying these two parameters affects the quality of
the graphene films as built up with the use of surface science techniques such
as low energy electron diffraction, atomic force microscopy, low energy electron
microscopy and Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectroscopy was also used to track the development of strains within
the graphene films grown in ultra high vacuum over a range of different anneal-
ing times at an annealing temperature of 1400◦C via the tracking of the 2D
band position. This work (33) showed that compressive strains build up be-
tween the graphene films and the silicon carbide substrates due to their differing
thermal expansion coefficients.(32) The strain values are seen to increase with
increasing annealing time owing to the increased graphene coverage allowing for
less strain relaxation to take place. The maximum strain value obtained dur-
ing this work (33) of 0.5% for graphene grown on the silicon carbide (0001¯) is
less than the 0.9% obtained for growth on the (0001) face carried out elsewhere
with similar annealing conditions.(32) This suggests decoupling of the graphene
layers from the substrate allows for strain relaxation with this decoupling also
observed elsewhere.(50) Variations in strain values and graphene coverage across
single samples suggests the presence of a thermal gradient during the annealing
process.
Alongside work carried out on improving the growth procedure for graphene
films in ultra high vacuum, a procedure for annealing silicon carbide wafers under
an inert argon gas atmosphere was also developed. Work elsewhere published
during this project(26; 27) demonstrated improved graphene film growth under
these conditions owing to the slowing down of the net silicon evaporation rate
due to the backscatter of evaporating silicon atoms due to the presence of the
inert gas.(26; 27)
Initial annealing runs, carried out at 1500◦C lead to surprising results with the
silicon carbide (0001) substrate that was previously marred by mechanical pol-
ishing scratches now exhibiting atomic terraces, a result regularly observed via
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the use of a potentially dangerous hydrogen etching technique elsewhere.(29) In-
creasing the annealing temperature to ∼1600◦C led to the graphitisation of these
atomically stepped terraces with the graphene films observed to grow ‘carpet-like’
over the underlying substrate. This single step procedure for both preparing the
silicon carbide substrates and subsequently graphitising these substrates has po-
tential benefits for the integration of epitaxial graphene into industrial processes
as does the removal of the potentially hazardous hydrogen etching step.
However surface science techniques such as atomic force microscopy, scan-
ning electron microscopy and Raman spectroscopy showed these films to be
less than perfect. The observation of island-like graphene growth via atomic
force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy with rips and folds observed
within these islands tied in well with the Raman spectroscopy measurements
which showed the presence of a large defect induced (134; 135; 145; 156) D band.
Improvements to the growth procedures saw the final sample grown during this
project (annealed for 120 minutes at a temperature of 1650◦C) exhibit large areas
∼100s µm of single domain graphene growth (seen in SEM imaging) thus demon-
strating the potential for this growth procedure, though further optimization and
understanding of the growth mechanism is still required.
A Nanoprobe system has been used to locally probe the graphene ‘islands’
grown under inert argon gas and carry out 4-probe electrical measurements. The
STM tips have also been used to manipulate the graphene films and carry out
cutting procedures to define measurement geometries within the films. This had
allowed sheet resistance values to be calculated for these films which have been
shown to be comparable to those measured elsewhere though are larger by a factor
of 4, again suggesting that the graphene growth procedure needs improvement.
The measurement geometries have also been cut into the film to allow bar struc-
tures that run both parallel and perpendicular to be probed with a view to mea-
suring anisotropies in resistance caused by the presence of the underlying atomic
terraces within the silicon carbide substrate as observed elsewhere.(36; 37) These
anisotropies have not been observed with this being attributed to the smaller
step heights present within the atomic terraces (∼0.3 nm) formed during this
work which has been predicted to produce a small resistance cost when a current
flows in a graphene film over these terrace steps.(38) The absence of anisotropy
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is again beneficial for future integration of epitaxial graphene into nanoelectronic
applications.
9.1.1 Outlook
The single step argon annealing process to both prepare atomically terrace silicon
carbide substrates and graphitise these substrates as shown promise in the pro-
duction of large scale epitaxial graphene films. This procedure is also the main
area in this work for where there is scope for both improvement of the graphene
film quality and for further understanding of the processes that are taking place.
Some of the potential improvements to the experiment would require alterations
and modifications to the existing equipment as well as just extra time to prepare
more samples and carry out more in-depth characterisation of these samples.
The first system modification that would prove useful would be the purchase
of a new furnace system that allow both higher temperatures to be reached as
well as allowing increased ramp rates to these temperatures. Due the formation of
an oxide layer on the sample surface the graphitisation of the carbon terminated
face occurs at higher temperatures when compared to the silicon terminated face
under argon annealing.(35) Higher temperatures (to ∼1800◦C) would allow for
the graphitisation of the carbon terminated face (35) to be achieved under argon
atmospheres and for the growth of graphene on this surface under these conditions
to be studied. The increase in ramp rates would allow the investigation of how the
terrace formation varies with the temperature ramp rates used. If the terraces
can be formed under argon gas atmospheres during rapid (or at least quicker)
annealing processes then this would again lead to benefits for the yield of graphene
attainable via this growth technique.
The ability to vary the pressure during the annealing processes would also
allow further optimization of the growth parameters and could allow for the
graphitisation of the carbon terminated face within the temperature ranges at-
tainable by the current furnace system.(35) The current process which involves
the flowing of argon gas at atmospheric pressures through the tube furnace during
the annealing runs has been carried out through necessity to limit contamination
(mainly oxidation) of the silicon carbide wafers. An improved pumping system,
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including the introduction of a turbo pump and better couplings to the tube
would allow for a cleaner environment to be achieved during the flush and pump
stage due to the better vacuum achieved. This improved vacuum and cleaner
system could negate the need to constantly flow gas through the tube to keep it
clean and allow for pressure variations during annealing processes.
In-depth characterization on the argon annealed samples such as carrying out
low energy electron diffraction measurements on a range of samples annealed for
differing times and temperatures would allow for a more complete picture of the
surface reconstructions that take place on the silicon carbide substrate during the
formation of terraces then the subsequent graphitisation. The characterization of
the tube-like structures is also important. Atomic resolution scanning tunneling
microscopy to try and observe if they consist of an ordered structure could help
with this. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy could be used to try and identify
the chemical make-up of the structures, knowing whether the ‘tubes’ are carbon-
rich or silicon-rich could help explain the observation of graphene films and surface
reconstructions being mediated by these structures. Cross-sectional transition
electron microscopy could also prove useful in analyzing these structures as well
as probing the interface structure between the graphene films and underlying
silicon carbide substrate.
After the local probing of the electrical transport properties of the argon grown
graphene films. Progress would be to see these graphene films integrated into
the low temperature electronic transport and magnetotransport measurements
carried out within the group here in Leeds. This would see electronic devices
patterned via the use of either optical or electron beam lithography to potentially
allow the probing of effects such as Shubnikov-de Hass oscillations and the weak
localisation within these films and to compare these results to those obtained
for graphene films grown in ultra high vacuum in Leeds and to literature results
obtained on argon annealed samples elsewhere.
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